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Executive Summary
The Government of Uganda has developed a Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy andimplementation programme as a long-term measure for tackling deforestation and forestdegradation, whilst meeting the demands for wood, energy, and other forest products.The Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy (September 2017) includes policy measures andactions that address the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation and have thepotential to deliver significant social and environmental benefits. However, many of theproposed solutions may pose risks notably for indigenous peoples and local communities,including for marginalized and/or vulnerable social groups within these communities.The Strategic Environmental and Social Assessment (SESA) has assessed the likelypositive and negative environmental and social impacts of the REDD+ Strategic Options;generated recommendations to the REDD+ Strategy work to address legal, institutional,regulatory and capacity gaps to manage environmental and social priorities associatedwith the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation; and provided inputs to theREDD+ implementation planning process so that environmental and social factors areaddressed appropriately in future REDD+ plans. Finally, it has checked that therecommendations have been integrated into the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy.The assessment has been an iterative process with the REDD+ Strategy development. TheSESA looked into the content and details of proposed REDD+ Options and Strategies(September 2017 and earlier versions), made assessments from environmental, socialand institutional viewpoints and provided recommendations on amendments to theStrategies.This SESA Final Report of September 2017 is presented in the context of the Draft FinalNational REDD+ Strategy, September 2017.The assessment combines policy, institutional and impact-centred approaches tostrategic assessments1. Accordingly, this SESA Final Report has the following content:1. A description of environmental and social hotspots and their main characteristics;2. Results from the meta-study of relevant scientific publications, project reports,evaluation reports, and newspapers and magazines over the past five;3. Results from consultations and interviews with key informants;4. Analysis of key forest areas’ land use trade-offs; of the opportunity cost ofconserving forests versus developing these areas into alternative land uses suchas forest and energy plantations or agriculture, among others;5. Identification of environmental and social impacts of the Draft Final NationalREDD+ Strategy ;6. Analysis of critical institutional, legal, regulatory, policy and capacity gapsunderlying the key environmental and social issues identified;7. Assessment of possibly triggered World Bank safeguards;8. Assessment of Strategy effects with regard to gender, minorities and vulnerablepeople;
1 This type of strategic assessment that combines assessments of environmental/social impacts and strategic
policy/institutional aspects is sometimes called a hybrid SEA or SESA.
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9. Assessment of prioritized REDD+ Strategic Options and sub-options; and10. Identification of key issues recommended to be addressed either in the Strategiesor, if still outstanding, in the ESMF.The Strategic Options (SOs) for the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy were developedboth for their positive contribution towards the reduction of emissions fromdeforestation and forest degradation and their positive environmental and social effects.The SESA found that the formulated SOs to a high degree already address importantenvironmental, social and institutional factors that can guide preparatory work or becomponents of future REDD+ implementation plans. This Strategic Environmental andSocial Assessment of the options conclude that professional and well-managedimplementation of the options will result in significant reductions of emissions andprovide many positive impacts on both the environmental and social sides, but alsopotentially negative ones. However, the SESA did not identify any impacts that are of such
strategic character that they would endanger possibilities for future generations,provided that the options are implemented as stated in the national strategy document.The identified environmental negative impacts (see Tables 2 and 3 of this document)should be able to be handled through professional and scientifically-based planning andimplementation, and application of known best practices, with stakeholder participation.The identified negative impacts and risks on the social side (Tables 2 and 3) will requiredeliberate action to resolve the issues, such as (but not limited to) land tenure, land useplanning, inequalities regarding land tenure and land ownership between men andwomen, political interference, the need to avoid eviction of people and the situation ofindigenous marginalized and forest dependent people.To ensure that implementation of the Uganda’s REDD Strategy and Action plan does nottrigger any negative environmental or social impacts or consequences, the SESA hasrecommended the following measures for integrating SESA issues in the design andimplementation of the REDD+ Strategy action:a) Publicize the confirmed environmental and social impacts and risks (tables 2 and3 of this document) to all actors at all levels and across all sectors;b) Subject national or subnational level REDD+ projects to an Environmental ImpactAssessment (EIA) using the content of tables 2 and 3 for screening and checking,and using the same format for the presentations;c) Apply the format in tables 2 and 3 during the appraisal of project design and duringmonitoring of the implementation of the projects.These recommendations have been forwarded to and integrated into the Draft FinalNational REDD+ Strategy (Sep, 2017). They are also a part of the Environmental and SocialManagement Framework (ESMF).The following key issues were identified in the SESA process, and received and acted uponin the REDD+ Strategy development process. Reference is made to different StrategicOptions (SOs) in which the respective issue is addressed:

 Enforce existing laws: the SESA finds that the relevant laws of Uganda are good forthe intended purposes, but they are not fully enforced or implemented, as needed.(Strategy 8)
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 Land tenure: the problems of land ownership and shared utilisation rights shouldbe solved to avoid conflicts and so that the user(s) of a piece of land can be certainthat the returns from an investment in the land (e.g. land productivity or a forestplantation) comes back to the user. (Strategies 4 and 7)
 Governance: all plans for implementation of the REDD+ Strategies need to haveaction plans for transparency, accountability and anti-corruption. An anti-corruption plan should be a compulsory component of all REDD+ plans. (Strategy8)
 Integrate with poverty reduction: poverty reduction should be included in REDD+objectives, apart from other objectives such as productivity and carbon capture.(Strategies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7)
 CFM agreements not fully operationalized and slow long bureaucratic process ofregistering CFMs. Administrative measures within NFA and stronger instructionsto the field organisation are recommended to improve performance. (Strategy 4)
 Boundaries of protected areas should be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain, early on in the implementation programme. (Strategy 4)
 Private owners of natural forests need incentives for maintaining their forests.(Strategies 2 and 3)
 Politicians’ unduly interference: there are many examples of politicians’ disrespectof Ugandan laws, in particular land and forestry laws and in time of elections. Thisrisk of interference needs to be eliminated or mitigated. (Strategy 8)
 Benefit sharing arrangements must be very clear and well understood in advanceby all affected by REDD+ programme implementation. (Strategy 8 and sectionImplementation Arrangements and Financing)
 Gender aspects and human rights issues should be addressed in plans for Strategyimplementation. (Across all Strategies)
 Clear roles and responsibilities should be defined and well understood for allimplementing units. (Section in implementation arrangements plus across allStrategies)
 Capacities should be built on all levels and for all stakeholder categories, includingcapacity development and training in environmental and social issues, integratinggender, culture and other social inclusion issues, and capacities to manage a robustMRV system and a safeguards information system. (Section on Implementationarrangements, financing and respective strategies)
 Resettlements and compensation: There is
 Budget allocation to lower levels of the Government must be significantly (actuallyseveral times) increased, not least to the forestry sector. (Section on financing andinstitutional arrangements)
 Ensure that forestry activities also contribute to food security and nutrition.(Strategies 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7)As seen from the references given to the different Strategic Options, all of these issueshave been accommodated in the updated version of the Strategy document, at least tosome degree.
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The REDD+ Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESFM) should addressoutstanding issues not addressed in the final Strategy. Although included in the discussionand guidelines included in the September 2017 Strategy document, the following issuesare regarded outstanding since the Strategy document does not include full action to solvethe issues, and they are likely to directly or indirectly affect REDD+ implementation.Accordingly, these are the outstanding SESA issues addressed in the ESMF:
 Land tenure; and
 Resettlements.The importance of clear land tenure arrangements is stressed in several of the StrategicOptions. However, this factor is not included in the REDD+ programme, but regarded aseparate programme that need be implemented in parallel with REDD+ planning andimplementation.From a SESA perspective there is a need for a policy for the forestry sector for people’s

voluntary and involuntary resettlements. There is already a national policy forresettlements following the provisions of the Land Act, being applied in road and otherinfrastructure development and in oil sector, etc. However, the SESA sees a need todevelop a policy clearly applicable for the forestry sector cases, based on existing law andthe national policy. A draft framework is included in the ESMF.There is also a need to settle the issue of compensation to forest-dependent people earlier
evicted from protected areas: This point refers to forest reserves and other protectedareas such as wildlife reserves and national parks. The issue that falls outside of REDD+implementation and is not included in the ESMF. However, a solution is needed not onlyto solve an historic injustice but also to get still forest-dependent earlier evicted peopleinterested in joining the REDD+ programme, in particular its SOs 1, 2, 4 and 6. It is fromthe SESA recommended that the Government takes action to solve the issue followingboth national law and international safeguards.
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1. Introduction

1.1 BackgroundThe Government of Uganda has developed a REDD+ National Strategy andimplementation programme as a long-term measure for tackling deforestation and forestdegradation, whilst meeting the demands for wood, energy, and other forest products.Whereas the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy (September 2017) includes policymeasures and actions that address the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation andhave the potential to deliver significant social and environmental benefits; some of theproposed solutions may pose risks notably to indigenous peoples and local communities,including for marginalized and/or vulnerable social groups within these communities.A purpose of the Strategic Environmental and Social Assessment (SESA) is to assess thelikely positive and negative environmental and social impacts of suggested REDD+National Strategy Options. Further, the SESA is intended to provide inputs to the REDD+implementation planning process so that environmental and social factors are addressedappropriately in future REDD+ plans.The SESA generated recommendations to the work on REDD+ Strategic Options toaddress legal, institutional, regulatory and capacity gaps to manage environmental andsocial priorities associated with the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation.In the SESA work, the focus was on three tasks:1. Identifying key issues and assessment of key stakeholders.2. Collecting, analysing and disseminating primary and secondary data, includingmapping of social, economic and environmental issues pertaining to the drivers ofdeforestation in the country, as a way to inform the development of SESA.3. Assessing the environmental and social sustainability aspects of proposed DraftFinal National REDD+ Strategy, providing feedback to the SESA/SafeguardsTaskforce, and the technical team leading the preparation of REDD+ NationalStrategy.To meet these requirements, this SESA report provides the following:a. Identification of positive and negative environmental and social impacts fromimplementation of the seven operational REDD+ National Strategy Options.b. Environmental and social hotspots and discussion of their main characteristics.c. Discussion of key forest areas land use trade-offs; of the opportunity cost ofconserving natural forests versus developing these areas into alternative land usessuch as forest or energy plantations, agriculture and pasture, among others.d. Priority setting: what environmental and social factors are most important andprioritised for solutions?e. Preliminary analysis of critical institutional, legal, regulatory, policy and capacitygaps underlying the key environmental and social issues identified.f. Conclusions and recommendations to the REDD+ National Strategy work and theSESA/Safeguards Taskforce.
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The conduct of a participatory SESA of Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy options andthe integration of environmental and social (ESA) considerations into Uganda’s REDD+National Strategy forms a part of the work on safeguards, following FCPF/WB Objectives.
1.2 SESA strategy, approach and methodsThe approach, methods, strategy and process of work is presented in Annex 1 to thisreport.The logical structure of the current report follows the sequencing of the illustratedprocess: first, general or basic information is presented, followed by presentation offindings from each of the sources of information (presented in blue boxes in Figure 1).Then come results from analyses of special data, opportunity costs and trade-offs, andinstitutional aspects (green boxes), ending with assessments and recommendations(yellow-brown boxes.The work process of the SESA is illustrated in Figure 1 below..
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2. Regional environmental and social issuesThe SESA has a national outlook, but also a more in-depth focus on districts comprisingthe Albertine Rift, Karamoja Region, Mt Elgon Region, Mid – west and Central regions.Accordingly, a regional review was made. The emphasis on these regions, regarded asbeing environmental and/or social hotspots, was based on a number of factors includingcoverage of forests, hosting to forest dependent communities, being rich in biodiversity,having high human population, vulnerability to natural events, having dynamic changesin land use and land tenure, and having intense human activities that may causedeforestation and forest degradation. In the SESA process, these were important areas towatch out for significant social and environmental implications of Draft Final NationalREDD+ Strategy implementation. Findings from the regional reviews are presented inAnnex 2.Conclusions are in the following presented for each of the reviewed regions:
2.1 Mount ElgonFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA took note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Mt Elgon region and of relevance to REDD+implementation:

 Given the observed unsustainable nature of relocations, the problem of landslidesand flooding can be addressed through improvements in farming methods of thekind suggested in SO1. Improved and intensified agricultural production willreduce the need for extensive clearing of land.
 There is a need to settle the land issues of the forest-dependent people earlierevicted from the protected areas in the region. Ethnic ties, sacred sites, customaryrights and fairness need be highlighted in this respect. There is a big risk that a “no-action” scenario would lead to affected people not joining or even counteractingSO 4, rehabilitation of natural forests. There is a need for a policy for people’svoluntary and involuntary resettlements outside protected areas.
 Boundaries of protected areas need be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain, an activity needed to be included in the implementation.
 Politicians’ unduly interference in the land issues in the region need to beminimized.

2.2 Karamoja RegionThe SESA team took note of the following major environmental or social issues:
 Given the growing importance of crop production, SLM should be prioritized toprotect and promote the productivity of land.
 Ensure that forestry activities contribute to food security and nutrition. Naturalforests can be a safety net for rural communities and a pathway to povertyreduction by providing seasonal incomes from sustainable forest management
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(SFM). REDD+ programmes could be developed as a safety net in response tohousehold needs, including shocks.
2.3 Northern RegionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA took note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Northern region:

 There is a need for clear guidelines for foreigners seeking to access large tracts ofland for agriculture, with clear checks to ensure that local livelihoods are improvedand not impoverished by the arrival of these investments.
 Wildfire management is critical and to the extent possible should be done incollaboration with communities so that in the process, local livelihoods alsobenefit.
 Ensure that forestry activities contribute to food security and nutrition. Naturalforests can be a safety net for rural communities and a pathway to povertyreduction by providing seasonal incomes from sustainable forest management(SFM).

2.4 Mid-WestThe following major environmental or social issues were noted:
 Private owners of natural forests need to be incentivized to maintain these forests.
 Boundaries of protected areas need to be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain.
 There is a need to settle the issue of compensation to forest-dependent peopleearlier evicted from protected areas. Ethnic ties, sacred sites, customary rights andfairness need to be highlighted in this respect.

2.7 Central RegionRegarding this region the SESA concluded that:
 The problems of land ownership and shared utilization rights need to be solved, sothat the tenants can be certain that the returns from an investment in the land (e.g.land productivity or a forest plantation) come back to the user.
 There is a need for gender aspects and human rights issues to be addressed inStrategy implementation so as not to disadvantage particularly women. Deliberateinterventions are needed to mitigate the inherent cultural injustices meted againstwomen.
3. Experience from recent development workThis section reports key findings from a meta-study conducted on development work inthe last five (5) years in Uganda. The study complements the studies and assessments
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made under the REDD+ Strategic Options work, having a focus on environmental, socialand connected institutional aspects.Experience and recommendations from the literature are categorised as social-economic,environmental, and institutional aspects of forestry-related rural development work.Sources of information are scientific publications, project reports, evaluation reports, andnewspapers and magazines. All reviewed documents are summarised in Annex 5 of theSESA Identification, Prioritization and Process Report (Sep, 2017), each given conclusionsof relevance to REDD+. A full reference list is provided in the same report in its Annex 6.
3.1 Socio-economic aspects

Box 1: Socio-economic Factors Identified in Recent Development Work

Livelihood and Poverty Levels Inequity
 Food security  Inequity in benefit-sharing

 Land security  Increased costs (time, labour)

 Human health  Land grabbing

 Employment

 Poverty levels Gender Empowerment

Social Inclusion/Exclusion
 Gender balance
 Workload and drudgery for women and children

 Inclusion/ Exclusion of the less powerful Social Conflict
 Cultural practices and spiritual values  Human-wildlife conflict

 Social risks  Violence against the less powerful

3.1.1 Livelihood and Poverty LevelsConcern for the livelihoods of the rural people is an explicitly stated objective in manyinterventions by Government and Non-Government actors. Important facets here includefood security, human health, employment opportunities, and extent of poverty.
Food security: Large scale investments in forestry require large blocks of continuousland. The GoU has identified about 500,000 ha from the gazetted forest reserve land forthe establishment of large-scale tree plantations (Ofoegbu and Babalola, 2015). However,outside this and as the gazetted land gets planted, land has to be acquired from privateindividuals. This is a constraint in two ways. On one hand, it becomes difficult to acquirelarge blocks of land required for this kind of investment. As Kaboggoza (2011) notes,private land owners have since turned most of their once forested landscapes intoagricultural land which is a hindrance to acquisition of large chunks of land necessary forestablishment of commercial forest plantations. Given the average land holding of 2.2 haper household (Obaikol, 2016), acquisition of such large chunks of land may require theintending investor to buy from several households living adjacent to each other. On theother hand, purchasing formerly arable land and changing its land use to forestryadversely effects food security of the local people. Moreover, this has been observed topotentially, in the most extreme of cases, contribute to encroachment of agriculturalactivities to natural forest reserves (Banana et al., 2013). It thus appears that large scaleoperations negatively affect the local food security principally because it takes away land
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from the small-holders. On the other hand, farm forestry by local farmers themselves hasdemonstrated value for improved food security (Kiyingi et al., 2016).
Land security: Security of land tenure is identified as essential to reducing poverty,because it underpins economic development and social inclusion (Adoko and Akin, 2011;Veit, 2011; Mabikke, 2016). This is as important to farmers who have to make decisionsfor example whether or not to plant trees, invest in sustainable land managementpractices, and is also important for pastoralists who are suffering from the effects ofincreasing fencing of land. Where they overlap, there is increasing contention and conflictover land rights between crop farmers and pastoralists (Stark, 2011).Tremendous efforts have been made, but land tenure insecurity persists in the country.Uganda like many other countries has embarked on massive reforms to improve landtenure security. The development of a computerized land information system,decentralization of land governance and development of national land policy are amongthe many efforts (Mabikke, 2016).
Human health: Connected to the encroachment on arable land and outright evictions topave way for forest activities (Oxfam International, 2011; Zeemeijer, 2012) are nutritionalproblems with adverse impacts on human health. However, there can also be somepositive implications for human health. Practices such as agroforestry especially with fruittrees will have nutritional benefits (Kabunga and Griffiths, 2015) as does improved supplyof charcoal and firewood which make it possible for people to cook the appropriatenumber of meals and of desired foods (Egeru, Kateregga, and Majaliwa 2014). The healthbenefits of improved cooking stoves are obvious.
Employment: Forestry is a labour-intensive sector and the different operations typicallyprovide employment. A concern here is the usually low return on labour whether sold orinvested on own farm (UFA, 2013) and whether or not recruitments are made from thelocal areas.
Poverty levels: Environmental income is an important component of rural households’total income. This includes resources collected from the natural as well as planted areas(Kiyingi et al., 2016). Collection from natural areas has been demonstrated to be relativelymore important for poorer households and to as such contribute by helping them not tofall deeper into poverty and to reduce income inequality (e.g. see Jagger 2012; Tumusiime,Vedeld, and Gombya-Ssembajjwe 2011). Some activities are particularly important forhouseholds with low agricultural capacity and limited stocks of human and physicalcapital (Khundi et al., 2011). On the other hand, plantation forestry activities have variedimpacts on poverty levels. Large scale commercial activities have a net positive impact atthe national level and mixed results at local levels where positive contributions aretampered with by the attendant increased competition for resources (including land,labour) and the usual leakage of economic benefits from the local area. On the other hand,farm forestry (e.g. in the form of woodlots) has been demonstrated as a viable pathwayout of poverty reducing both the incidence and severity of poverty among participatingsmall-holders (Kiyingi et al., 2016). Long duration woodlots of Eucalyptus have greaterpoverty alleviation potential than short duration ones yet the latter are the mostattractive to poorer households in need of more continuous cash flows.From a review of literature, mixed livelihood outcomes are reported. Basically, threecategories of narratives can be identified. On one hand are narratives by investors that
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tend to present a positive outcome and on the other are those by NGOs that presentnegative outcomes. Possibly the two contrasting sets of presentations are a result of thestrategic interests of the two sets of actors. Critical scholarship on the other handdemonstrates that gains in rural livelihood and poverty reduction can be attained ifspecific ingredients are in place.
3.1.2 Social Inclusion or Exclusion

Inclusion/ Exclusion of the less powerful: Section 2(3) of the 1994 NationalEnvironment Management Policy of Uganda (NEMPU) requires social equity in allocationof resource use. From literature, it appears that only Collaborative Forest Management(CFM) arrangements go far enough. CFM Guidelines require that out of the 7-25 peopleconstituting the CFM, at least 30% should be women, and that other minorities shouldalso be represented. According to (Nsita, 2013), CFM processes religiously adhere to thisat field level. However, in cases where participation requires a given access to resources,the poor, youth, women, and indigenous people including the forest dependentcommunities may get excluded. For example the Sawlog Production Grant Scheme (SPGS)is only accessible to those with reasonable access to land (e.g. see Banana et al. 2013; MWE2015; Turyomurugyendo 2016).While Uganda is home to a number of persons that can be identified as indigenous andtribal peoples (such as the Karamajongs, Batwa and Benet), these communities have beenmarginalized from mainstream society in economic, social and political terms (Mbazzira,2009).
Cultural practices and spiritual values: Cultural practices and spiritual values form amajor part of the social functions and usually non-marketed value of Uganda’s forests.Piloted integration of the cultural values of the local people into the planning for andactual management of Rwenzori and Lake Mburo National Parks lessened conflict andsecured local support for conservation initiatives (Mugisha and Infield, 2012).
Social risks: Forestry activities face a variety of social risks ranging from accidental onessuch as fires to deliberate ones such as vandalism. The latter is particularly prominent insituations where land tenure is not clear and there are contestations over the land andland use (Ofoegbu and Babalola, 2015). This has frequently resulted in conflicts betweenthe local people and the investment, exposing the latter to social risks in the form ofretaliation by the former. As large-scale investments are considered under REDD+, it isvital that considerations are made to minimise these social risks.
3.1.3 Gender Empowerment

Gender balance: Uganda has adequate legal frameworks, policies and even some specificstrategies for gender balance, but noticeable gender inequalities persist in the use andmanagement of forest resources (AUPWAE, 2011). Many of the inequalities are rooted inthe historical and cultural gender disparities that disadvantage particular groups(Nabanoga, 2005). Women own only 7% of the land which limits their ability to benefitfrom both government and non-government tree planting initiatives as these require land(Mukasa et al., 2012). In the case of communal lands, the 1998 Land Act, section 16 (4) (b)provides that members wishing to incorporate to register a communal piece of land electa committee of 3-9 members, of whom not less than one-third shall be women. This is agood provision meant to secure the rights of women, but there are generally nomechanisms to enforce the rights of women in customary systems (Veit, 2011). As an
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example, written spousal consent is required in the event of (customary) land transactionbut there is no clear institution responsible for verifying this, and in practice transactionsare rarely documented (Tumusiime, 2016). These biases disadvantage women. Othersources of gender inequalities with respect to tree planting (on-farm and commercial) arelimited access to inputs and credit, heavier domestic workloads, and in some casesprovision of species of tree seedlings not preferred by the women (Banana et al. 2012 b).
Workload and drudgery for women and children: Collection of wood fuel is an activityundertaken by women and children. Scarcity implies extra demand on their labour andtime. Most parts of Uganda already have biting fuel wood scarcity. In a recent study inEastern Uganda, it is estimated that the annual opportunity cost of time spent collectingfirewood averages 1,080,000 UGX (or USD 580) among households that collect firewoodon a daily basis. Households have no recognisable coping mechanism to this scarcity. Only1% have deliberately planted trees on their own land for firewood and use ICS. Othermechanisms are negative and include recourse to poorer quality trees or bushes (71.2%),cooking once a day and avoidance of cooking particular food types (70%), and use of cropresidues (60%) (Egeru, Kateregga and Majaliwa, 2014). Interventions that increaseavailability of fuel wood will reduce workload and drudgery for women and children.
3.1.4 Inequity

Inequity in benefit sharing: There are well defined procedures for the distribution ofconservation benefits. For example, with respect to tourism revenues a tourism revenuesharing policy is in place to ensure this. There also are local institutions purposefullycreated for this. However, almost at each benefit sharing site there are claims that mostcommunity members have not effectively benefitted from the shared revenues whichwere captured by the elites among them (see e.g. Tumusiime and Vedeld 2012). There arealso cases where inequity in benefit sharing arose from a lack of adequate capacity on theside of the communities to negotiate with government agencies which also on their partdid not endeavour to follow agreements and legal provisions therein (IUCN, 2012).
Land grabbing: Forestry activities have fuelled land grabbing for direct forestryinvestment (e.g. see Oxfam International 2011; Zeemeijer 2012), and in other cases byaiding land speculation (NAPE, 2012). Particularly vulnerable is customary land. Whereasthere is sufficient protection of customary land rights in the national constitution and inthe land laws, practice continues to violate these to the detriment of local communities(NAPE, 2012). Customary tenure is dominant in the Eastern, Northern and West Nile subregions (Adoko and Akin, 2011).
3.1.5 Social Conflict

Human-wildlife conflict: Conservation efforts that protect wildlife may inadvertentlyamplify human-wildlife conflict. For example, increased wildlife damage has beenreported at a number of sites where conservation efforts have resulted in increase ofwildlife (Mackenzie 2012; Mackenzie and Ahabyona 2012; Tweheyo et al. 2011). Thedamage precipitates conflict especially given that Uganda has no policy on compensationin such an event (Tumusiime and Svarstad, 2011).
Violence against the less powerful: Large scale forestry operations require large tractsof land, many of which are settled by communities with varied claims to legality ofoccupation. From the recent history, a certain degree of violence against communitiestends to happen before plantation establishments in what has recently been referred to
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as “carbon violence” and the “darker side of green” (Lyons, Richards and Westoby, 2014),terminologies meant to depict the evil side of climate change interventions.
3.2 Environmental issues

3.2.1 BiodiversityBiodiversity concerns always feature prominently whenever interventions into natureare considered. Generally there has been a decline in biodiversity in all parts of thecountry, from different causes including: expansion of agriculture, infrastructure, andsettlements which have encroached on natural ecosystems in the districts surroundingKampala (i.e. Mukono, Mpigi, Wakiso); farming into former forests of Eastern Ugandacoupled with frequent burning of grasslands and overgrazing; a prolonged period ofbreakdown in management during the years of insecurity in the North; and rampantdeforestation in the Albertine Rift (Bugoma, Budongo, Matiri and Kagombé forests) andpoaching in the national parks of Western Uganda.REDD+ however, offers several possibilities for the conservation and enhancement ofbiodiversity through its options including those that seek to rehabilitate naturallandscapes (particularly SO 4.1, and SO 4.2). The country has a history with good lessonsto draw for example from the  well documented case of restoration at Kibale NationalPark, but also when farmers choose to deliberately manage natural regeneration on ownor communal lands as demonstrated by the World Vision’s Farmer Managed NaturalRegeneration Project in Kotido District (World Vision Uganda, 2014).REDD+ Strategy implementation can draw on experience from biodiversity work in forestplantations. It is in the literature suggested that the conservation effectiveness of forestplantations be enhanced by other complementary interventions that modifycharacteristics (e.g. education level of users) that reduce forest use (Ainembabazi andAngelsen, 2014). It is also suggested that when establishing timber plantations, it isimportant that as required by Ugandan law the investor undertakes an EnvironmentImpact Assessment (EIA) so as to identify biodiversity spots such as patches of tropicalhigh forest, watersheds, wetlands, and in some cases cultural sites within the largeexpanse of land to be planted so that these critical areas can be protected (Kaboggoza2011).
3.2.2 WaterNational water resources have been on the decline (in quality and quantity) since the1990s. Reasons for the decline include degradation of the resources emanating fromdeforestation, increased agricultural activities in the water catchments using poor soiland land and management practices, increased frequency of prolonged spells of droughtsand a declining trend of catchment rainfall (Directorate of Water Resources Management,2011). Water supply will likely be improved in the short term through reduceddeforestation (SO2, SO3, and SO4) and improved Sustainable Land Management (SLM)(SO1.1). Protection of catchment areas will need to be prioritised particularly in water-stressed areas of the country where many boreholes, wells and dams constructed by theGoU to complement the natural water sources (MWE, 2013) have dried up following
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degeneration of the respective catchment forests. For example, large scale conversion intocroplands of catchment forests in Kyankwanzi-Kiboga hills has caused boreholes, wellsand dams in Kiboga and Kyankwanzi districts to dry up (Ekesa et al., 2015). Experiencelike this supports e.g. REDD+ SO4.Degradation of catchments to water bodies has also resulted in soil erosion which siltswater bodies including rivers and lakes. Siltation is a problem when it alters the qualityof water as in the case of river Manafwa that has clean water as it emerges from Mt. Elgonarea in Bududa district but picks soil from the extensively farmed Butaleja District and isbrown and turbid by the time it gets to Manafwa District (NEMA, 2010). These arecandidate sites for SO1.1. Further, running water also brings with it nutrients from theagricultural lands resulting in eutrophication of water bodies which negatively impactsaquatic life. The problems of siltation and eutrophication are particularly big wherewetlands adjacent to the water bodies have been reclaimed for agriculture and wherecatchment forests have been degraded or deforested. These include areas of Nyamwamba,Manafa, Kafu, Lake Victoria and River Nile. Thus, allocation of sites for SO1.3 need to takeprecautions if desired in such areas given the large volumes of fertilisers likely to be used.
3.2.3 Land

Land Degradation: Fertile soils and productive lands are the most valuable resource foran agricultural country such as Uganda. However, a lot of Ugandan land has beendegraded with negative outcomes on people’s livelihoods because of reducedproductivity. A recent assessment of changes in land cover in the cattle corridor overthree decades has revealed large-scale reduction in areas of grass and woodland as aresult of both charcoal making and expansion of agricultural land (Byenkya et al., 2014).Similar observations have been made in the Karamoja area where analysis of land coverand land use change over the last 30 years (1986 - 2013) revealed that croplands hadincreased ten times in the last 13 years coinciding with a heightened encroachment onbushland within the same 13 years. The increment was attributed to interventions by theUgandan Government and its development partners to promote crop cultivation in thearea for food security. Loss of tree cover in the Karamoja region has aggravated levels ofsoil erosion and adversely affected availability of the much needed pasture (Egeru et al.2014 b).The GoU (Ministry of Agriculture Animal Industry and Fisheries), with the support of GEFand UNDP has been implementing a Sustainable Land Management programme toaddress the problem of land degradation. This programme provides an important entrypoint for REDD+.
Soil Fertility and Productivity: The fertility and productivity of Ugandan soils has beenfalling for decades as smallholder farmers lack financial capacity to secure inorganicfertilizers to correct the inherently low soil fertility levels, but also replace the nutrientsmined when produce is harvested. Application of organic inputs is also at too low levelsto supply nutrients in amounts required by the different crops in the system (Woniala andNyombi, 2014).One primary factor responsible for loss in soil fertility is soil erosion mainly because ofhigh rates of water run-off following the high deforestation rates, but also the hilly terrainfor some areas such as Sironko and South-Western Uganda. From a recent study, sixdistricts in Uganda were found to have mean annual soil loss rates greater than 10 tonnesper ha per year. These are Bududa (46.3 tonnes/ha/yr), Kasese (37.5 tonnes/ha/yr),
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Bundibugyo (28.9 tonnes/ha/yr), Bulambuli (20.9 tonnes/ha/yr), Sironko (14.6tonnes/ha/yr), and Kotido (12.5 tonnes/ha/yr) (Karamage et al., 2017).Studies have explored methods for enhancing soil fertility including the use of greenmanure from legumes (Mucunapruriens, Crotalaria spp and Canavaliaensiformis) whichincreased yield of maize to 3.4 ton/ha, in the cattle corridor (Tumuhairwe et al., 2007).Agroforestry has also been used as a broader approach for enhancing soil fertility by bothVi Agroforestry and the World Agroforestry Center-ICRAF. The two are operational inlarge parts of the country and can be important partners especially with respect to SO1.1,SO2.1 and SO2.3.
3.3 Institutional issues

3.3.1 Priority in Funding the Forest SectorReport after report (e.g. White 2010; Christensen and Jensen 2011; Kaboggoza 2011;MWE 2015; Tumusiime 2014;) identify the need for improved prioritisation in terms ofbudgetary allocations) of the forest sector at both the national and local governmentlevels. At the national level, the Government prioritises other sectors as evidenced by re-allocations of conditional grants from the sector when there are donor cuts. Even then,the Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) Sector typically receives between 0.3 –0.6% of total national budget and the allocation is worse at local government (district)levels (Tumusiime 2014). This constrains the ability of the NFA and DFS respectively tofulfil their own mandates.The National Forestry and Tree Planting Act (NFTPA) 2003 provides for a Tree Fund.While the Cabinet and Parliament have since long approved its implementationmechanisms as proposed by the MWE, the fund has not been operationalized. Severalanalyses have identified this as a major constraint to the forestry sector (e.g. see MWE2015; Turyomurugyendo 2016). However, the Government of Uganda through theMinistry of Water and Environment (MWE) is currently undertaking a feasibility study foroperationalisation of this fund. The study is facilitated by FAO through its Forest andLandscape Restoration Mechanism (FLRM) project (Kazoora, 2017). Whenoperationalized, the fund should be an important instrument supporting REDD+ as wellas other forestry activities.
3.3.2 Position of the DFSPrior to the 2003 reformation of the forestry sector, the then Forestry Departmentremitted 60% of all forest revenues and retained 40% for itself. The reformation thatcreated the NFA and District Forestry Services (DFS) gave all royalties and licences fromCFRs to the NFA and only left the DFS with the very low revenues from Local ForestReserves (LFRs). This resulted in a significant drop in forest income for the DFS and amuch reduced incentive on their part to monitor and control illegal forest activities (e.g.see Kaboggoza 2011). It is thus desirable that institutional reconfigurations are made toensure the DFS is incentivised to monitor and control illegal activities since they are closeto the sites of incidence of these activities.
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3.3.3 Improved Coordination of the Efforts of Actors in the Forest SectorThe Forest sector has a number of actors including state actors (Ministries (MFPED,MAAIF, MWE, Ministry of Lands, and Ministry of Local Government), Departments (NFA,FSSD, UWA, Department of Environmental Affairs, Directorate of Water Resources) andnon-state actors (including NGOs, CBOs). In the literature, coordination of efforts by thesedifferent actors is pointed out as important (Banana et al. 2013; MWE 2015;Turyomurugyendo 2016; White 2010).
3.3.4 Effectiveness of Participatory Approaches to Natural Resource ManagementUganda has a fairly robust policy and legal framework to guide and facilitateimplementation of Participatory Approaches to Natural Resource Management(Byaruhanga, 2011; Turyahabwe et al., 2012; Tumusiime, 2016). Several criticisms havebeen levelled on the extent of prioritisation of Participatory Approaches to NaturalResource Management by both the NFA and UWA. Most of these are based on the evidenceof the limited human and financial resources invested by the agencies in the respectiveunits of Collaborative Forest Management and Community Conservation particularly atthe headquarters (e.g. Turyomurugyendo 2016). However, given that particularly thefinancial resources will continue to be limiting, it is important to note and leverage uponthe contribution of various partners including the IUCN (Mt. Elgon area), Nature Uganda(Echuya, Kasyoha-Kitomi), WCS, and Ecotrust in promoting participatory approaches toNatural Resource Management. Further, to facilitate communities to enjoy the rightsallocated to them in PFM, the duration of the rights needs to be substantial to reduce onthe transaction costs, and upon expiration, these should be revised promptly (Tumusiime2016). Also, the process of devolving forest management to local communities is usuallyvery lengthy and bureaucratic to the extent that it frequently kills the enthusiasm of thelocal participants. It is suggested that this process should be simplified and shortenedconsiderably (Turyomurugyendo, 2016).
3.3.5 Information Management SystemThere is no one centre from which data on Environment and Natural Resources (ENR) canbe accessed. Further, acquisition of the data from the agencies owning it is a verybureaucratic and tedious process. Anyhow, a lot of useful ENR data has been collectedover the years. Examples include the sector’s socio-economic context, biodiversity andbiomass assessments, and the recent forest cover mapping under the REDD process.There are also some notable data gaps e.g. on the demand and supply of forest productssince forest rangers and their supervisors often do not transmit information to the NFAcentral office on what is sold and in what quantities.Creation and maintenance of an Information Management System for the forestry sectorwill improve ease of access and usefulness of these data.
3.3.6 Mechanisms for Public ParticipationMeaningful participation of local people in the planning for and management of naturalforests contributes to their better management and increases probability of yieldingsocial benefits (Kissinger, Herold and De Sy, 2012; Jiren, 2013; Chirwa, Larwanou andSyampungani, 2015). Uganda’s natural resource policies require responsible agencies toinvolve the public in the planning for and management of these resources. However, theState has no mechanisms for the responsible agencies to evaluate and report on publicparticipation in these processes (Tumusiime 2016). There also is a certain level of
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disappointment on the part of the local people emanating from previous experiences ofinvolvement as subordinate beneficiaries receiving only limited shares of benefits(Turyahabwe et al., 2012).
3.3.7 The EIA ProcessImplementation of the REDD+ Strategies have potential for environmental and socialimpacts which calls for Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs) to be made. However,the literature reveals some concerns over the EIA process in Uganda including thefollowing:

Adequacy of tools: The legislative framework is adequate for conducting comprehensiveEIA (or ESIA as it is sometimes called). However, Environmental Practitioners who carryout the assessments often do not adequately analyse project impacts. They mainly usechecklists to do the EIA and there is a certain concern over the extent of limited analyticalvigour provided when analysing the possible direct impacts of activities, but also andperhaps more importantly the limited nature of inquiry into the residual impacts ofactivities.
Specialised committees: The Executive Director of the National Environment ManagementAuthority (NEMA) has powers to constitute specialised committees to assess EIA reports,but to date this has largely targeted large projects mainly because of the cost implicationsgiven the absence of a clear mechanism to remunerate members who operate on avoluntary basis.
Approval of reports: There is a particular concern amongst practitioners that NEMA takestoo long to make decision on ESIA reports, which informs project design andimplementation.
Compliance to proposed mitigation measures: The GoU requires impact studies of activitieswith potential to impact on the environment and these are normally done, but as the caseof the establishment of oil palm plantations in Kalangala demonstrates (Kalangala DistrictNGO Forum, 2009 cited in NAPE 2012) some activities and projects go ahead with little ifany consideration for dealing with identified threats.It is from the SESA concluded that measures should be taken when designing EIAprocesses for REDD+ projects to avoid problems such as the ones reported above.

4. Drivers of deforestationUganda has experienced a decline in biodiversity in all parts, from encroachment onnatural ecosystems through expansion of agriculture, infrastructure, and settlementstogether with frequent burning of grasslands but also overgrazing and different forms ofgovernance failure. In 1990, forest cover had been estimated at 24% of total land area.However, natural forests have experienced a strong decline in area in the past decades. In2000, forests are estimated to have covered 3.12 million hectares, and declined to 2.42million hectares in 2015, about 11.8% of the total land area. Deforestation is a mainenvironmental issue threatening Uganda’s forests and woodlands. The highest annualrate of deforestation is occurring on private and communal lands and the lowest is in
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National Parks and Wildlife Reserves with the rate of deforestation in Central ForestReserves in between.A comprehensive analysis of drivers of deforestation in Uganda is presented in the DraftFinal National REDD+ Strategy . A summary is presented below:The underlying causes for deforestation and degradation are many and the nationalsetting is complex. The figure below (Figure 2) presents the relationships betweendeforestation and degradation taking place on forests and non-forest lands in Uganda andtheir underlying causes. Twenty-three concrete underlying causes are many identified inthe figure, with many inter-relationships between them.The analysis of underlying causes concluded that the tremendous human populationgrowth is the overarching and the most important underlying cause of deforestation, eventhough there is a certain “Chicken and Egg” constellation between the “populationgrowth” and both “poverty” and “culture” factors. These linked factors were placed assecondary underlying causes together with “urbanization”. Urbanization is clearly asecondary underlying cause as it stems out of population growth.As one moves from left towards right in Figure 2 one can next find a long list of underlyingcauses of various types, which can be best described as being linked to institutionalbuilding, social and human resources, natural resources, energy, land and farming as wellas legal regulations type of factors. The actual reasons behind wood and biomass use arebased on human needs, which have to be fulfilled.In the last column to the right are the actual observed drivers of deforestation and forestdegradation. These drivers are the same as those identified at earlier stages of theUgandan REDD+ readiness process, but this time their size and impact has been assessedin terms of carbon and carbon dioxides emissions and thereby their existence has beenvalidated among drivers of deforestation (DD).To ease the understanding, the colour codes of Figure 2 are presented in the box below.
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Figure 2. Overview of how underlying causes leads into actual observed drivers of DD in UgandaSource: Arbonaut (2017)
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Analysis of Ugandan green house gas (GHG) emissions are presented in the Strategydocuments. An interesting observation is the huge amount of carbon emissions caused bywildfires in Uganda. It turns out that when livestock free-grazing is excluded from thecalculations, wildfires constitute around 72% of the annual carbon emissions for 2015.Another interesting fact is that the wood and energy extraction from natural forests arethe third and fourth largest individual drivers of deforestation, higher than farm-landexpansion.
5. REDD+ Strategic Options

The following major challenges for Uganda are discussed in the Draft Final NationalREDD+ Strategy, September 20172, describing a situation within which the strategies areto be implemented:
 In the next few years there will be a large increase in new households and demandsfor land, jobs, houses and use of resources.
 The global and local climate is changing, which will increasingly affect Uganda.
 Large numbers of refugees are settling in Uganda from several neighbouringcountries and this will probably continue for many years to come.
 The slow development of the Ugandan industrial sector, which needs to supportyoung adults with new job opportunities.Given these challenges new, more efficient alternative ways of doing farming, cut naturalforests or exploit wood for energy must be developed and taken into use. The Draft FinalNational REDD+ Strategy should contribute significantly to help in this situation.As presented in the previous Chapter, the key drivers of deforestation and forestdegradation in Uganda have been identified in the National REDD+ Strategy as expansionof commercial and subsistence agriculture into forest lands and bush lands, unsustainableharvesting of tree products, mainly for charcoal, firewood and timber; expanding urbanand rural human settlements and the impact of refugees; free-grazing livestock; wild fires;artisanal mining operations; and oil exploration activities. These drivers are symptoms ofunderlying socio-economic factors including; high rates of population growth, highdependence on subsistence agriculture, natural resources and biomass energy as well ascompeting economic returns from land that do not favour long-term investments such asforestry. Other underlying causes include weak forest governance manifested in weakforest management, planning and regulation; weak policy implementation; climatechange effects, and others.
2 Reference is also made to: Arbonaut, 2017. Consultancy Services for Preparation of REDD+ NationalStrategy for Uganda’s National REDD+ Programme-MWE/Cons/14-15/00439. Final REDD+ NationalStrategy, August 2017.
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To address the above issues, the Strategy describes seven Strategic Options and oneenabling option (Table 1):Table 1. Strategic options and sub-options proposed for implementation.
Strategic option 1: Climate smart agriculture

o SLM and agroforestry practices;
o Rainwater harvesting with collection tank and drip irrigation;
o Greenhouse cultivation of vegetables;

Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal use
o Small-holder and community bioenergy woodlots;
o Small-holder and community poles and timber plantations;
o Improved charcoal kilns linked to bioenergy woodlots;

Strategic option 3: Large-scale commercial timber plantations
o Commercial eucalypt transmission pole and timber plantation;
o Commercial pine pole and sawlog plantation;
o Improved charcoal kilns linked to plantation sites;

Strategic option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape
o Area closures of deforested areas for natural forest regeneration;
o Protected natural forest management (i.e. national parks and forest reserves);
o Devolution of forest management through PFM and similar set-ups;
o Traditional and customary forest management practices;

Strategic option 5: Energy efficient cooking stoves
o For fuelwood;
o For charcoal

Strategic option 6: Integrated wildfire management
o In timber plantations;
o On woodlands;
o On bushlands;
o On grasslands

Strategic option 7: Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor
o Change to exotic cattle varieties and cross-breeding;
o Agroforestry fodder production;
o Establishment of drinking water dams

Strategic option 8: Strengthen Policy Enforcement for REDD+ Implementation

Each SO is in the following presented and discussed, followed by a summary ofenvironmental and social aspects of the seven main SOs plus the enabling 8th option aspresented in the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy. At the end of each presentation aninitial SESA comment and conclusion statement is made. The sources of information areREDD+ process and Strategy documents, National policies and legislation, lessons andexperience from literature, information from key informants at national level andcommunity consultations within hotspot areas.
5.1 Strategic option 1: Climate smart agricultureThis Option, with its three sub-options Sustainable Land management (SLM) andagroforestry practices; Rainwater harvesting with collection tank and drip irrigation; andGreenhouse cultivation of vegetables aims at reducing agricultural expansion to forest
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through sustainable intensification on already cultivated land and thereby produce amajor mitigation effect.
5.1.1 Presentation and discussionUganda is losing lots of forest cover due to agriculture expansion. This is happening as aresult of increasing population, land use change, loss of soil fertility that causes farmersto seek virgin lands and encroaching on protection areas which is all leading to forestdegradation. National efforts are geared towards encouraging sustainable landmanagement (SLM) and climate smart agriculture (CSA). The Ministry of Agriculture,Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) has developed the Uganda Climate SmartAgriculture programme 2015-2025, implementing projects on SLM with agroforestryinterventions. MAAIF is also finalizing the irrigation policy, aimed at supporting irrigation,strengthening on-farm harvesting and water efficiency. The ministry of Energy andMinerals Development (MEMD) was supported by the GEF together with MAAIF toimplement a project on Sustainable Land Management, where MEMD supportedproduction of improved charcoal (green charcoal), promotion of agroforestry species, soiland water conservation, ox-ploughs, and promoting water harvesting as part ofconservation. All these interventions have a purpose to create alternative livelihoods toreduce pressure on biomass. Some of the NGOs and cultural institutions like BugandaKingdom are promoting SLM initiatives in different communities of the country, and alsosupporting climate resilient crop varieties to address effects of long droughts and extremerain seasons. These too have the purpose of building resilience of agricultural farmingsystems for enhanced food and nutrition security, with a vision of achieving Climateresilient and low carbon agricultural and food systems contributing to increased foodsecurity, wealth creation and sustainable economic growth in line with the NationalVision 2040. This option therefore is in line with other agricultural policies and priorities.In terms of environmental benefits, Climate smart agriculture will improve tree coverfrom agro-forestry, improve soil fertility and productivity, improve water holdingcapacity, and from the increased tree cover, increased net carbon stocks will be realizedand GHG emissions reduced. Overall, CSA will help communities move away fromtraditional ways of doing farming and introduce them to more sustainable farmingmethods that promote water and soil conservation, thus improving the environment andecosystems. Agro forestry practices are positive for carbon sequestration and will providefuelwood, reducing degradation of forests for energy demands. The initiative will nottherefore support forest exploitation but it will reduce pressure on forests and promotesustainable management of resources. Adaptation to climate risks, including drought,rainfall variability and flush floods will be reduced due to improved practices likemulching, conservation agriculture, intercropping, terracing and agro-forestry etc., whichwill increase on-farm carbon sinks thus contributing to adaptation and mitigation. Theecosystem’s resilience to climate risks will also be enhanced.Whereas CSA has several environmental benefits, mitigation measures need to be takento avoid negative impacts that could arise in terms of health and safety if farmers useinorganic fertilizers and pesticides in an improper way. Although the country’s use ofagro-chemicals is still considered below average in the Sub-Saharan Africa, their effectson human lives, and biodiversity, including pollinators, cannot be ignored. This should bemitigated by ensuring that farmers use climate smart options to control pest populationsthrough Integrated Pest Management approaches such as biological control, culturalpractices and indigenous knowledge in farming practices. Support should also focus on
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research and development of crop varieties that are resistant or tolerant to pests and achanging climate.The CSA is considerably intensifying agricultural operations, which substantially reducesthe need of rural households to expand their farming operations through forestencroachments. This issue is the single most important factor in carbon emissionreduction from CSA.On the social and economic side, CSA will increase agricultural production andproductivity, thus contributing to considerably improved food security and householdincomes (a doubling or even net fivefold increase), which can support improvedlivelihoods and improve nutrition for poor household. The CSA practices will also reducerisks and impacts of hazards and disasters associated with climate change, promoteadaptation thus saving communities from social and economic costs, risks and shocksrelated to anticipated and future climate variability and climate change. However, forbetter social economic benefits, CSA programmes will need to be well planned ensuringthat community members participate in deciding the type of investments to engage in, thetechnologies to be used, but they will also need support in terms of better technologies,seeds, and markets given the remoteness of some of the targeted areas. Genderconsiderations will also have to be considered given that agriculture is a highly genderedsector, so that the cost of implementation does not cause vulnerability to the womencompared to the benefits.Care should be taken to work with the indigenous communities on technologies that areaffordable to them. For example, green houses and water tanks are not applicable for thevery poor who at the moment cannot invest in such. Appropriate technologies based onlocal knowledge should also be sought to ensure that all the poor benefit from theinterventions. There is also a danger of the landless being excluded from the projects ifproper assessment is not done at the time of implementation and targeting. Some of thetargeted indigenous communities are characterised by issues of previous eviction andlandlessness, most have small pieces of land. The Ik, and the Batwa in Bundibugyo andsouth-western Uganda do not have land, which means that CSA interventions may not berelevant. There is a need to re-assess the vulnerability of the different groups and devisesuitable interventions including forest based enterprises. Innovations to promote non-land based enterprises should also be sought where production can be done on smalltracts of land or in forests where activities enhance ecosystem health. The marginalizedindigenous communities can be supported in activities that suit their capacities andaffordability, for example, the Batwa are good at pottery. Interventions like energyefficient stoves can target their skills in pottery to start producing stoves.Sustainability issues need to be considered given the need for extension of services tosupport the different components of CSA. If this is not well thought out, the interventionswill die off.There is a need for a landscape approach in these agricultural interventions, with multi-sectoral interventions to enable integrated approaches for effective implementation.Since the suggested interventions are not completely new to the communities, there isneed to identify the gaps, build the capacity of the communities for collective effort inproduction and access to resources.
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5.1.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive environmental effects include: High emission abatement potential due toincreased biomass in the landscape; higher biodiversity; reduced soil erosion; improvedwater holding capacity and microclimate; increased soil organic carbon and soil fertilitythat promotes increased crop yields (nitrogen fixing trees); and appropriate feed thatimproves ruminant health and reduces methane per unit yield (fodder trees). Reducedpressures and degradation of forests for energy demands thus, promoting sustainablemanagement of resources. Reduced risks from climate change due to improved practiceslike mulching, conservation agriculture, intercropping, terracing and agro-forestry.
Social aspects: Avoided deforestation conserves safety foods that local populations collectduring the drought periods. Benefits related to population well-being include improvedlivelihoods, health and nutrition among rural population. The option also represents anopportunity to promote gender equality in implementation of agroforestry and otherclimate-smart agricultural practices; and better education opportunities and wealthamong farmer households. CSA practices will reduce risks and impacts of hazards anddisasters associated with climate change, promote adaptation thus saving communitiesfrom social and economic costs, risks and shocks related to climate variability and climatechange. Other supporting factors: Existing traditional and local knowledge; Low-tech andlow-cost practices needed for implementation; increased stakeholder participation;reduced reliance on commercial fertilizers; drip irrigation saves water, reduces labourdemand and increases the productivity compared to traditional over-flow or bucketirrigation.
Negative factors threatening the implementation of the option: Unsecure land tenure;Tree competition with subsistence crops (mainly if wrong tree species are grown);Limited environmental safeguards (watersheds, emission regulation); Inadequateextension services; Unorganized stakeholders; Limited access to credit; Weak policyimplementation; Unsustainable production can shift to elsewhere (carbon leakage);Subsidies do not target the poor.The positive and negative aspects of this Option are summarised as an analysis ofStrengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT), as follows. The Weaknessesmay alternatively be regarded as challenges.

Strategic option 1: Climate-smart agriculture

STRENGTHSHigh emission abatement potential due toincreased biomass in the landscapeExisting Climate-smart agricultureprogramme forms a good basis for scaling-upExisting traditional and local knowledgeLow-tech and low-cost practices needed forimplementationIncreased stakeholder participationReduced reliance on synthetic fertilizers

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESUnsecure land tenureLimited extension servicesLow knowledge on the relationship betweenwater and land resourcesLimited access to marketsGrass-thatched roofs are not suitable forrainwater harvestingHigh cost of greenhousesLack of a law regulating trade in carboncredits
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Drip irrigation save water, reduce labourdemand and increases the productivitycompared to traditional bucket irrigationAnchored in the current overall policyframework
Lack of a specific irrigation policy

OPPORTUNITIESIncreased household income and foodsecurityPromote gender equality in implementationof agroforestry and other climate-smartagricultural practicesIncrease of biodiversity and landscapetourismRevenue from carbon creditReduction of soil erosionDrip irrigated vegetable, fruit and foddermarkets provide alternative opportunities toagro-pastoralists in more remote places

THREATSClimate change cause pressure to clear PAs forcoffee productionIncreased shading may reduce crop yields inagroforestry systemsWater supplies are not maintained(destruction, sedimentation, siltation, andpollution of water sources)Weak policy implementation may impedescaling up of the option

5.1.3 SESA initial conclusionThis Strategy is anchored in the current overall policy framework.From the presentation in the Strategy document many positive and only a few negativeenvironmental and social effects can be expected from this Option. Overall, CSA is a viableoption, but it is important to realise that also vulnerable communities are nothomogenous. Issues of health, safety, benefits, gender equity and landless need to beconsidered to ensure that also the very poor and indigenous people benefit from theinterventions.Main issues brought forward in the SESA process were:
 Unsecure land tenure; and
 Participation of indigenous people and easily marginalised groups.

5.2 Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal useSO2 with its three sub-options: Small-holder and community bioenergy woodlots; Small-holder and community poles and timber plantations; and Improved charcoal kilns linkedto bioenergy woodlots addresses the energy poverty in the context of climate change bypromoting sustainable fuelwood and charcoal production. The option provides one of thegreatest opportunities to reduce emissions with expected significant sustainabledevelopment benefits.
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5.2.1 Presentation and discussionThe energy policy for Uganda 2002 acknowledges that the energy sector has biggerenvironmental impacts than most other economic sectors. Thus, energy investments needto be subject to greater environmental scrutiny today than ever before. The sustainableenergy policy focuses on integrating economic, social and environmental objectives in away that improves the well-being of the current generation whilst safeguarding thewelfare of future generations.The policy further acknowledges that biomass plays a very significant role in Uganda'senergy supply. It constitutes over 90% of total energy consumption in the country. Itprovides almost all the energy used to meet basic needs of cooking and water heating inrural and most urban households, institutions and commercial buildings. Trading inbiomass energy, especially charcoal, contributes to the economy in terms of ruralincomes, tax revenue and employment, but fuelwood requirements have contributed tothe degradation of forests. Charcoal consumption increases at a rate close to that of urbanpopulation increase.Targeting the wood biomass energy is important for emerging financial mechanisms,including REDD+ and the Forest Investment Program (FIP) and will determine theirsuccess. Community woodlots will reduce pressure on natural forests degradation butalso provide a source of fuel for the communities themselves who largely depend onbiomass. With increasing population growth, these interventions will reduce pressure onthe ecosystems. Improved cook stoves, based on performance standards are alsoimportant for reducing GHG emissions from wood-based biomass use. They promoteefficiency of fuel use, additional reduction of GHG emission by an enhanced combustionprocess, and give a reduction in air pollutants affecting the health of mainly women andchildren thus improving their health and safety. The community woodlots are importantin reducing pressure on natural forests. Field assessments indicate that communitymembers would be willing to participate in the discussions of developing ordinances formandatory tree planting at household level and are willing to abide by set rulesCommunity pole and timber plantations are a positive focus (e.g. increased tree cover andtherefore carbon stocks), but land ownership determines the possibility. In communitieswhere land is communally owned, local institutions can allocate land for suchinterventions. However, on individual land, the size determines the kind of interventionsthat are prioritized. The indigenous communities that are land less might not be able toengage in such an intervention. Care should be taken to mitigate the risk of people turningtheir agricultural land into tree growing for monetary benefits, and shifting to clearnatural forests in other places for agricultural production.For the poor communities, tree growing is a big challenge, as tree growing is a long-termventure, and basic needs have to be met. Incentives to motivate the communities to keeptheir trees for a long time on their land would help a lot. On the other hand, the landlesscould also seek opportunities for community based forest management practices thatcould be sought where resource access can be negotiated with protected area agencies ifit is not already happening. Combined with the sustainable use of resources like fuelefficient stoves, etc., the pressure on protected areas will reduce in due course,contributing to the mitigation co-benefits. It is also important to be conscious about thepossibility of communities adopting tree growing for domestic fuelwood use. Fromexperience, this is not a very common practice.
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On the other hand, the conversion of wood into charcoal has potential for Increasing GHGemission if no investment is made in better methods and technologies. To date, charcoalis still produced with very traditional processes. The Indigenous peoples appreciate treeplanting linked to agriculture and fodder, but commonly not for domestic energy needs.Most indigenous communities however collect fuel wood for domestic use but do not usecharcoal. The charcoal business is dominated by outsiders who destroy the environmentand leave local communities vulnerable to negative impacts of climate uncertainty. Thisis exploitative and does not benefit indigenous people. Mitigation measures need to beput in place to assess benefits for different groups.Whereas energy wood based charcoal burning might be favourable in some areas,unrestricted traditional exploiting of natural forests will further degrade forest resourcesboth on individual and government land. Indigenous people who do not have land to planttrees for charcoal burning will be employed by the better-off farmers. Charcoal makingmust become fully legal and organized, which it only becomes if the energy wood isplantation based. Coupled with weak enforcement of policies in Uganda, this needs to beanalysed further.On the social impacts, fuel efficient stoves can off-set the negative income effect resultingfrom expenses of wood fuel price increases and burdens of collection firewood especiallyon women and children. Alternative fuels as well as the adoption of fuel-efficient charcoalstoves should thus have positive advantages. Among the indigenous communities,improved cook stoves are not being used, which is indicative of low levels of knowledgeon alternative and efficient energy sources and lack of money.Timber can enhance the productivity of forest resources and increase the supply ofcommercial timber for income. In terms of community timber projects, share-holdingarrangement between households and responsible entities will have to be worked out toensure that community interests are represented and that there are collective incentivesto benefit farmers more directly even when working with the private sector.Commercial charcoal burning has the potential to provide employment and income tolocal communities. A study conducted in Uganda found that if households are involved incharcoal production, it reduces their likelihood of falling below a poverty line byapproximately 14% (Khundi et al., 2010). Modernizing wood-based biomass energyproduction has the potential of significantly increasing the revenue base of localcommunities along the charcoal value chainIt is also critical that gender aspects be considered when efficient stoves are beingpromoted. Women are often not included in decisions about technology types and skillsyet they perform the cooking in practice. Male members of the household might not seecleaner-cooking stoves as a top priority for a poor family, so, addressing and informingwomen’s consumption choices should not be neglected.
5.2.2 Environmental and social aspectsAccess to energy is an important indicator when analysing poverty as it has a critical andimmediate impact on the health and nutrition of households. As an example, scarcity offuelwood drives people to opt to less nutritious fast cooking foods, instead of e.g. beansand peas.
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Positive Environmental factors: Tree planting contributes to landscape restoration indegraded areas; The option has fairly high emission abatement; Reduced pressure onnatural forests; Local climate moderation; Sustainable wood production is carbon neutral;Improved agricultural biodiversity.
Social aspects: The option is expected to improve household energy supply, which has alarge health and nutritional impact. It will also provide livelihood and income benefits inform of food, fibre and energy. Higher charcoal volumes with an improved pricingstructure will allow better financial returns to the producers of green charcoal.Diversification of sources of livelihood improves the resilience of households.On negative side issues threatening the implementation of the option: Unsecure landtenure; Tree competition with subsistence crops; Limited environmental safeguards(watersheds, emission regulation); Inadequate extension services; Efficient charcoal kilnsand retorts have a high investment and maintenance cost; Unorganized stakeholders inmany cases (but there are also well-organized systems of charcoal producers anddealers); Limited access to credit; Lack of charcoal data along the charcoal value chain;Inadequate standards for products; Weak policy implementation; Charcoal production isperceived negatively or even treated as an illegal activity; The sustainability of treeplantations can be threatened by pest and diseases causing damage to plantations, as canfires, droughts and livestock. Unsustainable production can shift elsewhere (carbonleakage); Subsidies do not target the poor; Unclear or no boundary marking of protectedareas.The SWOT analysis reads:

Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal use

STRENGTHSFairly high emission abatementWood has a high energy densityWood harvesting can be optimized dependingon market situation (opposite to agriculturalcrops)Suitable soils and climate for tree growingSustainable production is carbon neutralLarge knowledge base an applicabletechnologyAnchored in the overall policy framework

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESUnsecure land tenureLimited environmental safeguards(watersheds, emission regulation)Inadequate extension servicesEfficient charcoal kilns and retorts have a highinvestment and maintenance costUnorganized stakeholders in many casesLimited access to creditLack of charcoal data along the charcoal valuechainInadequate standards for productsWeak policy implementationUnclear or no boundary marking of protectedareas.
OPPORTUNITIESReduced extreme energy povertyIncreased revenue to producersIncreased household incomeIncreased tax revenue for the districtImproved agricultural biodiversity

THREATSCharcoal production is perceived negatively oreven treated as an illegal activityUnsustainable production shifts elsewhere(carbon leakage)Subsidies do not target the poor
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Job creationIncreased household incomeExpanding market for green charcoal
Fire and drought (unpredictable weather)Tree competition with subsistence cropsEfficient charcoal kilns and retorts have a highinvestment and maintenance cost

5.2.3 SESA initial conclusion:From the presentation in the Strategy document many positive and only a few negativeenvironmental and social effects can be expected from this Option. Main issues for furtheranalysis in the SESA process were:
 Unsecure land tenure;
 Compensation to earlier evicted forest-dependent people in order to get themonboard this option;
 CFM agreements not fully operationalized and slow bureaucratic process ofregistering CFMs.Whereas this option has potential, practice requires considerable positive incentives toconvince people and support full and effective implementation of existing and proposedlow emission approaches.The Option does not specifically analyse gender equality but that is covered as a cross-cutting issue under other headings in the Strategy documents. Discussions onparticipation of indigenous people and easily marginalised groups is included in the finalStrategy document.

5.3 Strategic option 3: Large-scale commercial timber plantationsThis Strategic Option with three sub-options is on the plus-side of REDD+, aiming atbuilding up forest plantations for poles and timber capturing carbon, and promotingimproved charcoal kilns linked to the plantations.
5.3.1 Presentation and discussionThis Option should contribute to an Inclusive Green Economy (IGE) through promotingresponsible investments in large-scale commercial transmission pole and timberplantations. The option is for commercial pole and timber growers and can be combinedwith agroforestry practices.Large scale timber plantations and saw-log production have the potential to increase ruralincomes through commercial tree planting by local communities and private sectoractors. At the same time plantations contribute to climate change mitigation throughafforestation, which is also positive for REDD initiatives. Large forest plantations have theability to reduce pressure on natural forest which are getting depleted at a high rate. Butthey also contribute to improving the micro climate for the particular areas where theforests are located and act as carbon sinks thus contributing to mitigation of GHGs. Thereis also potential for plantations to be registered under CDM and provide income for thecountry and private sector investors, thus providing future financing options for furtherinvestment.
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However, the timber value chain needs to be analysed in relation to benefits and rightsfor different groups of people right from the loggers, buyers, millers etc. Efforts should bemade to protect land owners where the land does not belong to Government and if itbelongs to Government the poor people should be considered in terms of benefits. Thelarge forest plantations have a tendency to attract large companies and the rich people,leaving out the poor, who are the majority and more dependent on forests for their living.For profit maximization, the investors in tree plantations will tend to grow exotic treespecies at the expense of indigenous ones. Monocultures have both advantages, primarilyhigh growth rates, and disadvantages such as diseases, and overuse of chemicals whichwill need to be considered at implementation stage. In some parts of the country, specieslike Eucalyptus are very prone to termites, which might discourage farmers to invest. Landuse planning and site species matching will be an important factor to consider as treeplantations are being established, to protect fragile ecosystems like wetlands beingplanted with high water demanding species like Eucalyptus, which might affect the waterquality from use of chemicals and water quantity, as they might affect the water table.The large-scale timber plantations have a potential to attract use of heavy machinery thatmake tracks that may be very destructive on forest roads, causing soil erosion andsiltation of water bodies, and use of chemicals like pesticides that might affectingbiodiversity like pollinators and thus affect food production in the areas.The country experiences lots of illegal timber trade, which might not benefit the localpeople and the country at large unless stringent measures are put in place. Enforcementof the Forestry Policy has been lagging behind, and is hampered with inconsistencies inimplementation.For creating incentives and benefit for the local communities, development andintegration of other products and initiatives can enhance livelihoods and improveincomes, while also sustaining the maintenance and growing of trees with limitedencroachment and destruction. Initiatives like farming, fruit growing, apiary, etc can belinked to the plantations to ensure that the adaptation needs of the community are alsomet. If user and access rights are well-negotiated for local adjacent communities, they canuse them to access various kinds of non-timber forest products, with the most importantbeing pestles, canes, palm, spices, medicinal plants and chewing sticks. This can reduceencroachment on protected areas and the conflicts arising from that. Other social facilitieslike health centres and water facilities usually established by the investors in localcommunities could be of high benefit to the area populations.
5.3.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive Environmental factors: Option will reduce erosion on large areas, supportbiodiversity rehabilitation and reduce pressure on natural forest.
Social aspects: Option contributes to improvement of rural livelihoods by creatingemployment (fuelwood, charcoal, pole and sawn timber business). The option willprovide high profits at maturity stage, provide new value-added products and giveindirect benefits for small-scale out-growers. Taungya system (growing food cropsbetween the tree seedlings) provides early income to farmers during 3-4 first years.
Negative side issues threatening the implementation of the option: Weak governance(corruption, illegal timber harvest, illegal timber trade, insecurity of land tenure) canhamper efforts; Negative publicity; Taungya system is not working unless the farmers
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own the trees; Use of persistent chemicals (e.g. herbicides for weed control, pesticides,preservative, fertilizers) with possible health problems; Lack of forest fire managementplan and implementation; Low technology for processing; High capital requirement;Weak policy implementation and possible political interference can cause instability;Some local communities do not support large-scale investments; Fear of privatisation andenclosure of common lands; Fear that forced relocation of agriculture, grazing and otherlivelihood activities course conflicts; Eviction and dispossession of local people; Fear thatbiodiversity hotspots are replaced with monoculture; Fear that employees sourced fromother areas(not locals) operate in plantations.The SWOT for Option 3 is in the Strategy presented as follows:
Strategic option 4: Large-scale commercial transmission pole and timber plantations

STRENGTHSSupportive policy and legislationUganda National Green Growth StrategySPGS modelUganda Tree Growers’ AssociationSuitable soils and climate for tree growingSustainable production is carbon neutralAdded value to raw materialIncreasing private sector involvement

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESGovernance (corruption, illegal timberharvest, illegal timber trade, insecurity of landtenure)Negative publicityTaungya system (growing food crops betweenthe tree seedlings) is not working unless thefarmers own the treesLoss of biodiversityChemical use (e.g. herbicides on weed control,pesticides, preservative, fertilizers)Low technology for processingHigh cost of capital requirementsWeak policy implementation
OPPORTUNITIESExpanding demandHigh profits at maturity stageNew value-added productsHigher recovery rates in harvesting andprocessing improves profitability and savesraw materialRural employment for skilled and unskilledworkers, including youthIndirect benefits for small-scale out-growersImproved quality of productsCarbon financing

THREATSPolitical interference, instabilityLocal communities do not support large-scaleinvestmentsPrivatisation and enclosure of common landForced relocation of agriculture, grazing andother livelihood activities course conflictsEviction and dispossession of local andindigenous peopleBiodiversity hotspots are replaced withmonocultureEmployees sourced from other areasPoor protection from fires, livestock damage,pest and diseases, unpredictable weather
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5.3.3 SESA initial conclusion:This option is not viable for the indigenous and landless communities, but they can benefitfrom the adaptation interventions which can be developed as incentives for conservation,alongside the plantations.From the presentation in the Strategy document there are both positive and negativeenvironmental and social effects expected from this Option. Main issues connected to thisoption are:
 Eviction and dispossession of local people;
 Political interference;
 Borders of forest reserves not clearly marked.

5.4 Strategic option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscapeThe aim of this strategic option with its four sub-options is to restore or rehabilitatenatural forests within the context of climate-smart landscape. The means are:
 Area closures of deforested areas for natural forest regeneration;
 Protected natural forest management (i.e. national parks and forest reserves andforests on privately owned land);
 Devolution of forest management through PFM and similar set-ups;
 Traditional and customary forest management practices;

5.4.1 Presentation and discussionNatural forests provide carbon stocks and ecosystem services, protect biodiversity, andplay a role for effective & long-term carbon storage. The proposed interventions thereforecan contribute to REDD+ initiatives and synergies as well as address climate changemitigation and adaptation co-benefits and resolve the biodiversity loss going on withunsustainable practices. Natural regeneration has been recommended as more effectivethan tree planting. It involves growing of indigenous trees which help to regenerate,protect and maintain natural forests which keep big carbon stores intact for big earlygains, protecting biodiversity, enhancing stability and maintaining soil fertility, waterconservation and prevent flooding. Other organisations like World Vision Uganda arepromoting FMNR in the districts of Nakasongola, Kibale and Kiboga with very good resultsfor both adaptation and mitigation.Whereas natural forests have positive environmental impacts issues of land ownershipneed to be taken care of. Area closures can only work on government land since such lawscannot be imposed on private land owners. Area enclosures will mean eviction of peoplewho have been using the forest, including those who had settled there illegally. Theconsultations with different stakeholders in the country indicated high rates of illegaltitling in the forest reserves, with a lot of economic activity establishment in these areas.Evictions and area enclosures will lead to conflicts with the communities and rejection ofthe conservation activities. This is also aggravated by the fact that most of the forestreserve boundaries are not well-established. In addition, irrespective of their illegaloccupancy or access to the forest reserve, eviction of these people might be against their
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rights according to the World Bank safeguards. Given the high deforestation levelsespecially on the privately-owned land, there is a resource imbalance between the privateland and the forest reserves. Area closures might therefore leave communities with verylimited options for highly dependable resources to the communities. Rather, it isimportant to take on a voluntary natural forest regeneration programme wherecommunity members can be participants in the project after understanding the costs andthe benefits. The Ik during consultations recommended sensitization on aggressive treeplanting, and adherence to laws on encroachment. Community members revealed that theIk are a small community easy to mobilize and easy to sensitize to reduce the harmfulpractices that destroy the environment. This will work well with the ParticipatoryForestry Management practices including strengthening governance issues. This howeverneeds to take into consideration past PFM practices that have been implemented in thecountry and take lessons and best practices, including viable benefit sharing provisionsfavourable to the local communities.Landless or Indigenous communities also need to be considered. The initial communityconsultations in Northern Uganda indicated that through Collaborative ForestManagement (CFM) some of the indigenous community members know the value andimportance of forests and are willing to plant more private woodlots if both land andseedlings are provided. Indigenous communities benefit from forest resources whichinclude herbs, fuel-wood, mushrooms, honey, timber, charcoal (strictly for selling to theoutside communities), meat (poaching) and some raw materials for making baskets andmats. In some of the areas, access to resources if illegal is punishable. With naturalregeneration of forests, access will be easy for the community, and in field discussionsthey presented willingness to pass laws, rules, or ordinances to protect the forests. Theregenerated forests can be combined with fruit trees and other forest based enterprisewhich work as incentives for the communities to leave the trees to grow as they engagein adaptation activities which enhance livelihoods of local people, mitigate effects ofclimate change, increase food security, and safeguard soil and water resources.The landless Ik and the Batwa indicated that they can only contribute to natural resourceconservation and adhere to regulations if their resettlement demands are met. Otherwisethey depend on the forests for their survival.This option needs to consider local people and determine how they benefit along the valuechain or create incentives for them.
5.4.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive Environmental factors: Large-scale and cost-effective climate change (CC)mitigation impact. Landscapes yield multiple benefits, they support biodiversity, mitigatenatural disasters, reduce soil erosion, sequester carbon, and provide other environmentalservices such as NTFPs and clean water as well as opportunities for responsiblecommercial activity. Improved water catchment management. The Option has highemission abatement potential.
Social aspects: Provides multiple benefits e.g. large part of rural household’s income andforest-based services (regulatory, provisional and cultural), ecotourism and medicalplants. The supporting facts are: Existing traditional and local knowledge; Low-tech andlow-cost practices needed in natural regeneration; Increased stakeholder participation;Large livelihood impact.
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On negative side issues threatening the implementation of the option: Poor governanceincluding corruption; Poor cross-sectoral coordination; Failure to approve the forestryregulations and management plans; Limited extension services targeting natural forests;Gender inequality; Inadequate short-term incentives to support rehabilitation of forests;Weak tree tenure; Limited research in rehabilitation of natural forests; Illegalencroachment on forests; Reduced grazing opportunities; Lack of extractable benefitsfrom conserved sites; and Displacement of indigenous people.The SWOT presented for this option (SO4) is:
Strategic option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape

STRENGTHSHigh emission abatement potential due toincreased biomass in degraded landscapeSupportive policy and legislationExisting traditional and local knowledgeLow-tech and low-cost practices needed innatural regenerationExisting forest rehabilitation projects form agood basis for scaling-upIncreased stakeholder participationLarge livelihood impact

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESPoor governance including corruptionPoor cross-sectoral coordinationFailure to approve the forestry regulationsand management plansNo legal mechanisms to regulate trans-boundary forest managementLimited extension servicesGender inequalityInadequate short-term incentives to supportrehabilitation of forestsWeak tree tenureLimited research in rehabilitation of naturalforests
OPPORTUNITIESIncrease of biodiversity and landscapetourismRevenue from carbon creditReduction of soil erosionImproved water catchment management

THREATSStrategic Option is not reflected in theGovernment Development Strategy andInvestment PlanPolitical interference in forest managementand pressure to de-gazette PAsIllegal encroachment to forestReduced grazing opportunities face resistanceLack of extractable benefits from conservedsitesDisplacement of indigenous people
5.4.3 SESA initial conclusionEcosystem restoration through this Option will contribute to climate change mitigationand adaptation and to combating desertification and also contribute to the 2030 Agendafor Sustainable development adopted by the United Nations General Assembly inSeptember 2015, with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to end poverty, fightinequality and injustice, sustainably manage natural ecosystems, and reduce risks ofclimate change. The Option also contributes to the Bonn Challenge of restoring 150million hectares of degraded and deforested land.
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Protection of natural forests is a national priority. Natural forests contribute to nationaleconomy and rural livelihoods, support the tourism sector through protection of habitatfor wildlife (the mountain gorilla is forest dependent!); they support hydro-powergeneration and have high carbon stocks. The Option will require strong positiveincentives and additional policy approaches with emphasis on conservation of forestcarbon stocks.The Option does not necessarily aim to return forest landscapes to their original state butrather to optimize their carbon sequestration capacity and the delivery of other forest-related goods and services at the landscape level. The approach is community driven(bottom-up) with appropriate technologies and land management practices. Thecommunities will be encouraged to share their knowledge about practices that canimprove livelihoods and income generation whilst conserving and protecting naturalresources.This option has a high potential for important positive environmental impacts. There arehowever a range of possible negative social effects that need to be addressed in planning,or mitigated through separate actions. It will be needed to consider local people anddetermine how they benefit along the value chain or create incentives for them. The SESAregards the following issues to be most significant and subject to analysis later in the SESAprocess or in the ESMF:
 Possible cases of displacement of people (which can be mitigated by avoiding suchcases);
 Slow implementation of CFM;
 Poor boundary marking of forest lands;
 Poor cross-sectoral coordination;
 Political interference.

5.5 Strategic option 5: Energy efficient cooking stovesThis Strategic Option promotes clean cooking solutions through improved fuelwood andcharcoal stoves, addressing problems associated with traditional cooking methods andthe need to reduce the amount of wood needed for energy. It is expected thatprioritization of clean cooking is an effective intervention that should deliver cross-cutting gains and boosts progress on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) andcombats climate change.This strategic option promotes Clean Cooking Solutions through improved fuelwood andcharcoal stoves.
5.5.1 Presentation and discussionEnergy efficient stoves save or reduces the risk associated with exposure to highconcentrations of smoke and particulate matter released during combustion which leadsto high risks of respiratory illnesses especially among the children and women who spenda long time in the cooking area. Men and youths will also be saved from the risks ofpoisonous gases like carbon monoxide, sulfuric dioxide and others produced during theprocess of charcoal burning.
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Despite the fact that they are energy efficient, some of these stoves still use charcoal, andgiven the fact that charcoal demand is high from the urban centres, the supply from energyefficient kilns to be promoted may take long to meet the market demand. Thus, some long-time continuity of traditional charcoal production from natural forests is foreseen, withits associated health and environment problems. The rural producers will still remainexposed to dangers of working in close proximity to high temperature kilns with theirpoisonous off-gas with highly toxic compounds.Till this time, energy efficient cook stoves have been promoted, but the adoption rate inthe rural communities is still very low. Even in homes where cook stoves have beendemonstrated, the traditional three-stone cooking still exists, and is frequently used. Thiscould mainly be due to limited flexibility in the sizes of cooking pots used in homes, thespeed of cooking, and other factors.Secondly, the use of animal waste for energy production have negative implications onagricultural productivity, where animal waste could have been used for manure. In suchcases, food production and food availability will be negatively affected.Considering all these factors, the participation of some indigenous people like forestdependent communities will not be very easy given their poverty level and socialestablishment. Their housing structures are so “minute” that fixing a firewood energyefficient stove would take a very big space, or even cause health risks of children gettingburnt. For example, most of the Karimojong sleep in small huts, share small kitchens orcook outside. The energy efficient stoves might be impractical for them. The Batwa alsosleep in tiny grass huts, which means that any of these technologies might be impracticalfor them unless they change behaviour.
5.5.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive Environmental factors: Large-scale climate change (CC) mitigation impact. Soilsand climate suitable for biomass production. Huge savings in wood consumption andbiodiversity.
Social aspects: A wider access to clean, safe and efficient household energy secureadditional benefits to society, which are related to health, gender and livelihood. Healthbenefits are huge since household air pollution (HAP) from traditional cooking is a majorproblem contributing to premature deaths. Improved firewood and charcoal stoves savetime now used in fuelwood gathering, and thereby allow more time for productiveactivities and schooling. Reduced risk for injury and violence during fuel collection,especially among women and children.On negative side, there is inadequate financial support for investing in renewable energyprojects and weak policy implementation. Further, people often use improved stovesinappropriately and neglect their maintenance. Low energy intensity projects are notattractive for carbon credit buyers.The SWOT for this option is:

Strategic option 5: Energy efficient cooking stoves

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGES
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Uganda’s SE4ALL Action Agenda 2015Uganda Biomass Strategy 2013Large social, economic and health impactsLarge-scale CC mitigation impactSoils and climate suitable for biomassproductionScaling up of on-going projects

Low awareness on Clean CookingHigh upfront costs of stovesInadequate financial support for investing inrenewable energy projectsIncomplete data on biomass energy usageInadequate standards and quality assurancefor cook-stovesWeak policy implementation
OPPORTUNITIESHeath benefits due to reduced indoorpollutionReduced risk of injury (e.g. from childrenfalling into fires) and violence duringfuelwood gathering (women and children)Societal benefits such as time saved forproductive activities and educationCarbon credits subsidize fuel-efficient cook-stovesLarge employment generation through microenterprises and marketingEmployment for both male and female youthWomen’s empowerment

THREATSBiomass is considered a backward form ofenergyImproved stoves are not affordable for allIrregular or inappropriate use andmaintenance of improved stovesLow energy intensity projects do notattractive carbon credit buyersDifficulties in carbon credit auditing due tounknown stove usageNeed for behavioural change related tocooking.
5.5.3 SESA initial conclusionThe justification for this Option is very high. It has been estimated that household airpollution (HAP) from cooking contributes to 13,000 premature deaths in Uganda. Womenand young children receive the highest exposure. More than 30 million people in Ugandastill rely on traditional biomass fuels and stoves for cooking. Besides, there is a highemission reduction potential.From a SESA viewpoint, there are mainly positive environmental and social effects of thisoption. No main issues were associated with this option.
5.6 Strategic option 6: Integrated wildfire managementThis strategic option aims to address and control wildfires through integratedcommunity-based fire management. Wildfire is a general term for any unplanned anduncontrolled fire in vegetation, which may require suppression response, or other action.Integrated fire management (IFM) includes the integration of science and firemanagement approaches with socio-economic elements at multiple level (FAO 2016). Assuch, it implies a holistic approach to addressing fire issues that consider biological,environmental, cultural, social, economic and political interactions.
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5.6.1 Presentation and discussionFire affects more than half of the country land area. Fire (irrespective of the intention ofthe origin) contributes to forest degradation and may create conditions for deforestation.Integrating fire management is common practice in wildlife and plantation managementbut it requires additional positive incentives to be scaled up to all rangeland management.Bushfires have the biggest immediate impact on the biosphere. They are capable ofburning hundreds of hectares of forest, scrub, property and any other vegetation to ashes.In the process, many animals and insects are destroyed. Controlling bush fires thereforewill save the ecosystems from degradation.This Option is relevant and useful especially in areas vulnerable to bush fires. Communityconsultations revealed that in 2016 Uganda Wildlife Authority entered into an agreementwith Benet Youth to control fires, supervise hot spots in the area where fires could easilybe started, stop hunting and also whistle blow for illegal logging. It was alleged that theexcise was so flawless that what the people called “crooked UWA staff who are involvedin malpractices” were resentful and never honoured their part of the agreement. TheBenet the group is now defunct. Instituting fire teams in the area would save the forests,they said. There were also calls for fencing off the forests completely to protect them fromsuch fires. So, enforcement and adherence will be important in ensuring that measuresare successful.Addressing the underlying causes of forest fires will be key in terms of controlling thepractice. Consultations with indigenous people revealed that communities set the forestson fire to harvest honey, especially by thieves, smoking while collecting firewood andsometimes the reasons are not clear and perpetrators are not caught. In Northern Uganda,fires arise due to hunting expeditions to catch wild game, charcoal burning and farming.Wild fires will be hard to control in areas where there are absentee landlords with bigchunks of land which are neighbouring landless and poor people. If access rights are notnegotiated, communities start fires either to punish the rich, or as a way of accessingresources from the forests.Use of existing local structures like the Local Environment Committees whose mandatecan be increased to include fighting forest fires. The Ik revealed that causes of fires includehunters who roast meat in the forests, but also from Turkanas when returning homeduring a dry spell when they set forests on fire intentionally. Community policing will bekey in addressing the challenge.
5.6.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive Environmental factors: Multiple environmental benefits e.g. biodiversityprotection, large mitigation impact and reduced environmental degradation including soilerosion. Huge climate mitigation impact similar to agroforestry and sustainable landmanagement practices.
Social aspects: Integrated wildfire management contributes to social benefits such aspastoral livelihood resilience, human life saving, public respiratory health and security,and employment. Economic benefits are related to protection of assets, includingproperties, natural forests and tree plantations. Benefits include also strong engagementof communities and improved governance and policy coherence.
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On negative side issues threatening the implementation of the option: Inadequatefinancial and human resources at Local Government level; Weak technical capacity;Inadequate fire-fighting equipment and surveillance and detection of fires; Need for long-term engagement and continuous monitoring; Costs involved; Weak policyimplementation; Increased vulnerability of indigenous communities and othertraditional-living rural populations due to prohibition of traditional uses of fire; and Localconflicting interest.The SWOT is presented in the Final Strategy as follows:
Strategic option 6: Integrated wildfire management

STRENGTHSInternational supportSupportive policy and legislationLarge mitigation impactLarge economic impactLarge environmental impactProtecting lives and assetsTraditional and local knowledge

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESPovertyInadequate financial and human resources atLocal Government levelWeek technical capacityInadequate firefighting equipment,surveillance and detection of firesNeed for long-term engagement andcontinuous monitoringCosts involvedWeak policy implementation
OPPORTUNITIESResponsible use of fireEnhanced fire management capacity andfire-fighting capabilityReduced environmental degradation,including soil erosionEngagement of communitiesGlobal, regional partnershipsImproved pastoral livelihood resilienceSustainable livelihoods, job creationImproved governance and policy coherenceHuman health and security

THREATSRegional conflictsLocal conflicting interestClimate change (e.g. increasing temperature,unpredictable precipitation patterns)Fire incidences originating from oil spillsBush encroachmentReduced access to pasture resourcesIncreased vulnerability of indigenouscommunities and other traditional-living ruralpopulations due to prohibition of traditionaluses of fire
5.6.3 SESA initial conclusionThis option has a huge climate change mitigation potential.The option is supported by the Ugandan policy and legislation, including the SecondNational Development Plan (NDPII) and the National Biodiversity Strategy and ActionPlan (NBSAP) 2015-2025.The main issue pinpointed for SO6 was:

 Weak implementation of existing relevant policies.
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5.7 Strategic Option 7: Livestock rearing in the Cattle CorridorOverall, five of the main strategic options tackle issues related to livestock managementin one way or another. In Option 7 there are three major issues specifically dealing withlivestock rearing in the Cattle Corridor of Uganda: Sub-option 7.1. Change to exotic cattlevarieties and crossbreeding; Sub-option 7.2. Establishment of drinking water dams forlivestock; and Sub-option 7.3. Establishment of fodder agroforestry plantations. Theambition is to halt today’s trend of increased cattle population and more land taken upunder pasture or cleared of tall vegetation or trees to create space for pasture, addressedthrough improvements in breeds and productivity per unit areas.
5.7.1 Presentation and discussionLivestock production is one of Uganda’s major economic activities. Livestock being one ofthe main users of natural resources it is an important economic resource for some 80%of rural Ugandans, providing power for cultivation, nutrients for farmland, investmentopportunities and animal protein. Livestock farmers, especially those in the CattleCorridor are traditionally quite knowledgeable in animal husbandry. For Uganda to meetits animal protein requirement and increase the income of its livestock owners, it isessential to increase the production and, in particular, productivity of its crops andlivestock resources.In the 1960s, well-funded and co-coordinated Government schemes led to a viable andprofitable livestock industry covering milk, beef and non-ruminants. Before 1978, therewere over 560 ranches, 3,000 privately owned commercial dairy farms and a thrivingsmall-scale livestock subsector. The supporting infrastructure included 475 dams, 428valley tanks, 7,500 boreholes, 2,100 dip tanks, 43 quarantine stations, and over 170 well-equipped livestock markets. There were established cattle routes and holding grounds.However, by the end of the 70s political instability led to the collapse of the livestockindustry and a decline in livestock numbers by about 30% of the pre-1970 numbers.In the livestock sub-sector, very few women are ranch owners or commercial farmers, butthey own and/or manage cattle, goats, poultry, pigs and rabbits, usually in small numbers.These small stocks constitute a vital source of income for them and are also used forhousehold consumption. In most areas, women culturally look after the family animals,whether they belong to them or to the husband and family. The major constraintsexperienced by women livestock farmers are limited access to land, credit facilities forrestocking and infrastructural development, as well as poor watering facilities forlivestock and limited extension support.Livestock have multiple roles and functions for resource poor farmers, including foodsource, farm input supplier (manure, traction), insurance and an entry point towards amore market-oriented production. Globally, livestock contribute the highest GHGemissions in the agriculture sector (Dinesh 2016b). With efforts to increase livestockproduction in the future, there is also an opportunity to introduce improved methods toshift the emissions intensity of production. Current average emission intensities are 2.8kg CO2e per kg of fat and protein (corrected for milk) and 46.2 kg CO2e per kg of carcassweight for beef. It has been estimated that the sector’s emissions could be reduced about30% if all producers shifted their practices to those used by the 10% of producers withthe lowest emission intensity. Major opportunities for adaptation and mitigation exist inthe shift from extensive low-return grazing systems susceptible to climate variability and
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extreme events to more stable, higher profit intensive systems. The higher returns alsoenable farmers to be more resilient. Current emissions intensity gaps are mostly causedby poor digestibility of feed, poor animal husbandry, and lower slaughter weights andhigher age at slaughter (longer life leading to more emissions).Zero-grazing and stall-feeding is an appropriate management system especially in Ugandawhere farmers own very small plots of land. Stall-feeding is especially suitable for dairycattle. Milk may be used at home or dairy products sold. Zero-grazing farms are reportedto feed dairy cattle on elephant grass, forage legumes, fodder trees and agro-industrial by-products. Potential fodder tree species include several indigenous acacia species,
Faidherbia albida and introduced species such as Calliandra calothyrsus, Gliricidia sepium,
Leuceana leucocephala and Sesbania sesban. Many of the fodder species are multipurposetrees like Borassus aethiopum which is reported also to increase the grain yield of fingermillet (Egeru et al. 2015).Local and improved exotic dairy breeds have been crossbred for over 50 years in Uganda.Despite the fact that the crossbreeds have proved to be much more productive comparedto local breeds, the uptake of crossbreeding strategy has been slow. It is indicative that inWestern Region, which has 73% of total exotic heard (and 30% of the total cattle herd),has a low poverty incidence (MAAIF 2010, p. 7). In Uganda, the local breed milk yield isabout 500-1,500 kg per lactation year which is far below the 8,000 kg of milk yield percow in developed countries (Tijjani and Yetişemiyen 2015). The annual milk consumptionremains as low as 60 litres per person compared to Kenya, which stands at 100 litres perperson. This means that milk consumption in Uganda is still far below the recommendedannual consumption rate of 200 litres per person.Central and South-Western milk sheds together contribute 50% of the total nationalproduction (DDA 2016). The other milk sheds or regions, particularly Eastern andNorthern, experience a deficit in marketable milk almost throughout the year whileSouth-Western and Central regions continue to experience a surplus of marketable milkparticularly in the wet season. Milk surplus and deficit milk sheds present differences inmarket opportunities for poor dairy farmers as well as service delivery to dairy farmers.Reduction of extensive free-grazing of traditional livestock is needed in semi-humid andsemi-arid areas. This area is commonly referred to as Cattle Corridor, which stretchesacross the country from the southwest (Ankole sub-region) to the northeast (Karamojasub-region) encompassing 8.4 million ha (Stark 2011, p. 8). The characteristics of theCattle Corridor include i) high rainfall variability; ii) periodic late onset rains or droughts;and iii) historical reliance on mobile pastoralism as an important strategy to cope withresource variability. The reduced availability of leguminous forage plants in therangelands is limiting livestock growth, meat and milk yield from cattle.In Karamoja region, the ongoing conversion of rangelands to croplands has contributedto shortage of forage (Egeru et al. 2014) which has caused a declining pastoral productionin addition to a complex range of other problems. These include historical injustices andmarginalization, three and half decades of civil unrest, poor infrastructure, and a highclimate variability with frequent drought periods (Egeru et al. 2015). Karamoja sub-region is estimated to have up to 2.7 million cattle representing a fifth of the national cattleherd.
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5.7.2 Environmental and social aspectsPositive environmental factors: The livestock intensification improves grazing, feed andmanure management. Increasing the number of trees on farms and in the landscape,provides important ecosystem services and greater resilience to climate shocks. Foddertrees not only increase soil carbon, but also improve the soil fertility and contribute to ahigher biodiversity. In drylands, the increased tree canopy protects crops from harshsunshine and winds.
Social aspects: Improving efficiency through direct breeding for better performance is aco-benefit opportunity. Increasing the number of trees on farms and in the landscape,leads to a direct increase in income through diversification of products. Zero-grazing andstall-feeding decreases crop damage of livestock, and lowers the potential for conflicts.Compared to extensive free grazing, stall-feeding allows more youth to engage inschooling; Ethnic tensions may be reduced. Socially, the SO7 would be a blessing forthousands of households.On negative side, there will be high initial investment needs that many pastoralists cannotafford; disrupted social contexts in relation to cultural values, attachments and traditionalsystems; tenure of land and pasture and access to land and water need to be solved;development need for quality products that suit the market; problems with animal healthcoupled with the high cost to manage livestock diseases; lack of breeding expertise; treecompetition with subsistence crops. Increasing cattle population may cause exceeding ofthe carrying capacity for livestock rearing; and reduction of herd sizes may be opposed.The SWOT for this Option is presented in the Strategy document as follows:

Strategic option 7: Livestock management

STRENGTHSHigh emission abatement potential due toavoided deforestationHigh poverty alleviation potentialPrioritized strategy by the governmentLarge livelihood impactImproved regional securityExpanding domestic and regional marketTrees provide valuable ecosystem servicesfor local populationAnchored in the overall policy framework(agriculture sector development strategyand investment plan& agriculture policy)

WEAKNESSES/CHALLENGESLimited extension servicesLittle knowledge on good milk productionHigh cost to manage livestock diseasesHigh initial investment needsLack of a law to regulate carbon tradeThe existing law (Cattle Grazing Act, 1945 Cap42) is out-datedCurrent land law does not promote theproductive use of land
OPPORTUNITIESValue-chain activity development creatingemploymentSolution to human-livestock conflictsBenefits to public healthIncreased household incomeReduction of herd sizes

THREATSFast growing populationUncoordinated development interventionsEthnic tensionsLack of feed and waterLow quality produces do not suit the marketProblems with animal health
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Involvement of youthMake the case for adopting the draftrangeland management and pastoralismpolicy
Lack of breeding expertiseRisk of losing local breeds and related culturalvaluesTree competition with subsistence cropsWeak policy implementation

5.7.3 SESA initial conclusionImproving the genetic potential, providing proper nutrition and ensuring animal healthare recommended approaches to improve animal productivity and reducing GHGemission intensity. Positive aspects include higher lifetime production of crossbreds,increased household income, creation of employment, improvement of nutritionalsituation, reduction of herd sizes due to increased performance of individual animals andintegration of traditional producers into agro-industrial systems (Roschinsky 2013).Overall, livestock management options are viable and have substantial environmental andsocial benefits. It’s important to acknowledge that the local communities are nothomogenous and benefits, gender equity and landless need to be considered to ensurethat also the very poor and indigenous people benefit from the interventions. Thefollowing main issues were identified:
 Increasing human population and a thereby increasing cattle population maycause environmental risks that the SO7 activities may not be able to mitigate;
 Unclear and unsecure land tenure, land use planning and related conflictresolution;
 Disrupted cultural values and attachments and traditional systems.

5.8 Strategic Option 8: Strengthen Policy Enforcement for REDD+ ImplementationSO8 is an enabling option that outlines a number of strategies through which REDD+policy implementation can be improved, so that the implementation functions better. Inorder to promote policy enforcement in all the sectors that are relevant to REDD+implementation it is regarded necessary for the Government to adopt the following keymeasures:
 The Policy Implementation Monitoring Unit under the Office of the Prime Minister(OPM) shall identify REDD+ implementation as one of the focus areas, and ensurethat REDD+ related policies and laws are implemented by the responsibleMinistries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) including the local governments;
 The Policy Implementation Monitoring Unit under the Office of the Prime Minister(OPM) shall ensure that all Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) and localgovernments draft implementation plans of the various REDD+ policies and laws;
 Government through the Ministry of Finance, Planning & Economic Developmentshall provide financing for REDD+ policy implementation;
 Government shall ensure that institutions responsible for REDD+ implementationincluding local governments are adequately staffed.
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 To strengthen the implementation of relevant policies it is further recommendedthat each and every civil servant in the government authorities involved in REDD+implementation will attend some training courses. Recommended topics fortraining will at least be the following ones:
- Good governance and efficient anti-corruption practices;
- Administration skills needed in enhancing competences of civil servants;
- Monitoring and evaluation of government operated projects andprogrammes;
- Social skills in dealing with rural communities and various other externalstakeholders.

 Government shall further strengthen and support civil society organizations andengage private sector to promote responsible forest management, develop newforest investment opportunities.Despite the fact that part of this SO8 is best coordinated by the OPM it is stillrecommended that the leader organization for this strategic option is the FSSD as thisstrategic option concerns the strengthening of all strategic options through capacitybuilding and best practices to be used throughout the REDD+ programme.To ensure best possible outcome in SO8 it is proposed that outside consultants(international or national) would be contracted for training of core ministerial staffpersonnel and some local or intra-ministerial trainers on some core topics (i.e. anti-corruption measures and enforcement, good governance and policy enforcement). Thiscould be incorporated in the provided budget.The SESA did not make an initial assessment of environmental or social factors ofStrategic Option 8.
5.9 Summary of initial conclusionsFrom the review of the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy the SESA found that:

 The Strategy document already includes discussions on and identification of anumber of both positive and negative environmental and social factors.
 The majority of identified factors are of technical nature and not on a strategic levelof importance.
 Generally speaking, the positive factors can be strengthened through high qualityprofessional implementation, following good best practices in the respectivedevelopment sectors.
 The negative factors are often potential, indicating risks and things that mayhappen unless mitigated in planning or properly handled in implementation.
 A few really important main issues have been identified, presented as SESAconclusions at the end of each sub-section above. These are sometimes of socialbut in most cases of institutional nature.There is a cross-cutting concern on poverty and how it affects people’s (women, men,youth and children) dependence on forests. The Strategic Options already have a poverty
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reduction orientation with regard to people who depend on forests to meet their personalneeds. Through provision of viable income generating activities, ranging from those thatare forest-based, to other types of activities and enterprises, dependence on forests willbe reduced, but subsidies or grants and technical assistance will be needed in many cases.The SESA found it important that the Options are developed together as the REDD+National Strategy must cover solutions broadly over several livelihood sectors and inparallel with each other to straighten out major bottle-necks, which would result from atoo narrow base for the REDD+ National Strategy.The SESA also identified a need for an effective monitoring and evaluation framework forimplementation by stakeholders and third parties, such as independent experts, localcommunities or nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), to complement or verify projectmonitoring information.All Strategic Options and sub-options are strategic, that’s why they were selected forinclusion in the REDD+ programme. The SESA finds that an absolute majority of sub-options are categorized having a high impact with many of them providing an opportunityfor quick-win with effects within 5 years.
6. Review of REDD+ documents

The objective of reviewing central documents produced in the REDD+ readiness processwas, firstly, to find out if important likely social and environmental impacts ofimplementation of REDD+ Strategic Options already are identified and addressed in therespective documents. Secondly, to contribute to the identification of SESA issues that aresuitable to be integrated in the final description of the REDD Strategic Options and thoseissues that qualify to be addressed either through the Environmental and SocialManagement Framework (ESMF), that in the future will be implemented alongside theREDD Strategy Options, or through other plans where this is applicable.The following documents were reviewed:
 MWE, 2017. Benefit Sharing arrangements for Uganda
 MWE, 2017. FGRM for Uganda’s REDD Strategy and Action Plan
 IUCN, 2017. Strengthening Participatory Structures and Conducting CapacityBuilding Trainings to Enhance Stakeholder Engagement at National andSubnational Levels for Uganda’s National REDD+ Programme. Final ConsolidatedReport.

6.1 Benefit Sharing Arrangements (BSA)The SESA review of the final and earlier documents in the BSA development process wascarried out with a certain bias towards stakeholder and local conditions. The review ends
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with a SESA assessment on likely social and environmental impacts of implementing theBSA for Uganda.The Uganda REDD+ BSA reports (i.e. final and process reports of the MWE 2017) show asubstantial development effort to determine both the optimal institutional set-up and themost favourable alternative for benefit sharing arrangements and partly also for actualfinancing of the forthcoming national REDD+ scheme of Uganda. The reader interested inthe Uganda BSA model is referred to these reports found on the REDD+ Secretariatwebsite.The BSA arrangements agreed for Uganda are based on an assumption that REDD+implementation can be accommodated in different local contexts were the following fourelements are important in the design of decentralized benefit sharing processes:a) To recognize the differences and linkages between project-level and national-level
approaches. Many parts of the REDD+ programme for Uganda will not be operatedas full-covered carbon trading operations. Rather it is likely that there will beseveral smaller carbon trading projects within the overall national REDD+programme umbrella. Particularly, complex small-holder farmer householdcontexts are unlikely to be involved in carbon trading to a large extent whileconfined timber plantations are more easily included in carbon trading. Thesesmaller carbon trading activities will form project-type of operations within theoverall line ministerial type of non-carbon trading operations. Valuable lessons canbe learned from project level experiences to inform national policies on REDD+benefit sharing. Project-level approaches cannot always be applied directly at thenational level. It is important to know which approaches are applicable at whichlevels, including the range of lessons learned that can be leveraged;b) By guiding with national frameworks, the details of REDD+ benefit sharing structures
can be shaped at sub-national levels through participatory processes. It is importantto scale the BSA arrangements, so that they are of the same size as the actualcarbon trading operations. This means that the BSA structures should mainly beconfined to governmental structures and collaborating institutions that arefactually involved or directly supporting carbon trading operations. The REDD+BSA reports provide good guidance on what kinds of benefit sharing mechanismsthere could be in such situations and these structures needs to be tailor-made foreach type of carbon trading projects within the overall REDD+ programme;c) To ensure transparency and free access to information. National frameworks andsubnational action plans for benefit sharing should be available publicly, andfeedback and grievance mechanisms should be put in place to encourage inputsfrom local stakeholders. Civil-society actors can help in monitoring theimplementation of programmes and in revising action plans over time in responseto new information and changing circumstances;d) Monetary and non-monetary benefits that fit a range of stakeholders: AlthoughREDD+ incentives often are perceived to be foremost of financial cashcompensation type, REDD+ incentives may actually more likely be distributed toactors in a variety of forms. The term 'benefit sharing' rather than 'revenue sharing'is used to represent the wider potential stream of incentives in the so-calledWarsaw Framework for REDD+ decided in COP 19 of UNFCCC. The BSA reports
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provide more detailed information on the types of cash and non-cash benefitsthere could be for different stakeholders.From a SESA viewpoint the following comments are given:The REDD+ Strategic Option activities developed for Uganda are per se based in the factthat each of them should be foremost invested in by individual households, communitiesor private business entities by themselves with some technical and policy support andsome incentives or subsidies provided by the Government. The aim is that each investorwho invest in the REDD+ strategic option activities will after the initial investment reap amanifold (i.e. approximately two to sixfold) return on investment for his/her own actions.As the households, communities or private business entities are often rather poor at theoutset it is not very wise to expect cash benefits for other stakeholders that provides theenabling environment – rather the benefit for others will be on other terms which isusually in-kind. Such benefits to others may be a reduction of encroachment in naturalforests and national parks, increasing forest densities and biodiversity and increasingground water tables and similar issues. Benefits may also be in the form of an expansionof plantation or woodlot poles and timber wood for sale, an expanded milk and meatproduction or a stable and expanded agricultural production or even a substantialincrease in rural and urban labour opportunities due to the intensified and expandedagricultural, livestock and wood production.The national REDD+ programme will also ensure to civil servants many expanded workopportunities due to the intensified and expanded agricultural, livestock and woodproduction. In fact, the REDD+ will become the mainstream workload of the civil servants.As earlier natural forests are disappearing due to deforestation and degradation there aremany forester positions endangered of being in excess. With the REDD+ programme therewill be a new call for these forester positions to build up agroforestry and plantation typeof operations outside the forest reserves and protected areas. The same goes foragronomists and livestock specialists in local governance structures. The whole Ugandaneconomy is about to grow substantially due to the REDD+ programme operations, whichshould also be seen increasing salary and income generation at all levels in the Ugandansociety.The BSA arrangements will directly merely provide some fairly small cash and somesomewhat larger non-cash benefits after the carbon trading transaction costs have beenreduced from the carbon trading gross income. This net carbon trading cash income andall non-cash benefits should foremost be viewed as an extra benefit on top of the mainbenefit accumulation that stems from the direct financial benefits of implementing theREDD+ strategic option activities as such. The achieved REDD+ strategic option activities’positive environmental and social impacts will from a SESA environmental and socialimpact viewpoint almost completely outcompete the negative ones.
6.2 Feedback and Grievance Redress Mechanism (FGRM)The objectives of this work were to undertake an assessment of existing nationalinstitutional capacity for feedback and grievance redress, including to identify existingand potential conflict and grievances that could arise during REDD+ readiness, andimplementation of REDD+ National Strategy activities; to identify mechanisms that can
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detect, prevent and minimize the escalation of, and resolve conflicts and grievances; tostrengthen policy, legal and institutional framework for managing grievances and; tostrengthen institutional capacity and presence of an active mechanism to receivefeedback and handle conflict in a timely manner and at all levels; and to build the capacityon REDD+ Readiness and FCPF for key stakeholders and personnel on the presence of aclear FGRM.The assessment found that the major causes of the existing conflicts and grievances instudied field areas included unclear boundaries of the forest protected areas; disputedforest borders and expansion of forests; exclusion of local governments from themanagement of central forest reserves; exclusion of forest adjacent communities from themanagement of forests; conflicting information by political leaders and district technicalstaff regarding the boundaries; failure by institutions to fulfil their mandate andlandlessness resulting from unplanned population growth. A conclusion was made thatthese issues affect the forest tenure in totality where most grievances will arise due tolack of clarity on forest tenure and other related rights.Other found causes include conflict over land access and use; the communities view thatforests are the only source of livelihood; denial of access to the forest area for variouspurposes; interference by politicians in the management of the forestry sector; interestsof the local politicians who exploit the plight of the local people; perceived unfairness onthe part of government; perceived unethical conduct and abuse of Office by Forestryofficials; and disrespect and disregard of state institutions by encroachers.The assessment further found that the conflicts are driven by a number of factors,including: unethical conduct and abuse of office by UWA and NFA officials; disrespect forgovernment institutions and laws; boundary disputes; inadequate supervision andmonitoring by NFA, local governments, UWA and other stakeholders; poor sensitizationof the forest dependent communities; exclusion of the local governments from themanagement of central forest reserves; and land use and access limitations as well asunchecked population increase.On the basis of the identified conflicts, a ‘hybrid’ Feedback and Grievance RedressMechanism (FGRM) was introduced. The mechanism includes the establishment ofCollaborative Forest Management (CFM) arrangements in all areas with forests reservescountrywide, regardless of their type of ownership and location. The FGRM also includesthe use of Local Councils (LCs) at village, parish and sub-county level, as well as the districtlocal councils. Finally, the Environmental Tribunal (under the proposed NationalEnvironment Bill, 2014) forms the apex of this mechanism.The study ended with 32 key recommendations, with the following having a directbearing on the SESA:1. There is a need for government to urgently address the boundary issues in all typesof forests because this is one of the main drivers of conflicts;2. There is a need for the government jointly involve the forest adjacent and forestdependent communities in the demarcation of forest boundaries in theircommunities to forestall conflicts and grievances related to boundaries;3. Government needs to proactively deal with the widely perception and view by thecommunity members that government officials and personnel managing forestresources are engaged in unethical and unprofessional conduct;
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4. Government needs to hire adequate personnel and provide them with adequateequipment and logistical support to enable them to effectively supervise andmanage the forestry sector;5. There is a need for provision of opportunities to forest adjacent and forestdependent communities to balance their livelihood interests and conservationthrough more elaborate collaboration with responsible government agencies andreasonable access to forest resources;
SESA conclusion: The SESA team regards the FGRM study being well-informed andcomprehensive, and supports the implementation of the recommended grievance andredress mechanism. Efforts should be made in planning and implementation of REDD+activities to avoid the identified causes of the existing conflicts and grievances.In the SESA process, the main issues threatening REDD+ implementation deducted fromthe FGRM study were:

 Unclear and unmarked boundaries of forest reserves and disputed forest borders;
 Need to consult and include forest adjacent communities in the management offorests.

6.3 Participatory StructuresThe process of developing participatory structures for the REDD+ was spearheaded bythe IUCN, which coordinated the other Non-Government organisations (WCS,Environment Alert and Tree Talk Plus). Constituting and strengthening the participatorystructures involved establishment of a task force, organizing consultative meetings andconducting capacity building trainings of selected representatives, engaging incommunication initiatives at national and sub-national level, facilitating consultations,and reporting on all these processes.A total of ten (10) participatory structures were constituted at both national and sub-national levels, including government institutions, CSO, Private sector, academia andresearch institutions, media, vulnerable groups, bilateral agencies and special interestgroups. The process was highly participatory and the modalities of engagement was wellelaborated, and ensured effective engagement through inclusiveness and genderparticipation, caring for Indigenous Peoples’ and forest dependent communities’representation, and considered safeguards like prior information and capacity building.
SESA conclusion: It was clear from the discussions with different stakeholders that thelinkage between participatory structures and the REDD+ national programme is well-articulated and provides a common understanding across the stakeholders to harmoniseand manage expectations. This was seen to be critical to minimize or avoid any futureconflicts that might emerge as a result of varied expectations of the stakeholders fromwithin the structure. Managing the stakes of the various stakeholders on the sameplatform from the onset has strengthened and will strengthen stakeholders’ cooperationin the REDD+ readiness phase.Continued use of developed stakeholder structures for consultations and participation inREDD+ planning and implementation is strongly recommended. As a result, both negativeenvironmental and social risks may be reduced or eliminated. Once the national REDD+
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programme is established most government institutions will be involved in capacitybuilding and training events and thereafter directly involved in developing the districtand lower level REDD+ structures in practice. In this establishment phase there shouldalso be transparent communication with other stakeholders to ensure that these are onboard and ready/available for involvement in the REDD+ strategic option activitiesalready from the start.
7. Stakeholder viewsThe SESA team carried out a stakeholder consultation process, which aimed at consultingpotential key players in implementation of the REDD+ options, their perceptions on theassociated social, environmental and institutional issues; and the capacities of thoseinstitutions to address the identified issues in their respective mandates. The processinvolved one-on one semi-structured interviews with selected key informants using a pre-designed interview guide, and at a later stage engaging in a focus group discussion withselected key stakeholders. A list of interviewed informants is presented in the SESAIdentification, Priorities and Process Report, Annex 3 and findings in its Annex 4.The interviewed stakeholder organisations were:
 Government mandated institutions, including ministries and agencies (14ministries and agencies)
 The Local Government (2 district forest officers)
 CSOs/NGOs at local, national and international levels (7 CSOs/NGOs, plus anumber of additional CSOs/NGOs participating in the SESA national consultation)
 Forestry related private sector (3 companies, plus a number of charcoalentrepreneurs during the community and other stakeholder consultations.
 Research institutions (2 university departments)
 Communities and forest dependent indigenous peoples. (Representatives of sixindigenous communities).
 Peoples representatives, including parliamentarians. Several parliamentariansactively participated in the SESA national consultation 19 May, 2017.
 Cultural institutions (Buganda Kingdom).The derived information is summarized below, with more elaborated summaries bystakeholder category and strategic option presented in the SESA Process Report.Environmental, social and institutional factors (positive and negative) of the differentstrategic options pointed out by the interviewed key informants were in essence the sameas discussed in the Final Strategy report as summarised in Chapter 5 above.Among all points raised by consulted stakeholder representatives, the key issues ofstrategic importance were:
 Land tenure issues;
 Poor sectoral linkages and definition of roles for relevant stakeholders;
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 Poor benefit sharing for communities;
 Inequalities in gender and marginalised peoples’ participation;
 Conflicts between different land use systems e.g. agriculture and tree growing;
 Management of forests on non-government land;
 Poor boundary marking of forest reserves;
 Poor government support for REDD+ interventions on ground;
 Poor governance (political interference, corruption).Capacity gaps identified across all the stakeholder include: limited knowledge andawareness on REDD+ and associated issues; limited financial and logistical capacity;inadequate human resources in terms of numbers and technical expertise; limited skillsin relevant technical aspects; and inappropriate technology and equipment (ICT, GPS,etc.).The following were pointed out by the different mandated institutions (ministries andgovernment agencies) as capacity and capacity gaps:
 Limited financial budgets and allocations: Much as all the mentioned stakeholdersare operating, most of them indicated limited funding compared to their mandatein addressing the issues (e.g. operational budgets, purchase on technologies andother inputs, repairs and maintenance, awareness and capacity building, etc.).
 Limited human resources: The technical staff in most of these institutions are few,with limited capacity building opportunities to enrich their abilities to address theissues identified. Many suggested refresher training courses to gain skills in e.g.gender mainstreaming, research, and updated technological knowledge.
 Limited logistical support: This was in regard to appropriate transport facilities,and equipment such as computers and computer programs, GPSs, and others toassist during implementation of the identified needs like extension, boundarymapping, environmental monitoring etc.Several interviewees pointed out that Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA) will benecessary for all major (national level) REDD+ implementation plans as well as for alldetailed plans (district level and down).
8. Environmental and social impacts and risks

The tables in this Chapter on environmental and social impacts (Table 2) and possiblerisks (Table 3) are intended as long-lists, developed based on information gathered fromthe review of regional environmental and social issues (Chapter 2 of this report); the metastudy of recent development experience (Chapter 3); the Draft Final National REDD+Strategy (Chapter 5); stakeholder views (Chapter 7) and feed-back from the NationalREDD+ Technical Committee on earlier versions of this document.
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8.1 Expected environmental and social impactsAs concluded above, implementation of the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy isexpected to lead to a range of impacts, the majority of which being assessed as positiveand anticipated according to the objectives and descriptions of the seven operationalStrategic Options. Others however, will result in unintended negative impacts (Table 2).
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Table 2.Identified environmental and social impacts.
Strategic Option and sub-

option
Environmental impacts Social impacts

Positive Negative Positive Negative
Strategic option 1: Climate smart agriculture
- SLM and agroforestry

practices;

- Rainwater harvesting with
collection tank and drip
irrigation;

- Greenhouse cultivation of
vegetables;

Reduced GHG emissions
Reduced clearance of forestland
for agriculture
Reduced encroachment on
wetlands and other protected
areas
Increased crop yield and food
production on smaller parcels of
land
Widespread/increased adoption
of multipurpose production of
crops, fodder, wood, medicinal
plants, etc., on the same piece of
land
Increased tree cover from
agroforestry
Improved CC resilience of
agriculture
Improved microclimate
Reduction of water-stress of
crops or even reduced wilting or
death of crops
Improved ecosystem stability
Reduced soil erosion and
landslides
Improved soil structure
Increased water holding capacity
of soil
Increased water availability from
rainwater harvesting
Enhanced biodiversity in
agroforestry systems

Increased nutrient load from
fertilizers leading to
eutrophication of water bodies
Cultivation of some vegetables
that are more pest prone, such
as tomatoes

Improved incomes and
livelihoods, also for poor
households
Reduced workload with improved
technologies
Increased water availability
Improved food security
Improved employment
opportunities
Business-oriented and
commercial operations made
possible through the value chain
Increased adaptation to climate
change, thereby reduced risks.
Marginalized households can
participate and benefit (if grants
provided)
Improved water security and
conservation
Increased revenues for tax
collection
Improved service delivery
Reduced domestic violence and
child-trafficking (children are now
sometimes moved when families
can’t feed them)
Reduced land-related conflicts
Enhanced social capital
Increased knowledge and skills
Increased tax-paying capacity

Loss of traditional agricultural
practices
Inequitable participation and
benefiting from the technologies
of CSA.
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Strategic Option and sub-
option

Environmental impacts Social impacts
Positive Negative Positive Negative

Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and (commercial) charcoal use
- Small-holder and community

bioenergy woodlots;

- Small-holder and community
poles and timber
plantations;

- Improved charcoal kilns
linked to bioenergy woodlots

Reduced GHG emissions
Reduced pressure on natural
forests
Increased tree cover and carbon
stocks
Sustainable supply of wood for
fuel and charcoal
Increased efficiency in charcoal
production
Reduced soil erosion and
landslides
Improved soil structure (in
relation to fuel woodlots)
Positive nutrient fertilizer effects
from integrated multi-storey
agroforestry production
Increased moisture in field micro-
climate
Sustainable and nutritious fodder
production that enables stall-
feeding and cow milk production

Reduced groundwater quantity
by some tree species

4-6 times higher household
income generation
Business-oriented and
commercial operations made
possible
Organised and increased
charcoal production which
attracts funding
Employment opportunities
Reduced conflicts over access to
fuel wood and charcoal
Improved energy security
Improved tenure security
Improved food security
Reduced time and burdens of
collecting firewood especially on
women and children.
Women can use charcoal
residues for making briquettes
Enhanced skills in making,
installing, maintaining and selling
of energy stoves
Increased sustainable supply of
wood for energy
Increased tax-paying capacity

Displacement of food production
Reduced traditional ecological
knowledge

Strategic option 3: Large-scale commercial timber plantations
- Commercial eucalyptus

transmission pole and timber
plantation;

- Commercial pine pole and
sawlog plantation

Reduced GHG emissions
Reduced pressure on natural
forests for timber, enabling
natural forests to regenerate
hence biodiversity will be
restored and conserved

Loss of natural ecosystems
Increased nutrient load from
fertilizers leading to
eutrophication of water bodies
Pollution from chemicals with
effects on biodiversity, e.g. loss
of pollinators

Increased income for plantation
owners
Employment opportunities for
local workers
Social services (CSR) from
plantations owners

Competition for land with food
production
Human-wildlife conflicts
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Strategic Option and sub-
option

Environmental impacts Social impacts
Positive Negative Positive Negative

- Improved charcoal kilns
linked to plantation sites

Enhanced ecological functions
e.g. microclimatic regulations,
nutrient cycling, erosion control
High recovery rates of harvested
trees from plantations (charcoal
production)

Reduced groundwater quantity
by some tree species
(disturbance/reduction of flow to
water springs)

Increased profitability of
plantation forestry from
diversified products
Tax income for authorities
Knowledge and skills from
plantation development,
management, MRV, etc
Technology transfer towards
commercialization of plantation,
and industrialization
Improved tenure security
Improved social cohesion
amongst plantation workers
Access to wood leading to
energy security
Income and revenue from
commercial exports

Strategic option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape
- Area closures of deforested

areas for natural forest
regeneration;

- Protected natural forest
management (i.e. national
parks and forest reserves);

- Devolution of forest
management through PFM
and similar set-ups;

- Traditional/customary forest
management practices

Reduced GHG emissions
Improved condition of the
rehabilitated natural forests
Increased forest biodiversity
conservation, including improved
habitat for wildlife and increased
wildlife population
Halted forest degradation
through enrichment planting and
reforestation with indigenous
species
Improved ecosystem services,
including water resources

No serious environmental
problem identified

Organized and increased forest-
based income generation for
forest-adjacent communities,
including from value added
activities e.g. handicraft; honey;
nurseries; boundary patrols, etc.
Improved contribution of forest to
other sectors of the economy
Continuation of forest-based
cultural services
Organized forest management
for both selective timber and
NTFP collection as agreed in
CFM/PFM.
Improved institutional
collaboration between
communities.

Continued or increased human-
wildlife conflicts
Distortion of social norms and
systems
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Strategic Option and sub-
option

Environmental impacts Social impacts
Positive Negative Positive Negative

Continued cultural and
educational practices, including
Conservation of high cultural and
heritage values
Increased tourism potential and
revenue for both community and
national- level players
Tenure security for private and
communal areas
Reduced conflict arising from
clearly demarcated boundaries

Strategic option 5: Energy efficient cooking stoves
- For fuelwood;

- For charcoal

Substantially reduced fuel wood
and charcoal consumption
Substantial reduction in carbon
emissions
Substantially reduced pressure
on natural forest for fuel and
charcoal

No serious environmental
problem identified

Improved health through
reduction of respiratory problems
associated with exposure to air
pollutants from burning wood
Reduced burn injuries, especially
among children
Time freed to attend other
activities, especially for women
and girls
Income savings due to reduced
expenditure on charcoal and
firewood
Employment in stove production
Increased small-scale business
knowledge
Reduced violence against girls
and women collecting wood far
away.
Increased awareness among
both urban and rural households

Loss of social constructs
associated with traditional
cooking methods and cuisines
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Strategic Option and sub-
option

Environmental impacts Social impacts
Positive Negative Positive Negative

Strategic option 6: Integrated wildfire management
- In timber plantations;

- On woodlands;

- On bushlands;

- On grasslands

Reduction of GHG emissions
Enhanced nutrient retention,
nutrient recycling and organic
matter in soils leading to higher
crop yields in the long run
Improved management of
grassland and woodlands (for
grazers and browsers)
Enhanced habitat heterogeneity
Increased forage for domestic
and wildlife from tree leaves and
bushes (but not grasses)
Reduced air temperatures and
dryness
Reduced air pollution
Increased natural regeneration of
some species
Increased protection of
biodiversity (including nesting
sites, plants and slow moving
above ground and under the
ground fauna)

Loss or displacement of
biodiversity
Increases in susceptibility to
invasiveness
Reduced regeneration of species
that need fire/heat to germinate

Reduced loss of property and life
(humans, livestock and crops)
due to fire
Weed and pest control
Increased land productivity
(reduced weeds, reduced costs
for land preparation, reduced
pests, forage improvement, etc.)
Increased probabilities for
hunting success
Reduced respiratory problems in
wildfire season

Disrupts/interferes with the
cultural values and practices
associated with wildfires

Strategic option 7: Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor
- Livestock breeding

improvements

- Fodder agroforestry
plantations

- Water dams and tanks as
livestock drinking water

Reduced GHG emission intensity
Reduced pressure on rangeland
ecosystems /improved rangeland
conditions
Enhanced rangeland
environmental services
Increased rangelands resilience
to climate change
Increased land-use efficiency
Reduced farmland expansion

Displacement or loss of
biodiversity (vegetation
manipulation, acaricides
disposals, vermin/problem
animal management)
Trampling of vegetation around
water dams and tanks

Increased community resilience
to livelihood shocks
Increased access to water
Increased household income
Improved employment situation
Improvement of human
nutritional needs
Increased social esteem when
livestock rearing is possible

Land use conflicts between
livestock, crops and wildlife
Disrupted cultural
values/attachments and
traditional systems
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Strategic Option and sub-
option

Environmental impacts Social impacts
Positive Negative Positive Negative

Improved milk & meat production
per hectare
Reduced pressure on natural
habitats
Improved microclimate
Improved soil fertility and
productivity
Reduction of water stress of
livestock and people
Increased tree cover from
agroforestry

Strategic option 8: Strengthening of policy enforcement in REDD+ implementation
Strengthened capacity of the
REDD+ strategic options to
reach their target levels through
updated, revised and enforced
policies, with both carbon
emission reduction and
environmental benefits
Stringent enforcement and new
and better anti-corruption
policies and guidelines,
necessary to reach REDD+
goals

Great benefits to majority of
Ugandan households from
enforced and updated policies
Social and climate change goals
of Uganda reached through
enforcement of policies and
laws, with improved national
income generation and tax-
paying ability

8.2 Environmental and Social RisksBelow is a discussion on what happens if the Strategies are not implemented as expected or planned, presented in the form ofenvironmental and social risks, with comments (Table 3). Many of the comments can be translated into recommendations on how best theoptions can be implemented with Minimal Social and Environmental Risks.
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Table 3. Risks associated with implementation of the Strategic Options, with comments
Environmental Risks Social Risks Comments
Strategic option 1: Climate smart agriculture
Pollution from improper disposal of plastic coverings of
greenhouses.

Aquatic and ecotoxicology and human toxicology from
pesticides.

Land tenure issues not addressed and solved enough.

Low adoption of technologies by poor communities due
to high initial costs.

Forest dependent communities like the Batwa excluded
since they are not agriculturalists and don’t own land.

Eutrophication of water bodies possible with bad management
of agro-inputs (fertilizers, pesticides, etc.)

Introduced species might interfere with the food web.

Need of careful screening of agroforestry tree species to
prioritise e.g. fruit and nitrogen fixing trees.

Clear tenure situation is a prerequisite for people’s willingness
to invest in improved land productivity.

Special interventions will be necessary for forest dependent
communities.

Extension services needed

Some labour-intensive CSA activities could lead to child labour
and increased costs.

Risk of increased inequalities: the rich will be able to increase
their production and the poor remain lagging behind.

The technologies are unaffordable for landless, those with very
small pieces of land and indigenous marginalised groups.

Women should have right to take part in family land use
decisions.

Poor infrastructure such as grass roofed houses means that
one cannot harvest water.

Being exposed to climate change, there might be increased
food insecurity for communities who cannot afford irrigation or
greenhouses.

Greenhouse must be moved to a new soil area after every 3
years in order not to increase harmful soil microbes too much
The same vegetables or closely related ones should not be
cultivated in the same greenhouse for more than 3 years in a
row before rotating crop
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Environmental Risks Social Risks Comments
Strategic option 2: Sustainable fuel wood and (commercial) charcoal use
Imbalance between native species and exotics resulting
into dominance of monocultures with their effects.

Cutting down of private natural forests to plant high
value plantation wood species.

Improper site-species matching.

Reduced natural and indigenous tree and herbaceous
species if degraded forests converted to woodlots.

Land tenure issues not addressed and solved enough.

Food insecurity at household level because of trees
grown on agricultural land.

Loss of biodiversity and ecological resilience (if
bioenergy woodlots displace/substitute natural
ecosystems).

Improper or inadequate market survey for the charcoal
value chain, leading to local communities not benefitting
from the charcoal business.

Increased woodlot boundary conflicts.

Important to ensure that woodlot establishment is on degraded
or bare land where it is unlikely that natural forests will ever
return.

Existing land laws need be enforced. Clear tenure situation is
a prerequisite for people’s willingness to invest in private
woodlots.

Competing land uses amidst the limited land holdings might
lead to fragile ecosystems like wetlands and natural forests
being converted.

Commercial charcoal making based on natural forests must be
stopped to reduce illegal competition.
Extension services needed.
Banking sector should develop lending and services to small-
scale operations (woodlots, kilns).
Increased income gaps between men and women, as the later
hardly engage in commercial tree growing on family land.
Incentives needed for rural poor to participate in profitable
charcoal business.
Long-term land and tree tenure security need be solved for
indigenous people for them to participate.
Flexibility in stove design needed in relation to cooking pots,
size of kitchens and households.

Strategic option 3: Large-scale commercial timber plantations
Imbalance between native species and exotics resulting
into dominance of monocultures with their effects.

Damage to soil from mechanized operations of large
scale commercial forestry.

Loss of natural forest if natural forests are cut down to
plant timber value species.

Improper site-species matching with risk of diseases
and low yields.

Land tenure issues not addressed to good enough
solution, with risks of land grabbing, leaving
communities more impoverished, thus increasing their
dependence on natural resources

Lack of or limited knowledge among local communities
on incentives and BSA arrangements leading to people
not getting the benefits and/or being exploited by the
private sector.

Food insecurity if turning productive agricultural land to
wood production.

Important to ensure that forest plantation establishment is on
degraded or bare land where it is unlikely that natural forests
will ever return.

Most timber from natural forest need be proclaimed illegal,
with the exception of sustainably managed wood from
PFM/CFM.

With bad or no land-use planning plantations may fragment
pervious contiguous natural systems, displacing natural forests
and woodlands.
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Environmental Risks Social Risks Comments
Siltation of water bodies unless mitigation measures
against erosion are put in place.

Encroachment for food production on fragile
ecosystems like wetlands and natural forests when land
is taken for plantations

Plantation damage by wildfires and pests (such as
termites) with reduced positive effects.

Habitat fragmentation.

Increased tenure insecurity.

Eviction of illegal settlers in forest reserves.

Vermin from the plantations causing conflicts between
plantation owners and communities.

Historically established customary access to land
denied local communities.

In-migrated plantation workers may cause trouble.

There might be fuel wood scarcity for the rural poor as most
wood residues used for charcoal.

Increased income inequality, the rich will benefit more from
large scale tree growing than the poor communities.

Large plantations may serve as hide-outs for criminals.

Charcoal making/trading often dominated by outsiders, making
the option less beneficial to the local communities.

Local livelihoods should be integrated into forest plantation
management plans.

Strategic option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape
Forest closure and restricted access might lead to
depletion of natural forests on private land, and growing
food in the wetlands [assuming the current wetlands
strategy remains unimplemented].

Failed PFM and similar set-ups may result into open
access scenarios resulting into continued forest loss
and degradation

Lack of enforcement of CFM agreements resulting in
continued forest degradation.

Land tenure issues not addressed and solved enough.

Forest boundaries not well established which means
that evictions of illegal settlers, cancelling of illegal
titles, and closure to ensure regeneration will not be
effective and there will be recurrent encroachment
activities and high costs of enforcement.

Issues of the indigenous forest dependent communities
who have a history of eviction not being solved, plus
increased population, may lead to increased use of
forests.

Benefits from CFM too small to refrain communities
from forest degradation.

Elite capture and continued poor forest management if
governance issues not taken care of e.g. accountability
and transparency, institutional coordination and
capacity building for relevant institutions, including LG,
and clear implementation arrangements.

Political will too low to ensure tangible investment,
avoid interference in forest management, poor strategy
implementation and forestry land grabbing.

Close collaboration between NFA/UWA/DFS and local
communities, plus SFM plans, needed to make devolution of
forest management a success, avoiding e.g. over-harvesting
of NTFPs.
A large number of CFM/PFM must be prepared and agreed
early on to get good mandate for communities to protect their
nearby forests against intruders of various kind.
New legislation needed for management of private natural
forests.

Closures or restricted entry to protected areas may lead to
communities depleting forests on private land for agricultural
and forest dependency needs.

Vermin from the forests may destroy food crops.

Risk for CFM agreements leaving out women and children.
Better CFM arrangements needed.

Some people hold land titles in target areas.

Risk for increased scarcity of forest resources needed by
communities when in crisis.

Clear mandate needed for adjacent communities to keep out
people from outside.

Strategic option 5: Energy efficient cooking stoves
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Environmental Risks Social Risks Comments
Introduction of and increased environmental waste at
the end of stoves’ lifespan.

Lack of diverse, context-fit cook-stoves to suite different
communities, leading to low adoption of the
technologies.

Poor gender considerations in technology development
leading to low adoption rate.

Inadequate Extension Services to ensure wider
adoption of technologies.
Inhibitive prices of technologies making it difficult for
very poor indigenous, marginalised and forest
dependent communities.

Some types of stoves are faster than traditional stoves and
people need to get used to this.

The stoves need to be renewed every three years.

Traditional methods still used unless issues related to size of
cooking pots, cooking time, and initial costs are addressed.

Risk of insect problems since less smoke to penetrate
thatched roofs.

Strategic option 6: Integrated wildfire management
Uncontrollable fires: wild fires will be hard to control in
areas where there are absentee landlords with big tracts
of land neighbouring landless and poor people.

Traditional free-grazing cattle herders opposing fighting
wildfires

No or limited wish by local communities to change
practices and behaviour to manage fire appropriately.

Little interest in fire management among stakeholders
(public, semi-public, associative and private).

Accidents using fire to manage woodlands, grasslands
and seasonal wetlands.

No or little funding when Government not having resources
and donors not interested funding the activities.

Some decision-makers at national, regional and local level
may be reluctant to a project that could change their habits.

Using fire to manage woodlands, grasslands and seasonal
wetlands affect biodiversity forms (both plants and animals)
with low resilience to fires.

Some invasive plant and grass species tend to be more
resilient to fires and use of fire would/could favour their
flourishing thereby taking over /displacing the non-resilient
plants/grasses.

Land tenure issues and clear ownership rights must be settled
to reduce wildfires.

National level trans-boundary burning practices e.g. by the
Turkana in Karamoja region will be hard to control.

Strategic option 7: Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor
Increasing human population and a thereby increasing
cattle population cause environmental risks not possible
to mitigate.

Poor animal health support.

Conversion of rangelands to croplands leading to
shortage of forage (referring to Karamoja).

Land tenure issues not addressed and solved enough,
including land conflicts with neighbours over grazing.

Credit facilities not available, needed for restocking and
infrastructural development.

Slow development of water ponds leading to poor
watering facilities for livestock.

Some households may expand their herd and thus increase
environmental pressure.
Need to sort out unclear and unsecure land tenure.
Need for land use planning and related conflict resolution.

Planning need to take account of the multiple roles and
functions of livestock for resource poor farmers: food source,
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Environmental Risks Social Risks Comments
Prolonged drought spells

Invasive grass species (not palatable ones) that take
over pasture lands in some places

Limited extension support, needed for genetic potential,
providing proper nutrition and ensuring animal health.

Slow uptake of crossbreeds.

Animal thefts.

farm input supplier (manure, traction), insurance and an entry
point towards a more market-oriented production.

Many drugs provided by veterinary services may be useless in
curing the livestock.

Strategic option 8: Strengthening of policy enforcement in REDD+ implementation
Skills and capacities for environmental policy making
and enforcement not strengthened enough.
Remaining corruption destroys large parts of any
environmental and climate change mitigation efforts
Much achievements lost or distorted unless good fiscal
rules and regulations are followed properly.

Skills and capacities for social policy making and
enforcement not strengthened enough.
Remaining corruption may still create obstacles to
social policy enforcement.
Opposition to more stringent policy enforcement from
some policy makers who themselves have been
involved in corruption.
Much achievements lost or distorted unless good fiscal
rules and regulations are followed properly.

Nothing negative found in this as whole Ugandan society and
economy will benefit from good policy enforcement.
This Strategic Option is a priority option before any other
option as otherwise already achieved goals will be wasted.
Good capacity building and training programmes needed.
Anti-corruption measures must be compulsory at all stages of
national REDD+ programme.
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8.3 ConclusionThe strategic options for the Uganda REDD+ National Strategy were selected primarily forthe positive contribution towards the reduction of deforestation and forest degradation,but also for their positive environmental and, social effects. This Strategic Environmentaland Social Assessment of the options concludes that there are many positive impacts onboth the environmental and social sides. Further, the SESA finds that no expected
environmental impact is of such strategic magnitude that it would endanger possibilitiesfor future generations if the options are implemented as suggested in the national strategydocument. The identified environmental negative impacts can be handled throughprofessional management and application of known best practices.The negative impacts identified on the social side will require deliberate action to resolvethe issues, such as (but not limited to) land tenure, land use planning, inequalitiesregarding land tenure and land ownership between men and women, politicalinterference, the need to avoid eviction of people and the situation of indigenousmarginalized and forest dependent people.The most important factor identified by the SESA is that existing laws and regulationsreally are enforced, as pointed out in the analysis and risk assessment for Strategic Option8.The identified social issues, together with the issue of law enforcement, will come backbelow in this document as main issues and recommendations (Chapter 13).

9. Opportunity costs and trade-offs between land uses

9.1 Calculation of opportunity costs for land use typesRelevant regional forest-based opportunity costs (OC) for Uganda were analysed andcalculated and results presented in the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy. The analysiswas based on data and information retrieved from a number of specific secondaryresearch articles and international reports. The retrieved data and information wassynthesized and compiled as shown in Table 4.The key research article that provided current forest-based income generation data andoverall household income generation data from 14 villages around the Mabira CentralForest Reserve in Central Region had reported higher household incomes for Mabirathanthat of households in other regions of Uganda. To determine how large an annual forest-based income Willingness to Accept (WTA) opportunity cost would be in other regions ofUganda, the Mabira outcome (i.e. Central Region) was scaled with known mean per capitaconsumption expenditure in percent (UBOS 2016), which has been performed in Table 4below.The share of total annual forest-based income was found to be very high in Tugume et al.(2015), which means that the households are heavily dependent of the Mabira centralforest reserve. It means further that households put the Mabira central forest reserveunder heavy pressure from NTFP and wood extraction. It is furthermore known that there
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have been plans to de-gazette parts of the Mabira forest for sugar cane production(NatureUganda2011) and plans are far ahead of locating an electric power line throughthe forest (Muramira 2011). The Tugume et al. study may therefore have targeted themost forest-dependent communities in the area. In a global perspective, rural householdsnormally generate some 18-22% of their livelihoods from forest-based resources and inheavily forested areas and very poor conditions the forest dependence can raise to 35-50% of the total household income (Jagger 2012, Shepherd et al. 2013 and Agrawal et al.2013). However, there is no extreme poverty in Mabira central forest reserve area.Therefore, an additional calculation was made on what would be an annual forest-basedincome WTA opportunity cost when the forest-based income generation is at the normalshare of 20% of total household income generation. For this calculation, information fromTugume et al. was used for the overall average income generation figure, but with reducedforest-based income share of 20% instead of the previously used 40%, added at the endof Table 4.Table 4. Annual forest-based income Willingness to Accept (WTA) opportunity costper region in Uganda (in USD).
Economic Issue Central

Region
Eastern
Region

Northern
Region

Western
Region

Uganda
average

Comparison of
mean regional
consumption
expenditure in %  *)

133% 75% 63% 111% 100%

Tugume et al. 2015
annual total forest-
based income as per
different regions (in
USD)  **)

850.7 479.4 402.7 709.5 639.2

Option 1: Forest-
based WTA
opportunity cost in
USD (based on
Mabira situation of
40% forest income)

2807 1582 1329 2341 2109

Option 2: Forest-
based WTA
opportunity cost in
USD (when forest
income share is 20%
- normal case)

424.27
USD*3.3

=1400

239.25
USD*3.3

=790

200.97
USD*3.3

=663

354.09
USD*3.3

=1168

319.0 USD*3.3

=1053

Note: *) This comparative information on regional consumption expenditure is from UBOS Statistical Abstract 2015.
**) These figures are calculated by combining the Mabira forest income generation with regional comparative
consumption expenditure percentages.Two optional ways of calculating regional annual forest-based income WTA opportunitycosts are presented below in Table 5. Option 1 is based directly on the results fromTugume et al. (2015) in Mabira central forest reserve area where the Central Region isrepresented by the Mabira result and the other regions shown are comparative resultsbased on the index taken from the first row in the table. The first option results may betoo high to generalize as stand-alone for all over Uganda as representative regional annualforest-based WTA opportunity cost values.The option 2 shown on the last row in the above Table 5 is an adjusted annual forest-based WTA opportunity cost based on an assumption that the average forest-based
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income share is 20%. Hence, the actual annual forest-based WTA opportunity cost valuemay be somewhere between the option 1 and 2, see also FAO(2013).In 2013 FAO commissioned a study (Kazora, 2017) to establish the contribution offorestry to rural economy. The total value of forests to rural people in Uganda (across thegreat majority of the country) comes to more than USD 4 billion per year, almost USD146for each man, woman and child, or about USD 730 a year for each household (FAO 2013).Of this value, 72percent is used domestically and 29 percent is cash derived from sales.For an average household the value of forest products breaks down into USD 290 fromfuel, USD 180 from building materials, USD 135 from forest foods, USD 60 from fibre, USD35 from herbal medicines and USD 30 from timber. No doubt the value from forestproducts would be e v e n higher if value addition of forest products could be improved.Additionally, there would be hidden forest-based environmental services, which have notbeen calculated by Kazora (2017). However, the forest-based environmental goodscoincide well with the Tugume et al. (2015) results.There is a very close relationship between livelihoods and forest-resources. An estimated24 million people are stated to be ´forest-dependent´ in Uganda, relying on forests tosupport their basic needs and livelihoods (The World Bank 2012). The forestry sectorprovides resources that support the national economy and sustain the livelihoods of themajority of rural Ugandans in the form of energy resources (charcoal, fuel-wood), timber,employment in forestry industries, forest based tourism and forest-product value chains,wild foods and medicines.Rural landless households find forest encroachment as a social security and livelihoodplatform as there are not that many other options for such desperate people, which meansthat these people most likely will not consider the full extent of the forest-based WTAopportunity cost value when they settle for clearing new farmland on forestland. They areprobably focusing on survival until end of crop harvesting season like any other poor ruralfarmers in developing countries. It is only when the farming household has secured itsbasic degree of security when all environmental services of a forest become important forthe household (Agrawal et al. 2013).Regarding other rural trade-offs and opportunity costs in Uganda there seems to be asituation of lack of vision, which means that rural households in most cases choose amongthe simplest and cheapest options at first. This means traditional agriculture, traditionalforest-income generation and livestock free-grazing type of options. Opportunity costs forthese kinds of livelihoods are first calculated, after which further analyses are made upthe wealth ladder to assess other more visionary opportunity costs.Table 5 presents a calculation of twenty different annual opportunity cost values forvarious currently existing and some new proposed REDD+ activities. The figures havebeen derived from the financial analysis conducted for the Draft Final National REDD+Strategy presented in this report and from calculations above in this sub-chapter (i.e.forest-based opportunity costs). Additionally, there are some commercial sugar caneopportunity costs, which have been compiled from collected field information in MasindiDistrict and from Nature Uganda (2011).
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Table 5. 20 different annual opportunity cost (OC) values for various currently existingand some new proposed REDD+ Strategic option activities.
Type of opportunity cost Annual gross

OC in
USD/ha/HH

Annual net
OC in
USD/Ha/HH

Comment

Normal forest encroaching income 200 - 424 About zero Basic forest encroachment income
generation with own labour costs

Heavy forest encroaching income 403 - 850 100 to 500 Heavy forest encroachment income
generation with own labour costs

Traditional crop cultivation 700 0 to 300 Own labour& cultivation costs eat
profit

Livestock rearing in Mabira area 200 - 425 100 to 300 Own labour cost eat profit

Agroforestry cultivation system after a
few years

1050 425 - 700 Own labour& cultivation costs eat
profit

Normal forest-based PES WTA
opportunity cost

663 to 1400 260 to 1000 This normal comprehensive OC
cover all goods and services from
forest at 20% of total household
livelihood income level

A heavy forest-based PES WTA OC 1329 to 2807 930 to 2407 This heavy comprehensive OC cover
all goods and services from forest at
40% of total household livelihood
income level

Commercial sugar cane outgrower
OC before nutrient decline in field

1107 609 Own labour cost 55%

Commercial sugar cane outgrower
OC after nutrient decline in field

980 490 Own labour cost 55%

Commercial sugar estates 1200 720 Production costs 40%

Rainwater harvesting with drip
irrigation on 1 ha

1180 675 to 730 Own labour and equipment
maintenance costs eat profit

Greenhouse cultivation of tomatoes
with shade net cover

2000 1262 Own labour cost eat profit and
renewing of greenhouse structures

Greenhouse cultivation of tomatoes
with shade net cover

2500 1762 Own labour cost eat profit and
renewing of greenhouse structures

Small-holder energy wood plantation
with maize crop under

3400 2093 Own labour and production costs of
trees and crops eat profit

Small-holder timber plantation with
coffee agroforestry

2706 1590 Own labour and production costs of
trees and crops eat profit

Commercial eucalypt pole/timber
plantation

1140 at 5% annual
inflation

435 at 10%
annual inflation

Plantation establishment,
management and harvesting costs

Commercial pine sawlog plantation 1030 at 5% annual
inflation

528 at 10%
annual inflation

Plantation establishment,
management and harvesting costs

Rehabilitation of degraded high
forests from rural community
perspective

549 249 Own labour cost eat profit

Assisted natural regeneration in
tropical high forest from rural
community perspective

1179 728 Own labour cost eat profit

Assisted natural regeneration in
woodlands from rural community
perspective

220 100 Own labour cost eat profit
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The above (Table 5) presents various opportunity costs that are approximates as thereare with these opportunity costs yearly variations due, for instance, to reinvestmentneeds, while for other opportunity costs each year may be rather like the previous years.In some crop cultivation may crop yield decrease over the years if nutrients in the fieldsare depleted.
SESA conclusions regarding opportunity costs for various strategic option activities: Table8 above indicate that in all cases are the so-called “traditional farming livelihoods” inferiorto “improved rural livelihoods”. “Traditional farming livelihoods” are both wasteful ofresources such as land area, water, soil fertility, job opportunities and do in the future notprovide much opportunities for the fast-growing human and livestock populations. In fact,the traditional livelihoods are already a serious constraint to the Ugandan economy, thecombating of climate change and gives no chance for a recovering of natural forests inUganda. The sooner and the more rural households switch into improved rural or urbanlivelihoods the better and the more sustainable the national economy and the society inUganda will become. The switch from one livelihood into another does not need to occurdirectly from the traditional ones into the best possible option – the switch of livelihoodcan happen in steps suitable for each household. The important issue here is the vision ofimproved livelihoods and the actual movement away from the traditional livelihoods,which are now the symptom of poverty, lack of vision and lack of capacity that seriouslyconstrain the Ugandan economy and society in its coping with the future.
9.2 Comparison of trade-offs between rural land use typesThe actual methodology for analysis and calculation of trade-offs between a number ofland use types may vary between both researchers and practitioners based on availabledata and information from land uses in an area under study (USAID 2014, Klapwijk et al.2014, and Renwick and Schellhorn 2015). Several farming types of land use have beenassessed, analysed and compared based on the conducted REDD+ strategic optionfinancial analysis combined with the opportunity cost calculations conducted in theREDD+ Selected Strategic Option Report, which are presented in Table 9 on previous page.In Table 6 assessed, synthesized and compiled trade-offs are shown for and between eightdifferent farming type of livelihood land uses and a sub-livelihood situation, where thehouseholds use energy efficient stove (EES) or improved charcoal stove (ICS) to reducetheir use of fuel and increase their wood energy efficiency. The trade-off comparison hasbeen performed based on household annual income generation and annual opportunitycosts for each type of farming livelihood option. Table 6 indicates that there are cleartrade-off differences between these farming livelihood options. The livelihoods rangefrom the traditional farming household income generation of 100% to a highly intensifiedcombined energy wood plantation and agroforestry system with agricultural crop andfodder production enabling also livestock stall-feeding and milk production with over700% income generation increase. Between these two options there six other farminglivelihood land use options available.The traditional (the basic option) and simple commercial farming (out-growercommercial sugar cane) land use option provide the lowest income generation to thefarming household, while these options have rather low initial investment needs. Thesethree farming options will not stop an annual horizontal farmland expansion fed by the
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high human population growth rate. Rather these farming land use types will needconstant additional farmlands to enable new farming households an income generationpossibility.The cheapest and most simple climate smart agriculture livelihood option withagroforestry and sustainable land management and the simple commercial large-scaleland use option actually are intermediates between traditional farming practices andmore visionary new type of farming land use options. The agroforestry and SLM optionhas already got incorporated trees on farmland and is therefore not anymore that muchdegrading and prone to deforest nearby natural forests. This option could still beimproved by including apiculture and milk selling from stall-fed cows.  The commercialsugar cane estate farming option is a traditional type of monoculture crop option with noagroforestry practices and constant need for added fertilizers.  It is a non-sustainable landuse management option, which does not allow much intensification once the commerciallow level of efficiency has been achieved.The remaining four types of farming livelihood options are all visionary and two kinds ofthese exist in Uganda only among a few thousand farming households at the moment.Household owned greenhouses for continuous production of vegetables and othersuitable greenhouse crops and the combined sustainable energy wood plantations andagroforestry crops are not much tried in practice yet in Uganda. These four farmingoptions require a quite substantial pre-investment, but two of the options provide almostimmediate high profits, while the two others will require 2-6 years before the incomegeneration will become high. These four-farming land use options use land very efficientlyand farming households using these livelihood options should consider themselves moreas agricultural businesses than traditional farming households.
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Table 6. Trade-offs between farming land use types
Basic
smallholder
farming
livelihood

Incorporating
agro-foresty and
SLM

Adding RWH
and drip
irrigation

Adding
greenhouse
cultivation of
tomato

Sustainable
energy wood &
agroforestry
crop

Small-holder
timber
plantation &
coffee

Small-holder
outgrower
commercial
sugarcane

Commercial
sugar cane
estate

EES fuelwood
stove & ICS
charcoal stove

Agriculture is
59% of total
livelihood. Only
subsistence
income and not
much profit.

Agroforestry
fertilize land and
increase crop
yield. Also fruits
from fruit trees &
apiculture
possible.

Absolute crop
income generation
doubles from
basic scenario.
Crop farming may
be possible during
the whole year.

With a 20x8 m
green-house
added on farm
can the crop
income
generation
increase 5 times
from BAU. Effi-
cientuse of
farmland.

The nitrogen-
fixing energy tree
plantation
fertilize annually
agricultural crop
so that 3 times
higher crop
yields may be
possible

Taungua agro-
forestry possible
1-3 years. Then
shade coffee
grown under
muzizi trees
provide main
annual income 3
times BAU
agriculture

The sugarcane
income
generation is ca
150% increase
from BAU for
some years.
Thereafter is crop
rotation a must
and fertilization

The sugarcane
income
generation is ca
200% increase
from BAU for
some years.
Requires constant
fertilization of
fields.

Agroforestry
trees will be
sufficient as the
wood need is
reduced. No
impact on crop
production from
BAU or other
scenario.

Livestock rearing
based mostly on
free-grazing and a
little stall-feeding.
Comprise 9% of
total livelihood

Agroforestry trees
provide leaf
fodder jointly
with increasing
crop residues as
feed for stall-fed
cattle. Manure
available as
fertlizer

Agroforestry trees
provide leaf
fodder jointly with
increasing crop
residues as feed
for stall-fed cattle.
Manure available
as fertlizer

Agroforestry
trees provide leaf
fodder jointly
with increasing
crop residues as
feed for stall-fed
cattle. Manure
available as
fertilizer

Each year 2 to 4
tonnes of leaf
fodder is
produced in the
energy wood
plantation if good
fodder tree is
chosen in
plantation

Some agro-
forestry boundary
fodder trees can
provide fodder
for 1 stall-fed
cow. Income also
allow purchase of
fodder from
neighbour

Some agro-
forestry boundary
fodder trees can
provide fodder
for 1 stall-fed
cow. Income also
allow purchase of
fodder from
neighbour

Normally are
livestock not
wanted in or near
sugar cane
estates as these
may distribute
invasive tree or
plant species via
their droppings.

Increases fodder
tree potential as
less fuelwood
needs to be
grown on farm
land

Employment &
petty trade
comprise some 3%
of total livelihood

Increased income
give also
opportunity to sell
some fruits, fodder,
milk & poles

Own household
income generation
& employment
opportunity
increases

Several labourers
needed to operate
all open and
greenhouse crops.

The intensified use
of land enable 2
more labourers to
work on the same
land than in BAU

The intensified use
of land enable 1-2
more labourers to
work on the same
land than in BAU

The intensified use
of land enable 1
more labourers to
work on the same
land than in BAU

Commercial sugar
cane estates have
field workers

Increases the work
opportunities for
masons and EES &
ICS traders/
trainers

Currently very few
small-holder
farmers have any
businesses

Increased income
generation give op-
portunity for
savings or
investments

Increased income
generation give op-
portunity for
savings or
investments

Greenhouse and
open cultivation
should be operated
like a commercial
business
enterprise.

Commercial
energy wood
business (charcoal
or fuelwood).
Fodder enable 2
cows & milk sales

Commercial coffee
bean production to
local cooperative.
Poles and timber
sold in harvesting
years.

The produced
sugar cane will be
commercially sold
to a sugar industry

Sugar production
is big business

EES and ICS stove
manufacturing and
commercial selling
business
opportunity

The forest-based
income generation
constitute 25% of
total livelihood.
Exploiting wood &
NTFPs from natural
forests

Agroforestry
provide most
needed forest-
based products
from own
farmland. Not need
much to exploit
forests anymore.

Agroforestry
provide most
needed forest-based
products from own
farmland. Not need
much to exploit
forests anymore.

Agroforestry
provide most
needed forest-
based products
from own
farmland. Not need
to exploit forests.

Sufficient other
agroforestry trees
in boundary could
provide poles,
fruits and other
NTFPs for
household.

Sufficient other
agroforestry trees
in boundary could
provide poles,
fruits and other
NTFPs for
household.

Sufficient other
agroforestry trees
in boundary could
provide poles,
fruits and other
NTFPs for
household.

Wild trees are not
wanted near sugar
cane monoculture
field

Can reduce
fuelwood
consumption by
84% and charcoal
by 68%. Thus,
total wood demand
reduces ca 75%
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Basic
smallholder
farming
livelihood

Incorporating
agro-foresty and
SLM

Adding RWH
and drip
irrigation

Adding
greenhouse
cultivation of
tomato

Sustainable
energy wood &
agroforestry
crop

Small-holder
timber
plantation &
coffee

Small-holder
out-grower
commercial
sugarcane

Commercial
sugar cane
estate

EES fuelwood
stove & ICS
charcoal stove

Woodlots and
small timber
plantations are
established on both
forest and farm
lands

The woodlots and
plantations support
households or
communities
withwood
products.

These woodlots and
plantations support
households or
communities with
wood products.

These woodlots
and plantations
support households
or communities
with wood
products.

The energy wood
can be sold annu-
ally from 2ndyr
some 15-25
ton/ha/.

High quality poles
and timber sold at
premium price 2-3
times in tree rota-
tion. The shade
tree role important

Any sawn timber
will have to be
purchased from
neighbour

Some woodlots
and plantations
may be established
for wood energy
purposes and
amenity

A substantial part
of energy wood
can be produced as
secondary product
from pole &
timber plantations

Degraded natural
forests from where
people exploit all
kinds of forest
commodities

Wood supply does
not anymore need
to exploit natural
forests. Degraded
forests can often
grow back into
pristine natural
forests again.

Wood supply does
not anymore need to
exploit natural
forests. Degraded
forests can often
grow back into
pristine natural
forests again.

Wood supply does
not anymore need
to exploit natural
forests. Degraded
forests can often
grow back into
pristine natural
forests again.

The rural
households may
collect NTFPs
from forests, but
all wood from
woodlots and
plantations. Forest
becomes denser.

The rural
households may
collect NTFPs
from forests, but
all wood from
woodlots and
plantations. Forest
becomes denser.

The rural
households may
collect NTFPs
from forests, but
buy timber. Thus,
no need to cut
natural forest trees

Most sugar cane
estates have been
established by
clearcutting natural
forests as other
idle land is scarce
or expensive.
Often corruption

As energy wood
production stems
from plantations
will huge areas of
particularly private
forest lands
rehabilitate back to
woodlands

Protected and
dense natural
forests that still
have high
biodiversity

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Even protected
forests can
sometimes be cut
due to corruption

Protected and
dense natural
forests rehabilitate
forest areas.

Trade-off comparison of various farming type land uses
The basic small-
holder
BAUscenario is
100% income
generation. New
annual forest
encroachments.
Gross opportunity
cost is USD
700/ha/yr and net
OC is USD
300/ha/yr

Income generation
increases by 150%
of BAU and less
forests are
exploited.Gross
opportunity cost
is USD 1050/ha/yr
and net OC is
USD 425-
700/ha/yr

Income generation
increases by 200%
of BAUand less
forests are exploit-
ted.Gross
opportunity cost is
USD 1180/ha/yr
and net OC is USD
675-730/ha/yr

Income generation
increases annually
by 600% on top
of BAUand less
forests are exploi-
ted.Gross oppor-
tunity cost is USD
2500/ha/yr and
net OC is USD
1760/ha/yr

Income generation
increases annually
by 700% from
BAU and less
forests are exploi-
ted.Gross oppor-
tunity cost is USD
3400/ha/yr and
net OC is USD
2093/ha/yr

Income generation
increases annually
by 600% from
BAU and less
forests are exploi-
ted.Gross oppor-
tunity cost is USD
2706/ha/yr and
net OC is USD
1590/ha/yr

Income generation
increases annually
by 150% from
BAU and less
forests are exploi-
ted.Gross oppor-
tunity cost is USD
980/ha/yr and net
OC is USD
490/ha/yr

Income generation
increases annually
by 200-250%
from BAU and
less forests are
exploited.Gross
opportunity cost
is USD 1107/ha/yr
and net OC is
USD 609/ha/yr

Income savings
annually from
reduced wood
energy
purchasesandless
forests are
exploited.Net
opportunity cost
is USD 120/HH/yr
(fuelwood) &USD
100/HH/yr
(charcoal)

Trade-off comparison from lowest to highest income generation (1= lowest and 7= highest)

1 2 3 6 7 5 2 4
To be combined
with livelihoods
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The four best farming land use types incorporate trees on farm in agroforestry systemsand enable almost all income related commodities to be produced on farm with low or noneed to exploit adjacent forest lands. These livelihood options also generate substantiallymore employment opportunities on-farm, which also reduces substantially the need forhorizontal farmland expansion. The manner of income generation becomes morebusiness-like or actually business type operations, which means that in the future thethreshold to adopt yet additional business type of activities becomes easier to start up.These visionary farming options are also highly sustainable and efficient in their land useand their large-scale adoption means that the high population growth can much better becontrolled and mitigated – buying time for the Ugandan economy to develop alsootherwise with new types of urban kinds of livelihoods. A continuation with meretraditional farming income generation will soon not be possible any more with the currentpopulation growth rate.The last column in Table 6 provides information on how the use of energy efficientfuelwood stoves or improved charcoal stoves will impact on livelihoods. It is not by landuse by itself, but rather as a way of increasing wood use efficiency that means less woodis required annually for energy purposes in each household and simultaneously the EESand ICS stoves drastically reduce wood energy consumption to some 30% of current woodenergy use. This is a rather large reduction of energy wood consumption.All the five newer type of farming land uses will reduce the need to clear additional forestlands from trees to expand agriculture. A fast adoption of these farming land uses is soona must when all forests are cleared if the switch in land use is not happening fast enough.Table 7 presents trade-offs between some forest adjacent land use options. The firstcolumn in Table 7 shows the basic small-holder farming household income generation,which was also included in Table 4 above. It is included in this table for comparisonreasons and for highlighting the forest-based income generation and full-scale forestopportunity cost.The two following columns show forest-adjacent ethnic minority household incomegeneration now (option 2) and in the future when those households are included properlyin the REDD+ scheme operations. These forest-adjacent ethnic minority households arevery vulnerable and have in many locations been evicted from protected areas such asnational parks and game reserves when these have been established some decades ago.Now many of these households lack land and perform some small basic subsistencefarming, while they often still are highly dependent on their forest-based incomegeneration. However, due to their situation all their income sources are small and poor.In order for these households to be fully incorporated in REDD+ strategic option activitiesthey need grant investment and technical service support.The fourth column in Table 7 shows rural majority farming household income generationwith CFM/PFM type of forest use agreement. The CFM/PFM agreements enable thehouseholds to legally collect non-timber forest products from adjacent forests, but almostall wood collected should come from woodlots and timber plantations outside forests.This kind of forest management arrangement make those households more sustainablein the use of natural resources, although it is not fully as good a livelihood option as morevisionary farming livelihood land use types.
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Table 7. Trade-offs of forest-adjacent land-uses.
Basic
smallholder
farming
livelihood

Forest-adjacent
ethnic minority
household income
generation

Forest-adjacent
ethnic minority
household
REDD+ income
generation

Rural majority
farming
households with
CFM/PFM
agreements

Integrated
wildfire mgt.
impact on rural
HHs and forest
plantations

Commercial
private timber
plantations &
improved
charcoal kilns

Agriculture is
59% of total
livelihood. Only
subsistence
income and not
much profit.

Often poor slash
and burn agricul-
ture. Low crop in-
come of ca gross
USD 300 or lower

Participation will
require substantial
grant investments
in CSA type
activities

The HHs will
have to switch to
agroforestry type
of farming sys-
tem to get CFM
/PFM agreement

Unnecessary
wildfires ceased.
Local tempera-
ture will reduce
and soils less dry,
nutrients intact

Not relevant

Livestock
rearing based
mostly on free-
grazing and a
little stall-feeding.
Comprise 9% of
total livelihood

Livestock is free-
grazing with very
low milk and meat
production

With agroforestry
type of CSA it is
possible to produce
fodder for stall-
feeding

Stall-feeding is
possible due to
NTFP fodder for
cows

Less grass fodder
for free-grazing,
but planted
fodder trees
increase livestock
fodder in area

Not relevant

Employment &
petty trade
comprise some 3%
of total livelihood

Almost no other
employment or petty
trade

Poorer HHs can be
employed by more
wealthier HHs.

NTFP colletion
and trade is
possible

Some persons can
act as payed fire
guards and fire
fighters

Forest establish-
ment, maintenan-
ce, harvesting &
fire labour needs

Currently very few
small-holder
farmers have any
businesses

No businesses Grant investments
for CSA greenhouses
and energy wood
plantations etc.

Ecotourism
business potential

Huge savings to
HHs’ property and
crop or timber
plantations

Commercial
timber, poles and
fuelwood or
charcoal selling

The forest-based
income generation
constitute 25% of
total livelihood.
Exploiting wood &
NTFPs from natural
forests

Heavily dependent
on forest-based
income generation

With CFM/PFM
agreement to reduce
wood extraction to
minimum, but allow
NTFP collection

NTFP and minor
wood income
generation is ca
55% of heavy
forest dependent
income generation

Less forest fires.
Some reduction in
honey collection,
which can be
substituted by
apiculture in
agroforestry

Neighbouring HHs
could be allowed
to use wood from
fire break
clearings,
employment and
fire fighting

Woodlots and
small timber
plantations are
established on both
forest and farm
lands

No woodlots or
timber plantations

Woodlots and/or tree
plantations will be a
prerequisite for
CFM/PFM agree-
ment

Woodlots and/or
tree plantations
will be a
prerequisite for
CFM/PFM agree-
ment

Reduced fire risk
is crucial in timber
plantations and
secure profit
expectations

Farmers could
learn timber
plantation
management from
large plantation
managers

Degraded natural
forests from where
people exploit all
kinds of forest
commodities

Households heavily
extract NTFPs and
some wood from
degrading forests

Households still
extract NFTPs, but
this can be regulated.
Low wood extraction
from forest allowed

Households still
extract NFTPs, but
this can be
regulated. Low
wood extraction
from forest

Reduce fire
hazards also on
degraded forest
lands and thus
better rehabilita-
tion of forests

Reduce illegal
timber extraction
from natural
forests

Protected and
dense natural
forests that still
have high
biodiversity

Reducing
biodiversity in
protected areas due
to exploitation

Protected and dense
natural forestswith
high biodiversity
that increases in
area

Protected and
dense natural
forestswith high
biodiversity that
increases in area

Protected and
dense natural
forestswith high
biodiversity that
increases in area

Protected and
dense natural
forestswith high
biodiversity that
increases in area

Trade-off comparison of various forest type land uses

The basic small-
holder
BAUscenario is
100% income
generation. New
annual forest
encroachments.

Forest-adjacent
ethnic minority HHs
earn perhaps 40% of
majority farming
HHs or gross USD
300/HH/yr and net
USD 100 HH/yr.
Basic Forest OC

Forest-adjacent
ethnic minority HHs
earn perhaps 75% of
majority farming
HHs or gross USD
525/HH/yr and net
USD 225
HH/yr.Basic forest

Income generation
increases by 150%
from BAU and
less forests are
exploited.Gross
opportunity cost
is USD 1050/ha/yr
and net OC isUSD

Reduces daily
temperature and
improve micro-
climate. Similar
impacts on
livelihood as
agroforestry

Long term annual
opportunity cost
at USD
1035/ha/yr at 5%
inflation
rate&USD
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Gross opportunity
cost is USD
700/ha/yr and net
OC is USD
300/ha/yr. Full-
scale forest OC is

USD 2000

caUSD 120/HH/yr.
Full-scale forest OC
is USD 530.

OC caUSD
225/HH/yr. Full-
scale forest OC
USD 1000.

600/ha/yr. Basic
Forest OC ca
USD 350/HH/ yr.
Full-scale For.

OC USD 2000

systems and SLM
practices.

500/ha/yr at 10%
inflation rate.

The second last column presents how integrated wildfire management may impact onfarming households near natural forests and timber plantations. The effect is similar tosomewhat reversing climate change and it also acts similarly as the introduction of agro-forestry and sustainable land management. The integrated wildfire management haspositive impact on all kinds of rural land uses and should be implemented on full scale assoon as possible.The last column in Table 7 shows an average timber plantation income generation landuse option. It is more of an investment option and not an annual household incomegeneration option. This option has divided into two alternative long-term annualopportunity options calculated based on an average inflation rate of 5% or 10% overplantation rotation. On average, this land use option compares with a medium visionaryclimate smart agriculture income generation, although it takes several years before anyreal profits are realized in this option with higher fire and pest hazards than any of thefarming land use options have.Overall, all kinds of new visionary livelihood income generation land uses are better thantraditional ones and the only major stumbling stock relates to their substantial initialinvestment needs. Therefore, it is often better to move stepwise from traditional tomedium land use options to high income and sustainable options over a period of a fewyears. Financial and technical support will also be needed at the grassroots level in orderto make the needed switches fairly fast and permanent.The urban economy must also be simultaneously developed, so that it is able to employmore and more rural young adults, who want to become urbanized and leave farm-lifebehind them. However, this is another story which is not related to REDD+ strategicoption activities in any other way except that these measures will enable such a jump froma poor farmer to a wealthier urban life style.Lastly, it can be mentioned that the SESA was informed during field visits by some DFOsregarding land opportunity costs for the purchase of industrial lands from rural districts.In several cases had such sites been reserved and sold behind closed doors by somepoliticians. Even some central forestry reserves had been sold and distributed out asindustrial property without the consent of the local forest authorities.The SESA conclusions on trade-offs between land use types are the same as thoseregarding opportunity costs from various rural livelihoods. So-called “traditional land usetypes” are inferior to more modern rural land use types. The reason is that the moremodern and improved land use types are based on efficient land use and use of resources,which simultaneously enable the manifold production output per hectare and thus moreincome generation while enables a mitigation of and probably even to a large degree canovercome climate change impacts. The improved land use types will also enable bettercontrol of both human and livestock growth trends and therefore lead towards the
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reaching of a sustainable development in Uganda. This in turn is the prerequisite for abalanced development of both the economy and the society of Uganda.
10. Assessment of possibly triggered safeguardsThe Integrated Safeguards Development Sheet (ISDS) of the UG-FCPF REDD Readinessproject, of which this SESA study is a part, prescribes the following safeguards or criteriato be used when assessing the REDD+ National Strategy: (see full text from the ISDS inAnnex 2). The following Safeguards could apply:
 Environmental Assessment (OP/BP 4.01)
 Natural habitats (OP/BP 4.04)
 Forests (OP/BP 4.36)
 Pest Management (OP/BP 4.09) to be determined
 Physical Cultural Resources (OP/BP 4.11) to be determined
 Indigenous Peoples (OP/BP 4.10) to be determined
 Involuntary Resettlement (OP/BP 4.12) to be determinedThe SESA conducted a scoring of the seven main Strategic Options (SOs) with regard tothese safeguards and criteria. Safeguard/criterion fulfilment of each SO was scored inthree levels: high, medium or low. A summary of this assessment is presented in Table 8and more elaborated in Annex 4. Six out of the seven main strategic options score onaverage high and one scores medium (i.e. SO3 Large-scale timber plantations.It must be noted that many of the impacts from implementation of the Draft Final NationalREDD+ Strategy will depend on how the enabling SO8 and the programs, projects andcampaigns are carried out in reality. In this assessment, it is assumed that the Strategiesare executed as intended and described in the Strategy Options documents.
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Table 8. Summary of scoring of Strategy safeguard fulfilment
Safeguard 1:

agriculture
2:
fuelwood

3:
timber

4:
natural
forests

5:
cooking
stoves

6:
wildfires

7:
livestock

Environmental considerations
Environmental High High High High High High High

Natural
habitats

High High High High High High Medium

Forests High High High High High High Medium

Pest
management

Medium Medium Low High Na Medium Medium

Cultural
resources

High High High High Na High Na

Indigenous
people

High Medium Low High Low High Medium

Resettlement High High Low High Na. High High

Social considerations
Social
assessment

High High Medium High High High High

Natural
habitats

High High Low High High High High

Forests High High Medium High High High High

Pest
management

Medium High Medium Na Na Low Medium

Cultural
resources

High High Medium High Na High Na

Indigenous
people

High Low Low High Low High High

Resettlement High High Low High Na High High

Overall
ranking

High High Medium High High High High

High = high level of safeguard fulfilment; Medium = level of safeguard fulfilment; Low = low level of
safeguard fulfilment; Na = not applicableStrategic Option 1 on CSA scored second best (12 out of 14 criteria were high and 2 weremedium). This SO1 is a very good option both from an environmental perspective andsocially for all rural households. It is only with the environmental and social criteria forpest management that it does not get full scores. The reason behind the medium score forpest management is the intensification of agricultural production and particulargreenhouse cultivation where the households have to be careful with pest management,including safe handling and disposal of pesticides. There will be a need for changing thelocation of the exact spot of the greenhouse on the farm land every three years and theuse of some pesticides to secure good production. However, greenhouses will not be anoption for the poorest households but for the wealthier ones and thus these householdsshould be able to carry out cultivation by the instructions.Strategic Option 2 on sustainable fuelwood and charcoal use is actually broader than itsshort name indicates as it comprises energy wood woodlots and plantations withagricultural crops (sub-option 2.1), timber plantation combined with shade crops likecoffee (sub-option 2.2) and improved charcoal kilns linked to plantations (sub-option2.3). As these operations will also take place on farmlands this option is another
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agricultural strategic option. SO2 scored also on average high in accordance with the WBcriteria. It is again on pest management where it does not score full points due to theintensified cultivation circumstances. The cultivation is still happening in an agroforestrysystem, which means that it is better than a monoculture situation. This option is notspecifically targeting indigenous people nor other marginalized people as it requirescertain pre-investments, which those households cannot afford. Instead, poor people canwork for others in these kinds of land use operations.Strategic Option 3 scores high in most respects when it comes to environmental criteria,except for pest management, indigenous people and involuntary resettlements as theresometimes are problems in these areas. At the same time SO3 scores mostly medium orlow on most social criteria as large-scale timber plantations are not targeting rural poorhouseholds but rather wealthier households, businessmen, investors, private companiesand public forest sector organizations. Therefore, SO3 scores an average medium for allWB safeguards criteria. At the same time, this strategic option is the easiest to plan andoperate with carbon trading with regular MRV auditing. The reason for the medium scoreis just the fact that not all poor households are involved in this strategic option, whichmeans more organized circumstances for the option activities.Strategic Option 4 on rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape is the opposite ofSO3 – it targets in particular the poorest rural households who live adjacent to majorforests in Uganda. This strategic option scores high on all environmental and socialcriteria. It is the strategic option which is the most important to indigenous andmarginalized people, although these will need both grant funding support, extensionservices and some land provided for them where community woodlots can be plantedoutside the forest to produce all the wood they need, outside the forest. All NTFPs canthen be collected from the forest, while their traditional cultural practices also maycontinue. There are also precedents of allowing community planting within forestreserves under CFM arrangements (e.g. Minziro CFR) and this should be encouraged.Strategic Option 5 on energy efficient fuelwood stoves and improved charcoal stoves is anoption which scores high on all criteria, but the full set of criteria are not applicable forthis strategic option. It is further the only strategic option that comprises all householdsof Uganda – both rural and urban ones. Besides the high scores for environmental andsocial criteria it is an option which is able to hugely impact on carbon emissions fromUganda. The fact that it is involving all urban households makes this strategic optionespecially important as these would otherwise not be affected by REDD+ operations.Strategic Option 6 on integrated wildfire management is from most angles the mostimportant strategic option as it scores high on both environmental and social criteria,while it is the single most important carbon emission reduction option developed forUganda. Despite this fact, its score for pest management is not so high as rural people usefire to reduce ticks and snakes in high grass, which would not anymore be the case ifwildfires are reduced considerably. However, if cattle are stall-fed with fodder fromstrategic option 1 and 2 activities the animals will not bring in that much ticks anymoreas free-grazing has ceased.Strategic Option 7 on Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor scores between high andmedium, but closer to high. Livestock management in REDD+ is covered by five of thestrategic options and in SO7 are such livestock activities, which support thousands ofhouseholds to live along the Cattle Corridor. However, the increasing human population
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and a thereby increasing cattle population are still causing many environmental risks asthe SO7 activities may not be able to mitigate these hazards as much as the increasingcattle population causes exceeding of the carrying capacity for livestock rearing. Sociallythe SO7 is a blessing for thousands of households.Overall, all the selected seven main strategic options are important as they support eachother very well and thereby take out most possible bottlenecks that would be created ifone or two of these strategic options would be left out from the REDD+ National Strategy.Strategic Option 8 is mainly to be seen as a cross-cutting issue that enables the other sevenstrategic options to function better.From this assessment, it is concluded that safeguard fulfilment of “indigenous people” and“resettlement” would score low from both an environmental and social viewpoint withoutspecial grant or other support to these population groups. Obviously, special attentionshould be paid to solve the related issues.
11. Gender, minorities and vulnerable people

The REDD+ Strategies apply to women, youth, elderly and vulnerable people, amongothers. The analysis in this Chapter is made with the view to identify strategic actions torespond to the unique issues of vulnerable people and to help the REDD+ from triggeringconflicts or grievances.The Chapter begins with an overview of possible positive and negative environmental andsocial effects of the seven strategic options, followed by more detailed discussions onaspects related to gender, indigenous minority people and forest-dependentcommunities.
11.1 Effect on vulnerable peopleChapter Four of the Constitution of Uganda provides for Protection and promotion offundamental and other human rights and freedoms. Article 32 (1) states:
“Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, the State shall take affirmative action in
favour of groups marginalized on the basis of gender, age, disability or any other reason
created by history, tradition or custom, for the purpose of redressing imbalances which exist
against them”. Much as the constitution is not elaborate on vulnerable and marginalizedgroups and there is no specific piece of legislation that is explicit, it does mention (i)Women, (ii) Children, (iii) People with disabilities, and (iv) Minorities as the socialcategories explicitly mentioned in the section on protection and promotion offundamental and other human rights and freedoms.The national household surveys that are regularly carried out have often included thefollowing groups as vulnerable to poverty and poor health:

 Children and orphans
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 Elderly
 Women and widows
 Youth
 People with disabilities
 Landless and small land holders
 Internally displaced people and refugees
 Indigenous marginalized populations such as Batwa, Ik, Benet and Banyabindi.The SESA has made a special analysis on possible positive and negative effects on thesesocial categories from implementation of the Strategic Options. Results from this analysisare presented in Annex 3 for each of the seven Strategic Options. As an example the caseof SO1 Climate Smart Agriculture is presented below (Table 9). A blank cell means thatthe case is not applicable or that there are no specific considerations.

Table 9. Possible positive and negative effects on different vulnerable groups.
Strategic Option 1: Climate smart agriculture.

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload on firewood, water &
fodder.

-Improved health

Elderly -Improved food & nutritional security

-Improved access to water

-Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

-Might not afford the promoted
technology (high capital involved)

-Interventions under CSA are labour
intensive/ energy demanding for the
elderly to manage

Women and widows -Will get skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs for women (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to Climate
Change hazards

-Women have limited access and
ownership to land, thus poor
participation.

-Ltd access to information,

-Ltd access to technology

-If technology does not target women’s
roles, their workload might not reduce.

-Agric. Intensification might increase
women’s workload e.g. weeding,
mulching, fodder collection, etc.

-Poor women might not afford the
promoted technologies

Youth -Enhanced skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Youth have limited access & ownership
to land, thus ltd decision on land-use.

The youth are highly active, dynamic &
energetic. The technology promoted
need to tap on their abilities & capacities
for increased productivity.
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-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs for youths (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to CC
hazards

-Poor youths might not afford the
promoted technologies

People with
disabilities

-Intensive agriculture would increase food
& nutritional security

- Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

-Technologies need to take care of key
disabilities

Landless/small land
holders

-Will get skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods (from intensive agriculture)

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs (from nature
interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to CC
hazards

-The landless cannot participate, apart
from labour service

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Increased land productivity will help
prevent internal migration

-Food & nutritional security for the
displaced

-CC & poor land productivity can lead to
internal migration

-Land tenure insecurity might hinder the
refugees’ participation

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

Possibilities for improved livelihood, if
given grants and technical assistance

-Most of them are landless, or have small
plots of land (Batwa, Benet, Iks) + others

-Others e.g. Batwa, are not
agriculturalists, and have no land to till

-They tend to periodically move from one
place to another in the forest ecosystem
(their home), targeting them has to be
strategic.

-Their technical capacity is very limited to
enable them adopt the CSA technologies

SESA conclusions:It is foreseen that there will be many positive effects from Draft Final National REDD+Strategy implementation, also for vulnerable groups. However, as seen from the tablesabove, some of the elements of the proposed REDD+ National Strategy may pose risks tovulnerable social groups such as indigenous marginalised peoples, women, youth andelderly.The following SESA recommendations are given:
 Planners and implementers need be aware that there are special requirements andneeds of different categories of vulnerable people.
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 Have the full information from the analysis in this section in mind when planningfor the different REDD+ Options, so that positive effects are strengthened andpossible risks or negative effects are avoided or eliminated. (see Annex 3)
 Planning of REDD+ activities should be made so that benefits reach vulnerablegroups as well.

11.2 Gender aspectsWomen are primary users of forest resources and main producers of food fromagriculture. Although they perform crucial roles in conservation and management offorests, their contribution is often not recognized in customary tenure and land rightsarrangements, nor do they take equal part in decision making processes.Inequality in gender participation was regarded a crosscutting issue in the SESA work.Under option 1, there was concern whether women will afford the technologies beingpromoted like rain water harvesting, green houses, agroforestry since women don’t ownland. Under strategic opinion 2; the unfavourable land tenure may not allow women toparticipate effectively in woodlots establishment, and the male counterparts might evenconvert the land for food production into profitable tree growing. Under option 3, womenwill not be able to benefit from the jobs in the tree plantations, since most employersfavour men rather than women. Use of chemicals in the tree plantations might killpollinators and lead to reduced crop yields, which affects women and children more thantheir male counterparts. In Strategic option 4 on landscape management for natural forestregeneration, there is a risk that restriction on access will affect women by increasingtheir burden of looking for the different desired resources from much further distancesthan before given the high rate of forest loss on private forests. Option 5 on energyefficient saving stoves, is very favourable for women given their role in cooking andlooking for firewood, but needs to engage women to know their views and interests in theefficient stoves to be promoted. Option 6 on wild fire management, although it favourswomen and children who would be very vulnerable in the case of fire outbreak, butcapacity building is needed to impart them with skills on fire-fighting, communication,etc. In Option 7, on livestock, the expected increased household income may be beneficialto women.There is an urgent need to build women’ capacity to negotiate and participate in decisionmaking processes through representation on decision making organs. This could focus onthe structures at local community levels where REDD+ implementation will be based, tohigher levels where decisions including financing will be based. The initiative to buildtheir capacity should include aspects like ability to negotiate and access information fromdifferent sources, very important for their empowerment and involvement. Womenshould positively be segregated (targeted) for capacity building, to ensure that they arereached. On the other hand, men too need to be targeted for awareness raising on the needfor equal participation, access, and inclusion in REDD+ implementation.Forest extension workers’ programs should have a special focus on gender needs andmainstreaming, into their work, to ensure women are targeted and involved.
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The CFM program under the REDD+ process should specifically focus on benefits forwomen. The benefit sharing agreements have always targeted men as land owners, andhousehold heads, the women and children who have direct interaction with the naturalresources are left out. The agreements could target having both the husband and the wifeagreeing and signing agreements together, and receiving e.g. carbon funds in presence ofthe two parties.Where possible, the land tenure issues that have always excluded women in ownershipand decision making for land use should be looked into. This could consider bringingaboard the different entities at community level, to be sensitized on the roles of womenin forestry management, and agreeing on their rights and entitlements on land to ensuretheir effective participation in the programme.Regarding farm tree planting, input provisions should target the interests of women toensure their participation. For example, technology transfers and other inputs like seedsand machinery could be subsidized for women, and linkage provided to financial benefitmechanisms to encourage their participation in implementation.During the REDD+ preparedness process, it was realized that women might not benefitunder REDD+ because they lack or have restricted land tenure rights, do not participatefully and effectively in consultations or decision-making processes; have limited accessand/or control of information, technology and tools; lack access or control of income-generating forest activities; and receive unequal benefits due to gender-blind benefitsharing schemes. Due to these governance issues, it becomes urgent to bring on boardwomen, empower them and build their capacities; to ensure that women are involved inall REDD+ related activities; and to contribute to the formulation of gender-sensitiveREDD+ national strategies and pilot projects. In efforts to address this, the REDD+preparedness process engaged different stakeholders to develop a gender and REDD+roadmap for Uganda3, aiming at mainstreaming gender considerations in the forestrysector and climate change initiatives, paying special attention to the REDD+ process, as ameans for both men and women’s to be recognized as important forest stakeholders.Thus, improving women and men’s access to information and capacity building;participation; use, control and management of forest resources; rights to land tenure; andequitable sharing of benefits for sustainable forest management leading to theimprovements of people’s livelihoods.Looking at the above components of the gender strategy, and the issues pointed out bythe SESA, successful implementation of the roadmap and achieving the intended outcomewill depend on the national initiatives to undertake mapping and strengthening ofwomen’s networks; strengthened institutional collaboration; undertaking capacitydevelopment to mainstream gender into REDD+; and finally; securing tenure rights forwomen. These are not short-term interventions but rather have to be built into the entireREDD+ process. The aspects of affordability of the technologies and interventions, thecultural belief in different communities, and overall women’s roles and responsibilities ineveryday life will be important issues to consider.SESA concludes that:
3IUCN 2015. Gender and REDD+ Workshop, Workshop Proceedings Report; and Anon, 2015. Gender and REDD+
Action Plan for Uganda, 2015 and 2016
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 Gender aspects should be built into the entire REDD+ process.
 All REDD+ implementation pilot projects and plans should be formulated as beinggender-sensitive, for which this SESA report section could be used as a guideline.

11.3 Indigenous minority people and forest-dependent communitiesWhat follows is an analysis and conclusions with regard to the long-standing issuesrelated to eviction of people from protected areas, based upon findings from differentconsultations, in particular from consulted communities and academia.One of the priority areas of the cultural policy of Uganda, 2006 is the protection of thecultures of Indigenous Minorities. The policy defines them as indigenous ethnic groups,marginalised to a status unequal to that of the dominant groups. Their rights includingaccess to justice, equality, dignity and identity are belittled or ignored compared to thoseof other groups. The legal framework in Uganda does not explicitly define indigenousminority people4, but the Indigenous Minority Peoples Plan (IMPP) for Batwa provides agenerally accepted contextual characterization. Indigenous minority people are generallyvulnerable and poor by their nature of life; they are highly susceptible to extinction, haveindigenous language, often different from the official language of the country or regionthus making their participation in governance difficult, and have a collective attachmentto geographically distinct habitats or ancestral territories. The cultural policy suggeststhat one of the ways through which indigenous minorities can be protected is throughestablishing a mechanism to recognise and support them.The 2014 National Population Census of Uganda indicated 17 indigenous minority groupsin Uganda, with less than 25,000 people living in different parts of the country. Out ofthese groups, the ones expected to have a close relationship to with natural forests includethe Batwa in S.W. Uganda, Abayanda in Western Uganda, the Iks, and Tepeth in Karamoja,and the Benet around Mt. Elgon. Three of the commonly known indigenous minoritypeople in Uganda (Batwa, Benet and Ik) were consulted in Feb, 20175. They arepredominantly forest-dependent and therefore most likely to be affected by REDD+interventions. Studies elsewhere show that REDD+ can potentially infringe upon therights to access forests and negatively affect the livelihoods of indigenous peoples andforest-dependent communities (Reed, 2011). Forests are critical for their survival, andform part of their livelihoods, governance, social relations and identity (Bayrak et al.2013). Some authors contend that REDD+ initiatives can disrupt local peoples’livelihood and strategies, socio-cultural systems through a surge of powerful elites,fraudulent land acquisition and introduction of monocultures (Bayrak and Marafa,2016). Some authors (e.g. Lyons and Westoby, 2014; Byakagaba and Muhiirwe) havereported loss of customary land and tree and forest rights in central forest reserves inUganda that are licensed by the National Forestry Authority to private companies thatestablish monocultures with an objective of harnessing carbon credits. To mitigate this,
4 The term ‘indigenous’ is used to describe the different ethnic groups that historically have alwaysresided within Uganda’s borders by the time Uganda was declared a British protectorate and itsboundaries demarcated. The Third Schedule of the Constitution (amended), which names the 65 ethnicgroups of Uganda, is titled ‘Uganda’s Indigenous Communities as of 1st February 1926’. That interpretationdoes not cover the international understanding of indigenous peoples.5 Arbonaut, 2017. Report of the National Consultative Workshop on Strategic Environmental and SocialAssessment (SESA) of the National REDD+ Strategy for Uganda
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REDD+ interventions should be cognizant of the potential negative impacts on indigenousminority people and any other forest-dependent communities. The underlying principlefor REDD+ should be to at least “do no harm” to local forest-dependent communities(Bayrak and Marafa, 2016).The SESA analysed the strategic options to find out the likely positive and negativeenvironmental and social impacts as follows:Under Strategic Option 1 on Climate Smart Agriculture, it is likely that minority groupssuch as the Batwa and the Iks may be engaged to a very limited extent since unlessprovided subsidies and technical assistance they are most possibly unable to afford thetechnologies to be promoted e.g. green houses and irrigation; Under SOs 2 and 3, theminority groups cannot participate in tree planting, at least in the beginning of theprocess, since they don’t own sizable land, and in their social cultural set ups, might notbe able to benefit from charcoal trade or charcoal use; or labour provision in forestplantations; SO4, restricted access is likely to affect the minority groups who, althoughresiding outside in surrounding areas to the natural forests, usually still are linked backto the forests. Therefore, restricted access will be depriving them of their dependableresource. Systematic implementation of schemes for sustainable use of NTFPs, such asCFMs with special provisions for these groups, may be a solution. Under SO5 a specialstrategy should be developed for capacity building to for example training Batwas,(who originally were good at pottery) to make energy saving stoves. Unless such actionis taken, minority groups will not benefit from the efficient energy saving stoves.The SESA forwarded the following points to be addressed in the REDD+ Strategy:1 The responsible Government bodies should recognize, secure and strengthen forests,trees and carbon rights tenure in the agreements signed where indigenous minoritygroups have legal and legitimate rights over land.2 The responsible bodies should ensure that REDD+ project designs have options thatcreate livelihood benefits.3 The Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development and non-state actors shouldprioritize in their work plans and budgets building and strengthening the institutionaland organisational capacity of indigenous minorities and forest-dependent people toenable them effectively participate in REDD+ processes and implementation4 Regular and systematic forest governance assessment by non-state actors need to beconducted to improve transparency in decision making that may affect indigenousminorities and forest-dependent people.5 Responsible bodies should ensure that REDD+ initiatives implement the principles offree prior and informed consent in all REDD+ project sites where there are indigenousminorities and forest-dependent people to secure their rights to effectively determinethe outcome of the decision-making process that affect them and their land.6 A resettlement framework as suggested in the draft Land Acquisition, Resettlementand Rehabilitation Policy (MLHUD, 2017) for sectors or programmes that may lead toinvoluntary displacement for purposes of conservation, preservation and restorationof the natural environment needs to be prepared to provide consistent guidance forREDD+ projects.
SESA conclusion:
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All suggestions but for the last one have been addressed in the Strategy. Among otherthings of relevance to the points above, it is stated that both indigenous marginalizedgroups and refugees will be supported with grant financing in order to allow these peopleto participate fully in the national REDD+ programme.With regard to the 6th suggestion on resettlement framework and based on historicalevidence, the SESA comes to the conclusion that large-scale commercial timberplantations (SO3) and rehabilitation of natural forests (SO4) may result in displacementof forest-dependent communities. The resettlement issue is by the SESA regarded anoutstanding issue that should be included in the ESMF.
12. Critical institutional, legal, regulatory, policy and capacity

gaps
12.1. Overview of gapsIn this Chapter, a critical assessment is made of the existing governmental administrativestructures, its regulatory systems, current legal and policy situation and the existinggovernmental and external organization capacities. This is followed by a description onhow to bridge these existing gaps. An assessment is also made of the efficiency andeffectiveness of the Ugandan forestry, energy, agriculture, wildlife, local governance,gender/labour/social development, disaster and refugee management, andenvironmental organisations as change and support agents. Among others, donors willhave a strong interest in ensuring that REDD+ targets are being met. REDD+ needstherefore to be measurable and transparent. It is thus important to ensure the following:

 A robust REDD+ National Forest Monitoring system (this is already in advancedstages of being developed);
 A buy-in and build broad support throughout Uganda for the Draft Final NationalREDD+ Strategy and any benefit-sharing arrangement models chosen;
 Capacity of key implementing organizations to handle at least priorityenvironmental and social issues.In the following an assessment of the above-mentioned issues is presented in order. Theassessment focused on analysing how well the organizations on different levels (sub-county, district, national) are positioned to achieve intended REDD+ objectives fromenvironmental and social viewpoints. This is followed by a description over institutionalrequirements for SESA operations and ESMF implementation.

12.2 Perceived institutional arrangements for SESA implementation

12.2.1 Governmental institutional set-upThe SESA and its ESMF implementation will be operated within the governmentalstructures as a control tool of the national REDD+ programme, but partly also as a nationalproject. The actual ESMF is going to be implemented in the REDD+ programme part withare several ministries involved, whereas the project type of SESA annual reviews will beperformed by only one organization coordinating it – the Forest Sector Support
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Department (FSSD). The ESMF is not meant to be a control entity by itself but a screeningtool to be operated directly by the REDD+ programme implementers. The whole REDD+programme implementation with all its support projects will be coordinated from withinthe FSSD and therefore it is the natural location also for the SESA ESMF coordination.Please see the enclosed organogram for the whole SESA involvement in Figure 3.

Figure 3. An overall SESA organogram for national level (dark red arrows indicateinvolvement in the ESMF screening process; red arrows indicate involvement in SESAannual reviews; and black arrows indicate no direct involvement in the SESA operations,but perhaps useful indirectly).All REDD+ Strategic option activities will deal with funding of multiple, small-scalehousehold, community or business entity subprojects which may pose some challenges toensure environmental and social sustainability of the operations. This is because thelocation and design of the eventual subprojects are not known at the overall UgandaREDD+ programme appraisal, though the types of potential subprojects may be fairlywell-defined. As a result, traditional safeguards instruments (e.g. an environmentalassessment or resettlement action plan) cannot be prepared before appraisal, andsafeguards measures to support environmental and social sustainability will only beestablished during project implementation.An Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) is then an appropriate toolfor the REDD+ technical experts that oversee the various strategic option activities, whichare to be included in the programme at the grassroot level. An ESMF establishes a unified
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process for addressing all environmental and social safeguards issues on subprojectsfrom preparation, through review and approval, to implementation. Effectiveimplementation of an ESMF will ensure that the substantive concerns identified in theSESA process as environmental and social risks and constraints (based on local, WorldBank and UN-REDD etc. safeguards policies) will be satisfactorily addressed.Following the ESMF, the REDD+ strategic option activities will be screened based on theenvironmental, social and risk tables prepared by this SESA (Tables 2 and 3 of this report).All public and private institutions involved in REDD+ implementation should be providedwith these screening criteria and then the REDD+ TCU need to check that theseinstitutions have adopted and used these tables as check-lists in their respective REDD+implementation. The check-lists should be combined with relevant national sectorpolicies (i.e. for forestry, energy, agriculture, wildlife, local governance,gender/labour/social development, disaster and refugee management, andenvironmental protection) making the resulting REDD+ activities fully acceptable from allpossible viewing angles.As outlined in the REDD+ Strategy the REDD+ the Technical Coordination Unit will behosted at FSSD and the overall implementation responsibility for all eight main strategicoptions will be held there. The actual Strategic Option Leaders will be MAAIF (options 1,2 and 7), NFA (options 3, 4, and 6), MEMD (options 5) and MWE/FSSD (option 8).Additionally, the MoGLSD will supervise gender issues and the involvement of ethnicminority and marginalized groups in all strategic option activities.This ESMF will use the various environmental and social tables identified in the SESAprocess as these are based on the local Ugandan context. However, the World Bank hasalso developed an ESMF Toolkit Manual with many kinds of standard templates6. ThatESMF Toolkit document can be used as general guidelines, but provides also moredetailed information and format designs for several specific situations such as in thefollowing:
 General ESMF Checklist;
 Environmental and Social Field Appraisal Form;
 Annual Report Form;
 Typical Subproject Impacts and Mitigation Measures;
 Community Participation Methods ' Guidelines for: Extension Teams;
 Annual Reviews;
 Environmental Management Plan;
 Pest Management Plan;
 Resettlement Action Plan;
 Indigenous Peoples Development Plan;
 Dam Safety Assessment.The ESMF screening process will function in the following manner: The ESMF screeningand monitoring process is presented in Figure 4. Some relevant activity will be proposedby a grassroot level household, community or private business entity, which will then be
6 World Bank, Africa Region. 2008. Environmental and Social Management Framework for World BankProjects with Multiple Small-Scale Subprojects. A Toolkit. Feb. 2008
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registered by the local authorities in standardized form. The local authorities (at sub-county and county level) also assess the activities’ relevance and scope for REDD+programme and its environmental/social risks attached. Before the activity can beaccepted as a REDD+ activity it will first be submitted by the local authorities to the reviewauthorities (i.e. district authorities – relevant technical experts). In some situation withpotential environmental or social public concern cases the application will then be furtherforwarded to a special approving authority (i.e. a district council) for final approval ordiscarding of the application. In these few cases there should be close cooperation withthe Forest Resolution Grievance Mechanism (FRGM) linked to the REDD+ programme.Such proposals (the large majority of proposals) that does not require submission to theDistrict Council for approval can be approved by the district authorities under MOLGdirectly.

Figure 4. Set-up for SESA ESMF screening process in UgandaThe local authorities, together with some sub-contractors (i.e. NAADS, CSOs, privatecompanies, cooperatives, churches, CBOs, international/national projects and similarbodies), should get sufficient training in order to be able to produce the requiredapplication forms needed for the successful application. The focus in capacity building andtraining should focus on such applications where training is actually needed (foremost forpreparation of forest management and wildfire management plans, pest managementplans, water dam/water tank plans, greenhouse management plans andenvironmental/social assessments and screening) and require certain standard outputsto ensure that everything needed has been considered in the process and in theforthcoming implementation. In determining needed training needs the involved
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authorities should be allowed using common-sense and agreed practices as well asregulations set by higher authorities.The design of the ESMF is anchored in the use of environmental and socialscreening/checklists developed by the SESA (Tables 2 and 3) to support communities andextension teams in both asking the appropriate planning and design questions, andaccessing information on how to avoid or minimize adverse environmental and socialimpacts. A completed checklist should be attached to each REDD+ strategic option activityapplication (or cluster of applications in case of many similar applications from acommunity) for use by review authorities in determining the adequacy of REDD+strategic option activity planning.What constitutes communities, local authorities and extension teams will vary fromactivity to activity and from country to country, depending on the REDD+ strategic optionactivity context and objectives, While the ESMF relies on this model for REDD+project/activity design and implementation, the intent is that its prescriptions are flexibleenough to accommodate the needs of different projects and institutional arrangementswithout compromising the ESMF objective of satisfactorily addressing environmental andsocial safeguards concerns in REDD+ implementation of an area.Monitoring and evaluation are significant challenges in the REDD+ activity designs, wherethere may be tens to hundreds of similar activity applications. To respond to thischallenge, the ESMF approach therefore also comprise a project-funded, FSSDcoordinated SESA district team carrying out an annual review for assessing compliance,learning lessons, and improving future performance in each district. These SESA districtteam reviews also serve the additional purpose of assessing the potential for cumulativeimpacts due to project-funded and other development activities. The annual reviews willbe a principal source of information to the national REDD+ programme TechnicalCoordination Unit (TCU) and international financing agencies involved in the REDD+programme funding and implementation.The ESMF screening approach will rely on the existing institutional arrangements andorganizations that will implement also the REDD+ Strategy activities who will therebyfurther developing, approving and implement the actual REDD+ activity proposals. Theintention of the ESMF is to supplement these arrangements with training, information andtechnical resources to meet required environmental and social safeguards objectives andthereby enable the REDD+ programme to be implemented. Furthermore, the ESMFtraining events should build up institutional capacity within institutions involved inREDD+ activity funding and implementation. For the same reason, the World Bank’s ESMFtemplates are designed, as much as possible, to be directly transferable into operations/implementation manuals that can guide day-to-day project/activity implementation.From district level towards national level there will only be progress reporting andcommunication between the SESA Coordination Unit, the national REDD+ programmeand its other supporting bodies (i.e. BSA, FGRM, FREL, and various governmentalcommittees). Actual SESA and the ESMF screening progress will be reported as outsideannual reviews conducted by the District SESA team to the national SESA CoordinationUnit at FSSD.
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12.2.2 External Ugandan institutions role in filling gapsThere is a lot of capacity in Uganda for service delivery in Civil Society Organizations andalso increasingly at Government organizations working with CSOs. Civil Society, faith-based organizations and cultural institutions will therefore have an important role to playto facilitate effective vertical communication and be a partner to Local Governmentinstitutions and community organizations providing necessary services and capacity toimplement and to monitor progress. The CSOs will, besides their own international andnational financing, be offered opportunities to apply for REDD+ strategic option sub-contracting funding in most districts of Uganda.
Private forest business companies and forest-based industries have a lot of potential forinvolvement in the REDD+ process. These companies are the buyers of the timber forvalue addition processing or of energy wood for use in their processes for drying, heating,cooking or smoking. There are also important companies that use non-wood forestproducts. Many of the companies may have an interest in being involved in settingstandards and in forest management systems that support attainment of those standards.The outcome is a win-win situation for both the forest-based companies and industrieson the one hand and for households and communities on the other hand. Achieving ofstandardized products will increase sales prices of finalized commodities. The type ofservices provided could be extension services on plantation establishment, managementand harvesting, tree species selection, quality tree seeds and seedlings provision and loglogistics. For NTFP collection there could be standard containers circulated between thehouseholds and the companies/industries, extension on quality harvesting techniques,expansion of knowledge on wild plant collection needs and agreed collection points andstorage facilities to name a few issues. Some few companies already have collaborationwith projects, associations and cooperatives.
District and county farmer associations and farmer cooperatives are all voluntary farmer-based organizations, which may even lack official recognition. Where these organizationsexist, they are filling the gap between the county and district authorities, communities andfarming households. The role of these organizations is to provide needed services forfarmers, which the latter do not get from elsewhere. Such services relate to information,knowledge and extension in farming practices, joint actions on a number of issues, jointprocessing of some agricultural or livestock commodities. Due to the lack of formalauthority recognition they are often weak on all kinds of resources such as skilledpersonnel, processing equipment, transportation and financial resources. Such resourcesare often provided by NGOs and international projects that often work in closecollaboration with these kinds of organizations as it is normally an efficient channel ofcommunication and a good way of reaching out to rural farming households.
Collaborative Forestry Associations and other local forest organizations already exist andmany more are under establishment. The Uganda Network for Collaborative ForestryAssociations (UNETCOFA) has recently prepared a strategic plan for 2016-2020. The planis well prepared and expresses justified concerns of collaborative forest associationsdespite the fact that the organisation has been idle for some years due to lack of fundingand perhaps recognition. The REDD+ National Strategy implementation will need thiskind of organization, so if it had not existed it would have had to be established anyway.Therefore, governmental authorities should quickly start actively using UNETCOFA’sservices and financially support it. In the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy costedaction plan and in the implementation budget substantial amounts of funding are
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allocated for NFA collaboration with CFM/PFM communities and this UNETCOFA shouldbe involved, gap-filling in between.
Community-based organizations represent the rural household target group of the REDD+Strategic Option activities.  They should heavily be involved in all field level REDD+activities. Most support to communities should be channeled via the CBOs to empowerthese to support their own people. A part of the support is also training of various kind toenable the communities to adopt the strategic option activities. Another role is to findsources of financial support. Provision of training in financial matters like book-keeping,knowledge about the importance of savings and small-scale business and cooperativeskills are other important activities.
12.2.3 International and national financed projects’ role in filling gapsThere are and will be a large number of development -partner assisted projects linkedto the following kinds of topics, which will be important to synchronize with theREDD+ implementation operations:

 Forestry and protected areas;
 Wildlife management and biodiversity;
 Sustainable wood energy production;
 Improved charcoal production;
 Timber and pole plantation projects;
 Agroforestry projects;
 Climate smart agriculture;
 Agricultural technology and business development;
 Sustainable land management;
 Livestock improvement and management;
 Renewable energy;
 Energy efficient stoves;
 Land tenure registration;
 Integrated wildfire management;
 Indigenous people support;
 Refugee support;
 Climate change mitigation;
 Carbon emission reduction;
 etc.These projects or programmes (particularly all new ones or new phases of on-going ones)should be requested to implement REDD+ strategic option activities as normal operationswithin their work plans. Potentially these projects should provide a substantial part of thenational REDD+ programme funding in this manner, and technically coordinated. Theseoperations will of course be mandated to the projects by the respective line ministries,but it is simpler and more efficient that the line ministries have, so to say, outsourced theREDD+ strategy implementation to these international projects/ programmes directly.
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The SESA and its ESMF screening process should therefore call on these internationalprojects/ programmes directly in order to screen the REDD+ activities established underthem.International projects/programmes can further provide a substantial amount of technicalcapacity building and training opportunities to the REDD+ implementation.
12.2.4. District and local level institutional gaps

Overview: Despite the fact that the national REDD+ programme is national in scale, allconcrete REDD+ operations and concrete planning exercises are going to happen atdistrict or lower governmental levels and so will also the SESA/ESMF screening andchecking process. Below are outlined some characteristics for each strategic option andhow the SESA/ESMF process should be handled in the respective strategic option case.The descriptions on prior and regional experience of each Strategic Option describe theassessed status of the strategic option type of activities prior the REDD+ programmeabout to be implemented. Those descriptions are important for the reader to understandin what kind of settings the new strategic options will be established in and thus for whatthe ESMF screening will be used.
Strategic Option 1: Climate smart agriculture

Prior experience and regional issues: Overall, the rural farming population in Uganda doesnot know the climate smart agriculture concept very well. Several households mayanyhow practice it, but do not know that it is actually CSA technology.There are already substantial agroforestry experiences in particular in Eastern andWestern Uganda, but still the knowledge is scattered and fragmented and not reallyorganized on a large scale. In many parts of the country there are agroforestry practicesthat are not even locally, regionally or perhaps nationally recognized as beingagroforestry practices as they are just traditional farming practices or fluke chances ofstill having trees on the farmland. Sustainable soil and water management practices havebeen introduced by some agricultural national and NGO projects and programmes in thelast decade. Hence, people have some kind of understanding of sustainable soilmanagement in many places.In all parts of Uganda there are rainwater harvesting systems from house roofs, but inmany cases these are too small for use in agriculture. The current systems are mainlydesigned for domestic consumption only. In Western Uganda, there is some irrigationexperience with water canals, and in Mukuku and Muhokya areas in particular, butotherwise this practice did not arise in regional stakeholder workshops or observed inthe field. In the whole country, there are not many greenhouses used for food production,but there are a number of greenhouses for international flower production.
Institutional arrangements: The institutional set-up for Strategic Option 1 will be handledunder MAAIF with district and lower level support from mainly NAADS and MOLG localgovernment departments. Based on stakeholder consultations during the preparation ofthe SESA and the national REDD+ Strategy there seems to be a certain gap betweendistrict and local government structures and the rural farming communities. This willneed a closing of the gap directly by the local governmental bodies as well as by NAADSand to an extent also outside service providers. It should be noted that among
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communities visited during the stakeholder consultation process almost all were of theopinion that they trust NGOs better than governmental authority persons. During theregional stakeholder consultations, the workshop participants expressed as their opinionthat relevant institutions exists, but are not fully prepared for their tasks or have not yetorganized their work properly for handling, for instance, the introduction of CSAtechnologies due to some conflict of interests, lack of compliance, lack of policyenforcement, and lack of human and equipment resources.
Service providers and Partnerships with private sector: In all rural districts of Uganda thereis a need to first see what NAADS and MOLG local government departments can carry outby themselves and only thereafter to contract outside service providers and formpartnerships to strengthen and support the proper adoption of climate smart agriculturalpractices. For both NAADS and the MOLG more funding has been allocated in the proposedbudget for REDD+ implementation to be used in own service provision. Additional serviceproviders and partnerships can be formed with Ugandan or branches of internationalNGOs and in some cases with Ugandan private sector companies e.g. district farmers’associations, all kinds of crop and livestock commodity cooperatives, faith-basedorganizations (including their international connections and financing), local state andprivate tree nurseries and local agricultural industrial companies. In case outside serviceproviders are contracted local governance bodies should mainly focus on planning,supervising and managing the contracting of service providers and provide an enablingenvironment for the strategic option activity implementation, including for meetingenvironmental and social requirements. In some occasions, also NARO could be a serviceprovider.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The ESMF screening of strategic option 1 could use thefollowing institutions, that may run, support and coordinate CSA REDD+ activities in thedistricts and lower administrative levels: NAADS, district LGs (i.e. Dept. of Production andDept. of Natural Resources Management/ DoF)., district OPM projects (if exists), districtMoGLSD projects (if exists), international/national projects.
Strategic Option 2: Sustainable fuelwood and charcoal utilization
Prior experience and regional issues: None of the stakeholders participating in the fiveregional consultations workshops considered that there would be sufficient knowledge ofcommercially and sustainably produced fuelwood or charcoal in their region. Peoplestated that both legal and technical aspects of commercial forestry products are not well-known in their region. Regarding indigenous timber tree plantations (with or withoutcoffee or other shade crops underneath) there are already several thousand farmers inthe country, who have got this kind of experience. Most of these are involved in theEcoTrust funded “Trees for Global Benefit” Project and they are mainly located in WesternUganda.The experience from using improved charcoal kilns is somewhat scarce. The mainproblem stems from the uncontrolled exploitation of natural forest wood for charcoalmaking and the fact that the people who burn charcoal in the traditional manner are poorpeople, which makes commercial banks and other financing institutions shy away fromthis activity. The Strategy is to ban the exploitation of natural forest wood for charcoalmaking and instead using energy wood plantations as raw material. This will also turnaround the whole commercial fuelwood and charcoal market to other individuals, whoprobably can get better investment support for both the energy wood plantations and for
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establishment of improved charcoal kilns. The current experienced charcoal producerswill most likely start working for the energy wood plantation owners as employed staff.
Institutional arrangements: According to the regional stakeholder consultations theinvolved government institutions are well structured, but have limited capacity. Only afew persons have got experience from sustainable energy wood plantations except someindustrial companies (such as tea and tobacco companies). There is also a need of a newkind of energy wood plantation associations and a new kind of charcoal producers’associations who uses only improved charcoal kilns.Regarding the cultivation of indigenous timber trees with coffee and other shade cropsthere is some support from NGOs - particularly EcoTrust and Vi Agroforestry. Until nowthe governmental authorities are not involved in these operations.
Service providers and Partnerships: Similarly, as with SO1 (i.e. Climate smart agriculture)there will be a need to first let NAADS and MOLG’s local government departments buildup sufficient extension capacity and if this is not sufficient to contract outside serviceproviders and form partnerships to strengthen and support the proper adoption ofsustainable wood energy practices on farms. The type of non-governmental serviceproviders and partnerships used should be with foremost Ugandan or branches ofinternational NGOs and with Ugandan private sector companies. Linked to these shouldbe district farmers’ associations, some crop and livestock commodity cooperatives (e.g.coffee, cocoa, papaya, species and dairy if cows are fed with leaf fodder), local state andprivate tree nurseries and wood industries as well as agricultural industrial companies.In case of non-governmental service provision, it would be better that local governancebodies would focus on planning, registering, supervising and managing the contracting ofservice providers and provide an enabling environment for the strategic option activityimplementation, including for meeting environmental and social requirements. Researchorganizations like NAFORRI, NARO and universities could support the activities withsector analyses.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The ESMF screening of strategic option 2 should use thefollowing institutions, that may run, support and coordinate Sustainable Fuelwood andCharcoal related REDD+ activities in the districts and lower administrative levels: NAADS,district LGs (i.e. Dept. of Production and Dept. of Natural Resources Management/ DoF).,district OPM projects (if exists), district MoGLSD projects (if exists),international/national projects.
Strategic Option 3: Large-scale timber plantations
Prior experience and regional issues: Both NFA and private large-scale tree planting is onthe rise in Uganda with some 300,000 ha already planted with fast-growing introducedtree species for transmission pole and sawlog timber purposes. Many private forestplantation owners have poor plantation management skills. There is a supposedly highdemand for commercial poles and sawn timber, but still there are cases where privateplantation owners have faced challenges in selling their wood commodities. The reasonmay often be unfair illegal competition from natural forest exploitation. Also, there is aneed for a fundamental policy shift and to ban natural forest wood and thereby onlyallowing exotic fast-growing trees (and some few indigenous fast-growing tree species)on the commercial market.
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Institutional arrangements: For SO3 most institutions are in place, but still in many casesprivate plantation owners lack forest management knowledge and many plantations lackfire management plans with no fire protection on the ground. For this strategic option thenational REDD+ scheme will employ a carbon trading expert to UTGA or the nationalREDD+ Technical Coordination Unit to provide carbon trading expertise for private forestplantation owners.
Service providers and Partnerships: DFS and NFA foresters will provide relevant servicesfor the private plantation owners. Also, NAFORRI and academic foresters could beinvolved in these activities. There will further be both internationally and nationallyfunded donor and NGO projects, which can and should be involved in plantation forestry.Even the sawmilling and other wood industry will be motivated to be involved as they canthen influence on how transmission pole and sawntimber trees are grown and thus ontimber and pole standards and wood quality.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The screening of SO3 should use the followinginstitutions, that may run, support and coordinate Large-scale pole and timberplantations related REDD+ activities in the districts and lower administrative levels: NFA,district LGs (i.e. Dept. of Natural Resources Management/ DoF)., district OPM projects (ifexist), district MoGLSD projects (if exist), international/national projects and UTGA orother carbon trading supporting bodies.
Strategic Option 4: Rehabilitation of natural forests in the landscape
Prior experience and regional issues: In all regions, there are already a few CFM or PFMestablished between communities and the NFA and many more are in the process of beingestablished. Some of the latter ones have been in the process for about ten years by now.The reasons for such delays are not clearly identified, but the involved communities areusually tired of waiting for the process to continue, while there are often illegal loggingoperations on-going in the very forests that would constitute the CFM/PFM forest. Onereason for the delay can therefore be corruption among local politicians or among localforesters.There is often local experience from enrichment planting in both completely cleared anddegraded forests, distribution of tree seeds and seedlings, boundary openings andimplementation of CFM/PFM forest management and patrolling. In some places farmershave managed to do natural regeneration (FMNR) and payments for ecosystem services(PES) are in use. On the other hand, many people have also experienced eviction fromprotected areas.
Institutional arrangements: In all the regions, structured institutions are available (mainlyNFA, UWA and DFS), but these are not well facilitated (lack of funds and staff resources),which may be a reason for some corruption (i.e. illegal logging may provide someotherwise missing income). In many districts and counties there are also some state orprivate tree nurseries. In most districts forest extension is insufficient.
Service providers and Partnerships: Rural community persons in all parts of the countrystated during the stakeholder consultations that they trust the NGOs more than anygovernmental authority person. In several places, the rural community persons feelinsecure with their land tenure rights and particularly tree planting on their land makesthem suspicious of losing their farmlands. When dealing with NGOs, this fear is not there
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and the rural communities also think the NGOs are more trust-worthy in their promisesof coming back with support to the communities.The natural choice of service providers should still be first NFA, UWA and DFS, but in somecases with conflicts services could also be provided by international and national NGOs,district farmers’ associations, and international and national projects with relevant kindsof natural forest management activities on their agenda. In and around national parks andprotected areas UWA would be the natural choice of partner in CFM/PFM agreements inwhich only NTFPs could be harvested from the NPs and PAs, while all harvested wood hasto come from household or community woodlots and plantations.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The screening of SO4 should use the followinginstitutions, that may run, support and coordinate Rehabilitation of natural forests in thelandscape related REDD+ activities in the districts and lower administrative levels: NFA,district LGs (i.e. Dept. of Natural Resources Management/ DoF)., district OPM projects (ifexist), district MoGLSD projects (if exist), international/national projects and UTGA orother carbon trading supporting bodies.
Strategic Option 5: Energy efficient stoves
Prior experience and regional issues: The general adoption of EES and ICS stoves istogether with integrated wildfire management the priority action to carry out in order toreduce carbon emissions in Uganda. There is already considerable experience with energyefficient fuelwood stoves (EES) from all parts of rural and urban Uganda. For improvedcharcoal stoves, the situation is the same, but confined mainly to urban areas where themain charcoal consumption takes place. At institutions the EES and ICS stoves are evenmore adopted as it often does not make sense to pay substantial amounts of money forfuelwood and charcoal, when the use of improved stove almost always saves money onan annual basis.In many of the regional stakeholder consultation workshops and during stakeholderconsultations in the field it was told that many households also shy away from theimproved stoves. The reason was stated as people’s fear of new technology and thus realadoption has been slow in many areas.
Institutional arrangements: The MEMD does not have a proper presence at district leveland below and therefore this Ministry’s own efforts to promote EES and ICS stoves havebeen conducted mainly as radio and TV awareness raising campaigns. At district and atcounty level improved stoves have been promoted by various NGOs, private businesscompanies and some internationally funded projects.An energy expert is budgeted for the national REDD+ Technical Coordination Unit as wellas one for each district of Uganda for the first five years. This administrative set-uptogether with a support budget of around 1 million USD could provide the MEMD somebetter opportunities than currently to operate with project funding at district and countylevels.
Service providers and Partnerships: At district and county levels the main outside serviceproviders and partners could continue to be NGOs, private business companies and someprojects, but now with some better support from MEMD and MOLG in each district.
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REDD+ ESMF screening support: The screening of SO5 should use the followinginstitutions, that may run, support and coordinate Energy efficient cooking stoves relatedREDD+ activities in the districts and lower administrative levels: NFA, district LGs (i.e.Dept. of Natural Resources Management/ DoF)., district OPM projects (if exist), districtMoGLSD projects (if exist), international/national projects and UTGA or other carbontrading supporting bodies.
Strategic Option 6: Integrated wildfire management
Prior experience and regional issues: Annual wildfires are common in all regions of Ugandaand there is severe lack of enforcement of already existing laws regarding wildfires. In allregions where people participated in stakeholder consultations both in workshops and inforest-adjacent communities they requested more stringent control of wildfires from thegovernmental authorities. The reduction of wildfires is also the best way in reducingcarbon emissions in Uganda and it is also a fairly cheap option to implement. One problemwith the implementation of SO6 is that the area of wildfires in Uganda fluctuateconsiderably over the years and thus the achievements can be difficult to quantify. Theregion of Uganda most affected by wildfires is Northern region, which, together withKaramoja region, is the driest region of Uganda. The largest recent wildfire known inNorthern Uganda stretched over at least two sub-counties.
Institutional arrangements: According to the regional stakeholder consultations the leadagencies for wildfire management on forest lands are the NFA and the UWA and theUgandan police forces. A few private forest owners and forest farming associations mayhave their own private fire management in some farmland and bushland areas. In thelatter case could also MOLG’s DFS be involved. The Ugandan fire brigade was not statedto be involved in wildfire fighting by any stakeholder consultation group. In many areas,the actual firefighting is non-existent.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The screening of SO6 should use the following institutionsthat may run, support and coordinate Integrated wildfire management related REDD+activities in the districts and lower administrative levels: NFA, UWA, district LGs (i.e. Dept.of Natural Resources Management/ DoF), district OPM projects (if exist), district MoGLSDprojects (if exist), and international/national projects.
Strategic Option 7: Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor
Prior experience and regional issues: Eastern, Northern and Central Regionrepresentatives in stakeholder consultation workshops reported that there exist somecross-breeding and artificial insemination in their region, while stakeholders fromWestern Uganda reported only about indigenous cattle types. However, in all regions themain types of cattle are the indigenous ones under uncontrolled breeding. The free-grazing occur mainly in the Cattle Corridor, while in other places the main option is zero-grazing (i.e. stall-feeding), communal grazing, or fenced-in grazing. In particular in theEastern, Northern and Fort Portal regions there are drought challenges for livestockrearing.
Institutional arrangements: The REDD+ regional stakeholders at the workshopsconsidered that there are almost no active authority institutions supporting livestockmanagement issues in the regions. Only Fort Portal region identified existing public andprivate veterinary services, while south Western Region (around Mbarara) identifiedwater provision services and regular tick control spraying. In the other regions
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stakeholders identified only cattle dips, milk coolers, electricity, slaughter slabs, dairyservices, and markets for livestock.The seeming lack of presence of state authority organizations is a rather serious issue interms of organizing SO7 on Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor in practice. Substantialefforts have to be devoted to building up sufficient authority presence in the districts.
Service providers and Partnerships: The main services should be provided by the MAAIFand its Directorate of Animal Resources (DAR) and the district local governments.Another important institution for livestock breeding is the National Genetic BreedingCentre and its various local partners. Regarding fodder tree seedlings and grass seeds willthe NFA, DFS and the Uganda Seeds Ltd. be important to involve. In regard to water damexcavation and rehabilitation local Community Water Users Associations and the DistrictWater Departments will be important.
REDD+ ESMF screening support: The screening of SO6 should use the following institutionsthat may run and coordinate Livestock rearing in Cattle Corridor related REDD+ activitiesin the districts and lower administrative levels: NFA, DWD, district LGs (i.e. Dept. ofAnimal Resources, Dept. of production, Dept. of Natural Resources Management)., districtOPM projects (if exist), district MoGLSD projects (if exist), UWA, andinternational/national projects.
12.3 Existing government regulatory set-ups and some additional gapsThe ESMF screening process is mainly focused on seeing that all implemented REDD+Strategic Option activities follow the set ESMF screening criteria for environmental andsocial issues combined with a monitoring of bad management practices (i.e. corruptionand other misuse of financing or governance power position). The main policy adherenceshould be carried out already within the line institutions for REDD+ strategic optionactivities. To an extent it would be good also to have the SESA team of experts to followthat no major policy violations or lack of policy enforcements occur in REDD+implementation.As the ESMF screening process is to be conducted by the respective line ministryauthorities at district and lower level it is important that the involved ministry authoritieshave got sufficient mandate to exercise the ESMF screening process. FSSD as the overallcoordinator of the SESA action will have good use of close collaboration with the ForestGrievance Response Mechanism (FGRM), the Benefit Sharing Arrangement (BSA) and theFREL coordinating bodies that all are situated within the FSSD. Each of these bodiesshould provide useful information that the others can use in their respective execution oftheir mandates. For more details on these issues reference is made to the respective finalreports published by MWE.
12.4 Perceived governmental capacity gaps in collaboration with other Ugandan
stakeholdersThe FSSD operates by itself at the national level in Uganda, but the ESMF screeningprocess should be hosted by MOLG local governance authorities from district down to
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sub-county level. For the SESA district teams that conduct outside annual reviews it isforeseen that 2-3 expert teams are needed in each district. These teams should beemployed continuously on permanent basis and they could be located inside either MOLGdistrict premises or in NFA district offices.Within MOLG/Department of Forest Services and NFA there is a satisfactorilycommunication link to FSSD in Kampala. Also within UWA there is a functioningcommunication between national and local level. In other line ministries this link is not asgood for REDD+ related communication. In several cases communication betweennational or local government and local communities is clearly lacking. Moreover, attemptsto communicate is usually in English which is not easily read and understood by a sizeablenumber of the population, some of whom are key in REDD+ implementation. Goodcommunication and information sharing is an important issue. CSOs, private sector, andtraditional institutions need to get involved in governmental REDD+ activity proposalpreparation chains and the funding for their involvement may need to be channelledthrough governmental authority structures. However, the actual REDD+ strategic optionimplementation needs are no real issues for the SESA project that only needs to see thatits own institutional structure functions in terms of communication (progress andadministrative), transfer of SESA funding, and knowledge and skills.It is worth noting that the implementation of the provisions of National Forestry & TreePlanting Act (2003), specifically Section 63 & 64 of the Act is an issue. It provides forestablishment of 'Forestry Committee' but this has not been implemented yet and such acommittee will play a key role in social accountability and therefore it is recommended tobe established before the REDD+ programme is started up in practice.
13. Conclusions and Recommendations

13.1 ConclusionsThe SESA concludes that the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy to a high degree alreadyhas included preparatory work or components of a future plan that address importantenvironmental, social and institutional factors, and that the REDD+ Strategic Optionsaddress drivers of deforestation and the previously defined environmental, social andinstitutional priorities.The SESA further concludes that many positive environmental and social impacts can beexpected from well-managed implementation of the Strategies, following best practices.On the negative side, a number of environmental factors have been identified, but theseare of technical nature and should be able to be addressed through professional andscientifically-based planning with stakeholder consultations, and capacitated and properimplementation. With regards to social factors, there will be many negative impacts ifmany of the current practices are continued, unless mitigated.
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13.2 RecommendationsAs a preventive means and to ensure that implementation of the Uganda’s REDD+ Strategyand Action plan does not trigger any negative environmental or social impacts orconsequences, the SESA has recommended the following measures for integrating SESAissues in the design and implementation of the REDD+ Strategy action:a) Publicize the confirmed environmental and social impacts and risks (Tables 5 and6 of this document) to all actors at all levels and across all sectors;b) Subject national or subnational level REDD+ projects to an Environmental andSocial Impact Assessment (ESIA) using the content of Tables 5 and 6 as checklistsand the same format for the presentations;c) Apply the format in Tables 5 and 6 during the appraisal of project design andduring monitoring the implementation of the projects.The recommendations above (a to c) have been forwarded to and included in the DraftFinal National REDD+ Strategy (Sep, 2017). They are also a part of the Environmental andSocial Management Framework (ESMF).In addition, the following key issues of strategic importance have been forwarded to theStrategy development process, with a recommendation that they are addressed orincluded for action in the preparation and planning for a REDD+ programme or to beincluded as components of the programme itself:
 Enforce existing laws: the SESA team finds that the laws of Uganda are good for theintended purposes, but they are not enforced or implemented as needed.Implementation of the provisions of National Forestry & Tree Planting Act (2003),specifically Section 63 & 64 of the Act is an issue. It provides for establishment of'Forestry Committee' but this has not been implemented yet and such a committeecould play a key role in social accountability. Nor has the National Forestry andTree Planting Regulations of 2016 been fully embraced by responsible agencies,and there is a need for deliberate efforts to popularize these regulations among allstakeholders.
 Land tenure: the problems of land ownership and shared utilisation rights need tobe solved to avoid conflicts and so that the user(s) of a piece of land can be certainthat the returns from an investment in the land (e.g. land productivity or a forestplantation) come back to the user.Most important is that land tenure rights are sorted out and registered for allprivate and community land. But there is also an issue of Uganda Land Commissionissuing titles in forest reserves. Obviously, there is a need for coherence andharmonization of existing Laws relating to ENR e.g. Land Act manifestingownership of all public land in Uganda Land Commission and all Central ForestReserves titled to National Forestry Authority.
 Governance: all plans for implementation of the REDD+ Strategies need to haveaction plans for transparency, accountability and anti-corruption.An anti-corruption plan should be a compulsory element of all REDD+ plans. Anassessment of forest governance may be an opportunity to hold duty bearersaccountable. There is also an issue of who is to monitor the law enforcers.
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 Integrate with poverty reduction: poverty reduction should be included in REDD+objectives, apart from other objectives such as productivity and carbon capture.The livelihood aspect of trees, forests and forestry in general is very important. Itis possible for trees, forests and forestry to help lift people out of poverty if thereis a deliberate effort to provide incentives that will increase investment in valueaddition of non-timber forest products and investing in tree planting. In somecases, the net present value (NPV) of NTFPs is higher than clear felling of forest.However, NTFPs are always undervalued.
 There is a need to settle the issue of compensation to forest-dependent peopleearlier evicted from protected areas.In many cases will a non-settling of compensation in the long run cause greaterenvironmental and economic damage than it costs to settle these disputes. Ethnicties, sacred sites, customary rights and fairness should be highlighted in thisrespect. There is a high risk that a “no-action” scenario would lead to affectedpeople not joining or even counteracting SO4, rehabilitation of natural forests.
 There is a need for a policy applicable to the forestry sector for people’s voluntary

and involuntary resettlements outside protected areas.This could go hand-in-hand with the compensation issue, possibly covering notonly protected areas but also private forests.
 CFM agreements not fully operationalized and slow long bureaucratic process toregister CFM.The uptake of CFM is slower than anticipated. Throughout Uganda there are lessthan 20 CFRs implementing the CFM model, and yet there are over 500 CFRs inthe country. Full, rapid and wholehearted implementation of CFM may be seen asa prerequisite to successful implementation of SO4 in particular, but also some ofthe other strategies. The problem may be connected to foresters’ seemingunwillingness to hand over control and management of forests, and to trust localpeople. Administrative measures within NFA and stronger instructions to the fieldorganisation are recommended to improve performance. Other reasons may belinked to mis-management of forest resources in consequence of and ascompensation for too low state budget contribution to the district authorities or tobad local land politics that interfere with good forest governance.
 Boundaries of protected areas need be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain, an activity needed to be included in the implementation.There is an ongoing undertaking on boundary marking but this activity need bespeeded up. The request for boundary marking was given by, in practice, allstakeholder categories interviewed in the SESA process.
 Private owners of natural forests need incentives for maintaining their naturalforests.
 Politicians unduly interference: there are many examples of politicians’ disrespectfor Ugandan laws, in particular land and forestry laws and in time of elections.This risk of interference needs to be eliminated or mitigated. Awareness raising ofexisting laws, rights and obligations and the concepts of transparency andaccountability could be a means of targeting local communities, duty bearers,political candidates, politicians, the media (radio, television, the web andnewspapers), churches, cultural institutions and elderly groups. There could also
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be interaction and exchange of lessons from real cases between REDD+ plannersand Parliament committees on this issue, in order to find means of mitigatingnegative effects.
 Benefit sharing arrangements must be very clear and well understood in advanceby all affected before REDD+ programme implementation.
 There is a need for gender aspects and human rights issues to be addressed inStrategy implementation.When making REDD+ implementation plans it should be compulsory to reflect onthe roles of women and men and include mitigation against possible negativeeffects on women. Women’s limited land tenure or land ownership situations arein particular important. Women have most often been excluded from decisions onland use. To ensure women’s effective participation in the projects differententities at community level could be sensitized on the roles of women in forestrymanagement, and agreeing on their rights and entitlements on land.
 Clear roles and responsibilities need to be defined and well understood for allimplementing units.
 Capacities need to be built at all levels and for all stakeholder categories. Thisincludes environmental management and enforcement capacities.Apart from technical training, there is a need for capacity development andtraining in environmental and social issues, integrating gender, culture and othersocial inclusion issues, plus a need for capacities to manage a robust MRV systemand a safeguards information system.
 Government REDD+ funds for field implementation should be channelled directly tothe lowest possible administrative units, without intermediary stops or steps thatwould provide opportunities for leakage.REDD+ implementation is in most parts executed from the Districts and needs tobe implemented through the district development planning processes. There is akey role for the District Forest Service (DFS) in receiving REDD+ funds based onperformance outputs. DFS will play a key role and is envisaged to cover the manydirect and indirect REDD+ costs at the local level. Funds must be made availableon time taking the need for funds to seasonal activities into consideration.
 Government budget allocation to lower levels of the Government need besignificantly (actually several times) increased, not least to the forestry sector.This is much needed, not only for the implementation of REDD+ activities but alsofor the DFS and others to enforce existing laws. The Government with relevantMinistries are of course aware of the conditions and limitations, but now aprioritization of budget allocation is needed both to development expenditure (e.g.costs for installing equipment, systems, actual tree planting) and to re-currentexpenditure (wages and salaries, consumable, etc.).
 Ensure that forestry activities contribute to food security and nutrition.Natural forests can be as a safety net for rural communities and a pathway topoverty reduction, including providing forest food in times of crisis. REDD+programmes could be developed as a safety net in response to household needs,including shocks.
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13.3 SESA recommendations in Final StrategyAs said, this SESA study has delivered the above recommendations and key issues forfurther development of the Strategic Options. A close study of the Draft Final REDD+Strategy document reveals that the key issues indeed have been incorporated into thedifferent Strategies, as follows (Table 10):Table 10. Key issue coverage in the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy
Issue / recommendation

Addressed in
Strategy Action and Strategy number

Yes Partly No
Enforce existing laws X Action to enforce or implement in forestry

sector (Strategy 8)

Land tenure X Action called for in separate programme
outside of REDD+ (Strategies 4 and 7)

Governance, including anti-
corruption

X Anti-corruption plan to be a compulsory
component of REDD+ plans (Strategy 8)

Integrate with poverty
reduction

X Part of REDD+ objectives (Strategies 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6 and 7)

Compensate earlier evicted
people

X Outside of Strategy scope

Resettlements X Not reflected

Slow CFM implementation X NFA administrative measures and strong
instructions to the field (Strategy 4)

Boundaries of protected
areas

X Clearly and permanently marked in the terrain
(Strategy 4)

Private owners of natural
forests

X Incentives for maintaining their forests
(Strategies 2 and 3)

Politicians unduly
interference

X Interference to be eliminated or mitigated
(Strategy 8)

Clear benefit sharing
arrangements (BSA)

X BSA made very clear and well understood in
advance (Strategy 8 and section
Implementation Arrangements and Financing)

Gender aspects and human
rights

X To be addressed in plans for Strategy
implementation. (Across all Strategies)

Clear roles and
responsibilities

X Defined for all implementing units. (Section in
implementation arrangements plus across all
Strategies)

Capacity development all
levels

X To be built on all levels and for all stakeholder
categories (Section on Implementation
arrangements, Financing and across
Strategies)

REDD+ funds channelled
down

X Normal government channels will be used
(Strategy 8 and section Implementation
Arrangements and Financing)
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Increased Government
budgets to forestry sector

X Suggested significantly increased (Section on
Financing And Institutional Arrangements)

Natural forest and food
security

X Forestry activities contribute to food security
and nutrition (Strategies 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7)

An Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) should focus onoutstanding or residual issues not covered in the Strategy7. Based on information in Table18, identified outstanding issues for inclusion in the ESMF are (Table 11):Table 11. Outstanding issues addressed in the ESMF
Issue / recommendation Comment

Land tenure Need be a separate long-term project

Resettlements Policy needed for forestry sector

7 The wording is ”to address any residual risks related to REDD Strategy implementations that are not
addressed via the SESA process”
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Annex 1  SESA strategy, approach and methods

The SESA strategy, approach and methods are described in detail in the SESA inceptionreport8, submitted to the National Focal Point on 31stMarch 2017. A summary follows:
Strategy: The strategy, or main approach, of the SESA is featured by the followingelements:

 Carrying out a hybrid SESA, combining policy and impact-centred approaches tostrategic assessment where policy and impact-centred approaches complementeach other in order to promote environmental and social sustainability at differentlevels of the decision-making ladder.
 Working in an integrated manner with the strategy development expert team andthe REDD+ Secretariat, taking full advantage of the work already carried out.
 Compressing the time line so that the main reports of the SESA three steps of workcan be delivered on time. This implies that continued work will be carried outwithout waiting for validation of the previous step. The validation processes willbe carried out in parallel with the continued work.
 Data collection heavily relying on the previous experience of members of theexpert team and a meta-study based on the relevant project and research reportsfrom various parts of the country, published in the past 5 years.The SESA work has strong links to other REDD+ deliverables for Uganda’s REDD+National Strategy formulation.

Approach: The technical approach builds on the following main principles:1. Making wide use of the existing information.2. Adopting a participatory, consultative approach, including iterativecommunication with the REDD+ Focal Point and Secretariat, and theSESA/Safeguards Taskforce under the National REDD+ Technical Committee.3. Planning and conducting the assignment to enhance the utilisation of results.4. Being rigorous about triangulation when identifying environmental, social andinstitutional factors of importance.5. Draw on individual team members’ wealth of subject experience for the analysis.The more detailed approach to the SESA work is to
 Include the following main steps: (i) situation assessment and stakeholderanalysis, (ii) environmental and social priority setting, (iii) institutional andcapacity assessment, and (iv) formulation of policy, legal, institutional, regulatory,and capacity recommendations in an ESMF.
 coordinate and use as much material and experience as possible from the strategywork:

o inclusion in the SESA team of some experts that also work with the strategy,
8 Arbonaut, 2017. Consultancy Services for the Strategic Environmental and Social Assessment, Inception &
Scoping Report 31 Mar, 2017
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o use of information from the Strategy Options reports,
o participation in the consultations carried out through the strategyassignment,
o joint multi-stakeholder consultation and dialogue throughout the process.

 draw on findings, analyses and conclusions from a number of studies and reportscarried out as a part of the Uganda REDD+ activities,
 collect information from earlier studies and reports from Uganda in a meta-study,
 draw upon community consultations in Albertine Rift, Karamoja Region, Mt ElgonRegion, Mid-west and Central regions.
 limit the number of additional deliveries and reduce the ambition level for thesame to a concept note level, referring to the ESFM, SESA road map,Implementation Plan, schedule and budget.

Methods: The SESA expert team made use of a range of data-collection and triangulationtools, ensuring that evidence is gathered from a variety of sources and a wide range of keyinformants and stakeholders in a mixed-methods approach. Data collection methodsinclude: a desk review with evaluation of key documents, reports, guidelines and policies,and consultant reports; and a meta-study of collected relevant reports and grey literaturefrom Uganda. For complementary identification of environmental, social and institutionalissues a series of semi-structured face-to-face, skype and telephone interviews and focusgroup discussions were held. These were combined with priority setting exercisesfocusing on identification of priorities and important environmental and social strategiesfor the future. Records of people consulted, literature reviewed, etc. are presented inAnnexes 3, 5 and 6 to this report.When discussing with key informants from selected institutions the Team used a set ofquestions, designed by the SESA team to collect the required information. As a reminder,a list of the then six strategy options were handed over to the respondent at the beginningof the discussions, which lasted approximately two hours. Depending on the respondent’sinterest, availability and prevailing situation, everyone was not compelled to respond toall the questions on the list.Group consultations were organized together with the REDD+ secretariat, involving theSESA Task Force members and the technical committees and invited key informants. Ahalf day meeting was organized on April 10, 2017 at the NFA offices, where the SESA teampresented progress of activities right from inception to the on-going identification andprioritization activities. Comments and suggestions from this meeting were useful inenriching the subsequent consultations with the rest of the stakeholders. A full list ofpeople consulted is annexed to this report (See Annex 3).When weighing the evidence, the strength of findings was ascribed according to thenature of the evidence and the triangulation of the finding. Stronger evidence meansstronger conclusions.As expected, the collected information was very diverse, and of varying quality andstrength. To ensure a systematic approach the SESA used evaluation matrices that coverall assessment issues and related questions and analysed the information grouped by therespective Strategic Option.
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Assessments: The SESA used the OECD DAC evaluation framework assessing the generalrelevance, efficiency, effectiveness, sustainability, expected outcomes and impacts of thedifferent Strategic Options, focusing on environmental and social aspects. The assessmentof cross-cutting objectives (e.g. gender equality and inclusiveness, reduction of inequality,human rights, participation of indigenous people and easily marginalised groups, andgood governance) was integrated into the assessment. Emphasis was on assessing theadditional value of the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy and on recommendations forthe formulation of strategies to mitigate negative and strengthen positive expected resultsin the implementation phase.Assessment of the efficiency and effectiveness of the Ugandan forestry, agriculture,wildlife and environmental organisations as change and support agents was carried outto provide valuable inputs to the SESA and recommendations. The SESA focused onanalysing how well the organizations on different levels (sub-county, district, national)are positioned to achieve intended REDD+ objectives. The SESA set out to gain in-depthunderstanding of Uganda’s vision for behavioural changes and the priorities forenvironmental and skills development services required in order to meet that necessarychanges. The institutional assessment made in the Benefit Sharing consultancy9providedvaluable inputs to this analysis.When assessing the organisations, the SESA distinguished between human resources,organisational and systems development, the latter addressing the network and linkagesamong organisations, the regulatory environment, and the value framework. For this atool for institutional assessment was used that is widely used and accepted in the publicand private sector: the 7S Framework10,originally developed by McKinsey Consultants.
Setting priorities: Determination of priority environmental and social factors was madeby ranking identified factors along the following dimensions:

 Impact/Ease of implementation
 Benefit/Cost of implementation
 Importance/Urgency to implementThe SESA used the Impact/Ease of implementation grid combined with the Benefit/Costpriority setting grid and the Importance/Urgency grid, see the matrices below forillustration of these concepts.

Impact/EaseHigh impact low easeof implementation
Strategic

High impact high easeof implementation
Quick winLow impact low easeof implementation

Avoid

Low impact high easeof implementation
Debatable

9E.g. Indufor, 2017.Benefit Sharing Arrangements for Uganda's National REDD+ Strategy
Executive Summary to BSA Options Assessment. Final Report, Feb 10, 2017
10 See https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newSTR_91.htm
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Benefit/CostHigh benefit low cost
Quick win

High benefit high cost
StrategicLow benefit low cost

Debatable
Low benefit high cost
Avoid

Importance/UrgencyHigh importance lowurgency
Strategic

High importance highurgency
Quick winLow importance lowurgency

Avoid

Low importance highurgency
Debatable

The ProcessThe SESA work process is illustrated in Figure 1 in the main text.The initial identification of Strategy Options was presented in year 2012. Based on this acomprehensive assessment and analysis of the options were made in 2016, and a firstround of consultations was carried out in February 2017 on community, regional andnational levels. Following this, a new Strategy Options document was developed, datedApril 2017, and a Draft SESA Identification and Priorities Report submitted at the end ofthe same month. Both documents were presented and discussed at a second round ofconsultations in the period 12-19 May, 2017, this time on the national level and with locallevel representation. Based upon outputs from the consultation, inputs from SESA andcomments received, a new Strategy Options report was developed end of May, and furtherexpanded in June. The D8 Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy Report (June, 2017) andthe Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy (September, 2017), form the basis for the SESAFinal Report (September, 2017) and the SESA Identification, prioritization and ProcessReport (September, 2017).
Validation: The SESA had the following methods to validate findings andrecommendations:

 Targeted interviews with knowledgeable key stakeholders in the process of listingenvironmental and social issues
 Priority setting exercises with participation of key stakeholders, carried out as apart of the targeted interviews;
 Separate SESA targeted consultations on environment and social aspects held inparallel to the consultations around the REDD+ Strategic Options11.

11Arbonaut, May 2017. Report of the National Consultative Workshop on Strategic Environmental and Social
Assessment (SESA) of the National REDD+ Strategy for Uganda.
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Annex 2 Regional review

1. Mount Elgon

1.1 Environmental characteristicsMt. Elgon Ecosystem is an invaluable water catchment for Uganda (and also Kenya andthe countries along the Nile basin). However, the region is reportedly experiencing effectsof a changing climate in the form of reduced stream-flow (e.g. the Manafwa river baseflow)and reduced recharge of groundwater (Olago et al., 2015) partly as a result ofdegradation of forests within the region.Satellite images from the 1970s to present indicate that the Mt. Elgon region hasexperienced significant reduction in forest cover due to clearance for agriculture. Themountain Elgon area has been a site of degradation and in some instances completeclearance of forests on private land. There has also been encroachment into the Mt. Elgonnational park.Additionally, degradation and deforestation in the area has resulted in a reduction in thestability of the shallow soils particularly on the eastern slopes of Mt. Elgon resulting inlandslides. The soils have also been destabilised and exposed to risks of landslides by theexcavation of slopes in some areas mainly for purposes of building houses (Knapen et al.2006). Degradation of catchments forests has resulted in soil erosion (Figure 2) whichsilts water bodies in the region altering the quality of water as in the case of riverManafwa. The river has clean water as it emerges from Mt. Elgon area in Bududa districtbut picks soil from the extensively farmed Butaleja District and is brown and turbid bythe time it gets to Manafwa District (NEMA, 2010). Other affected rivers are Siti, Kere andKaplegep. There generally is wide-spread soil erosion and landslides and changes tomontane ecosystems (Mugagga et al. 2012). Otherwise the area has fertile soils thatsupport dense populations and are as a result intensely cultivated. Heavy rains, in therange of 1250 – 2000 mm are received per year (Byabashaija et al. 2004).

Figure 2.Erosion risk at the Mt. Elgon (Mt. Elgon Regional Ecosystem ConservationProgramme)
1.2 Social characteristics
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The Mt. Elgon region has some of the highest population density in the country. It isestimated to be home to 1,000 people/Km2 with the population growing at 3.4percent/year. From a review of literature covering this region, a lot of the social and evenenvironmental factors of relevance to implementation of the REDD+ National Strategy arerelated to this high human population.Some of the negative conditions associated with a high human population in the areainclude land fragmentation, increased risk of land damage and hampering the search forsolutions to land damage (Knapen et al., 2006). Relocation is unsustainable as peoplereturn to high risk areas (Osuret et al. 2016). Further, the high human population has builtpressure to encroach on the forests of both Namatale CFR and Mt. Elgon National Park ascommunities seek for rent from nature.Moreover, most of the residents in the area are subsistence farmers, lacking in modernfarming methods and generally have a low usage of farm inputs (Wafula, 2014).Landholding is low. At 0.5 – 2.0 ha, it is some of the smallest in the country. The region also hassome forest dependent communities (the Benet-Ndorobo people) that were evicted fromthe national park, but continue to depend on its resources, as do other poor householdsin the vicinity, resource access arrangements with the UWA. Communities also participatein beekeeping schemes and some Taungya farming. However, the benefits are verymodest in volume (Vedeld 2016).This region also has pronounced long-standing conflicts over access to land. Even earlierefforts to degazette portions of Mt. Elgon National park for the benefit of Benet-Ndorobopeople have not helped as the land got captured by the local elites (mainly the wealthyand politicians). There also are the purportedly “illegitimate” claims of former workers inthe saw mill that had been established by the Forest Department (See Nsubuga, 2013).Given the scarcity of land in the area politicians frequently interfere and try to help localpeople forcefully settle on land gazetted for protection purposes.
1.3 SESA conclusionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA team takes note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Mt Elgon region and of relevance to REDD+implementation:

 Given the observed unsustainable nature of relocations, the problem of landslidesand flooding can be addressed through improvements in farming methods of thekind suggested in SO1. Improved and intensified agricultural production willreduce the need for extensive clearing of land.
 There is a need to settle the land issues of the forest-dependent people earlierevicted from the protected areas in the region. Ethnic ties, sacred sites, customaryrights and fairness need be highlighted in this respect. There is a big risk that a “no-action” scenario would lead to affected people not joining or even counteractingSO 4, rehabilitation of natural forests. There is a need for a policy for people’svoluntary and involuntary resettlements outside protected areas.
 Boundaries of protected areas need be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain, an activity needed to be included in the implementation.
 Politicians’ unduly interference in the land issues in the region need to beminimized.
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2. Karamoja RegionKaramoja region is located in the northeast of Uganda and comprises the sevenadministrative districts of Nakapiripirit, Moroto, Kotido, Kaabong, Napak, Amudat andAbim districts. The population of the region is estimated at 1.2 million people majority ofwhom (70%) reside in rural areas. About 12% of the land area is covered by CFRs (UIA,2006). The region has a number of environmental and social issues of relevance to theimplementation of the Draft Final National REDD+ Strategy .
2.1 Environmental characteristicsKaramoja is mostly a semi-arid plain with a harsh climate and low annual rainfall, whichdoes not often exceed 800 millimetres per year and is sometimes around 500mm.November to March is the driest (and hottest) period. Water is perhaps the most limitingfactor to agricultural production in the area. Only one rainy season exists (UIA 2016). Assuch, Climate Smart Agriculture is a safer means to agriculture-based livelihoods in theregion including the use of irrigation at least for vegetables on the Western side where amarket for these exists.The soils are some of the most fertile in the country, but their characteristics are rapidlychanging as the cultivation of crops spreads out in the region and concomitantly thegrazing of livestock is concentrated, particularly around areas with a reasonable watersupply such as dams and valley tanks. Continuous tilling of the land has exposed the soilsto increased risks of surface run-off and soil erosion. These will continue to be a problemas more households shift from livestock to crop production in response to increased cattlerustling and insecurity. Analysis of land cover and land use change over the last 30 years(1986 - 2013) revealed that croplands had increased ten times in the last 13 yearscoinciding with a heightened encroachment on bushland over the same period. Theincrement was attributed to interventions by the Uganda Government and itsdevelopment partners to promote crop cultivation in the area for food security. Loss oftree cover in the Karamoja region has aggravated levels of soil erosion and adverselyaffected availability of the much-needed pasture (Egeru et al. 2014b). Adoption ofSustainable Land Management (SLM) and other practices that protect and improve theproductivity of land is thus vital.Deforestation and tree cutting are also wide-spread in areas where mining of any oflimestone, gold and marble has taken place, but also through the charcoal burning whichis increasingly being adopted as a source of income. Charcoal production is the main ‘fall-back’ alternative to pastoralism and agro-pastoralism (Bizzarri, 2009).
2.2 Social characteristicsThere is a high level of food insecurity. An assessment of the food security and nutritionstatus carried out in 2014 revealed that only 13% of the households in the region wereable to meet their own needs for vegetables, cereal and tuber from their own cultivation(Wamani, 2014). Karamoja is chronically a food insecure region that has suffered severalyears of drought. The region has some of the worst indicators for health, nutrition andfood security (Mubiru & Magunda, 2010). The region also has some of the worst indicatorsfor poverty which has implications for implementation of strategy activities especiallythose requiring significant investment on the part of the households.
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Further, most of the land is under a traditional system of ownership where it is heldcommunally and customarily (UIA 2016) and this has to be taken into consideration whenlarge scale investments are planned.In terms of gender, deforestation has increased workload and drudgery for women andchildren who travel long distances and spend more time searching for firewood. Womenhave taken to firewood trading as a new livelihood option. Generally, women areincreasingly becoming “bread earners” for the family and this is a major change in thesocio-economic set up in Karamoja. Women also fetch water in towns to earn a living andthis increases their leverage as “bread earners” for the family. The communities alsoreport cutting of grass and selling the grass for roofing houses. In Abim district theharvesting of bamboo for house construction, poles and sale has been reported.
2.3 SESA conclusionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA team takes note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Karamoja region and of relevance to REDD+implementation:

 Given the growing importance of crop production, SLM should be prioritized toprotect and promote the productivity of land.
 Ensure that forestry activities contribute to food security and nutrition. Naturalforests can be a safety net for rural communities and a pathway to povertyreduction by providing seasonal incomes from sustainable forest management(SFM). REDD+ programmes could be developed as a safety net in response tohousehold needs, including shocks.

3. Northern RegionNorthern Uganda is a flat lowland area bordering Sudan, Kenya and the DemocraticRepublic of Congo. The rainy seasons are from March to May and September to November.The rest of the year is extremely hot and dry.
3.1 Environmental characteristicsThe environmental characteristics of the Northern region have been largely impacted bythe prolonged insecurity in the area. However, the results of this were mixed. There wasa major loss of woody vegetation in the two districts of Lira and Apac, but an increase inwoody cover was attained in the three districts of Kitgum, Pader and Gulu due to theconcentration of would-be users in Internally Displaced People’s camps. The situationchanged upon the return of peace and people. There now is a rampant degradationthrough the indiscriminate cutting of trees for charcoal mostly by businesspeople whohave obtained land leases from the owners (NTV Uganda, 2013). The degradation is notlimited to private land, but also in the Central- and Local – Forest Reserves which aremany in the area (Figure 3).Another major force for degradation of the woodlands of Northern Uganda areuncontrolled fires in the region. The frequent droughts are an enabling condition for thesewildfires. The region is thus an appropriate site for Integrated Wildfire Management.
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Figure 3.Protected areas in Northern Uganda/Upper Nile(Nampindo et al. 2005)
2.4.2 Social characteristicsThe northern region of Uganda is very poor, more than 70% of the population in northernUganda live below the poverty line. More than 60% of adults in the north are unemployed,and their families suffer from extreme poverty.Most families depend on subsistence farming, but the weather patterns are harsh. Thereare frequent wildfires and often a critical shortage of water leading to poor harvests andfood insecurity.The region has had an influx of refugees from the insecurity arising from a civil war inSouthern Sudan. On the one hand, this increases the struggle over resources, but alsoprovides a potential market.There has also been growing interest from external actors to acquire land in the regionfor large-scale agriculture. The region is particularly attractive because the nature of largeland holding means an investor can accumulate large contiguous land by acquisition ofleases from a few holders of customary land. Also, the land is relatively flat which makesit possible to do mechanisation.
3.3 SESA conclusionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA team takes note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Northern region and of relevance to REDD+implementation:
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 There is a need for clear guidelines for foreigners seeking to access large tracts ofland for agriculture, with clear checks to ensure that local livelihoods are improvedand not impoverished by the arrival of these investments.
 Wildfire management is critical and to the extent possible should be done incollaboration with communities so that in the process, local livelihoods alsobenefit.
 Ensure that forestry activities contribute to food security and nutrition. Naturalforests can be a safety net for rural communities and a pathway to povertyreduction by providing seasonal incomes from sustainable forest management(SFM).

4. Mid-WestThe region referred to as the Mid-Western region includes the Albertine rift and thesurrounding districts such as Masindi, Hoima, Kiryandong, Kibaale, Kyenjojo, Kamwengeand Rwenzori subregion
4.1 Environmental characteristicsThe Mid-West has wide habitat diversity within its dense network of national parks,wildlife reserves and forest reserves (natural forest) (MWE/NFA 2016). It includes theAlbertine Rift which is one of the most biodiverse regions on the continent. It is home tomore than half of Africa’s birds, 40% of Africa’s mammals and about 20% of itsamphibians and plants. It also conserves more threatened and endemic species than anyother region of Africa, and as a result is recognized globally as a Biodiversity Hotspot, aGlobal 200 Ecoregion and an Endemic Bird Area (Plumptre, 2002). It is vital thatimplementation of the SOs does not jeopardize this valued biodiversity.The region has experienced massive clearance of private natural forests. Many of themhave been converted into agricultural land for quick gains. The conversion of naturalforests has even encroached on protected areas, some of which now have contestedboundaries.
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Figure 4.Extent and Status of Forests in the Ugandan Albertine RiftSource: Plumptre(2002)
4.2 Social characteristicsThe region has a high human population density reaching over 1,000 people per squarekilometre in some areas. It generally includes some of the most densely populateddistricts in Uganda (GoU 2015; National Population and Housing Census 2014). Thiscomes with pressure on the land resources. Most families depend on subsistence farming,but with primitive tools and a lack of irrigation, fertilizers and modern farmingtechniques. Because of the dense and growing population in this region, the availability offarmland is steadily decreasing which has implications for land-based interventions.Further, the land dynamics in the area are being altered by activities relating to oilexploration (including digging of wells and drilling) in the region including changes inland ownership. There is a reported increase in land conflicts and displacements. Therealso is an influx of migrants seeking to tap into the opportunities created by the nascentoil and gas industry (ULA 2011). These migrants have come into the area as a result ofpull factors, but there is also another category that has come in as a result of push factorsfrom their areas of origin. This category includes refugees from conflicts over the past 40years with civil wars in Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and the Democratic Republic of Congo
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(DRC). Recently there has been an influx of people from Rwanda and Congo, resulting insignificant population increases. For example, the population of Kibaale district doublesafter every 10 years, growing at 5.4% compared to the national rate of 3.2% (UBOS,2012).Kyenjojo and Kibaale are two of Uganda’s most favoured rural districts forimmigrants, locally referred to as Bafuruki. There has been a significant increase in thenumber of settlers in both districts over the recent decades.  It is estimated that by 1965,only about 10% of the population in Kibaale were immigrants (Beattie, 1971), but thefigure had risen to more than 50% by early 2000 (Namyaka, 2003).Many of the immigrants depend on the rent from nature with some even having settledon degraded CFRs and wetlands. As such, many of these originally forested areas havebeen degraded (for example the Matiri-Kagombe complex in Kibaale and Kyenjojodistricts) and are good candidate areas for many of the sub-options of the Draft FinalNational REDD+ Strategy including tree planting (at different scales) and establishmentof enclosures to facilitate natural regeneration or entering arrangements for ParticipatoryForest Management.
4.3 SESA conclusionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA team takes note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Mid-Western region/Albertine rift and ofrelevance to REDD+ implementation:

 Private owners of natural forests need to be incentivized to maintain these forests.
 Boundaries of protected areas need to be clearly and permanently marked in theterrain.
 There is a need to settle the issue of compensation to forest-dependent peopleearlier evicted from protected areas. Ethnic ties, sacred sites, customary rights andfairness need to be highlighted in this respect.

5. Central RegionCentral Uganda, home to the country’s capital city, Kampala, has 16 districts. The regionshares a large portion of Lake Victoria with Tanzania to the south and Kenya to the east.Lake Victoria is Africa’s largest lake and the world’s second largest inland freshwater lake.
5.1 Environmental characteristicsThe soil in the lake region is especially fertile and among the most productive in the world.The annual rainfall can be as high as 80 inches, occurring mostly during two rainy seasons:March to May and September to November.The climate in this region, with abundant rainfall, is ideal for farming. Also, someindividual farmers in the region are already using simple technologies to harvest andstore rainwater in ponds lined with polythene for irrigation use in the dry season (Ekesaet al. 2015).There has been wide-spread degradation of the forests in the region resulting into thewashing of nutrients from the agricultural lands that cause eutrophication of waterbodies. Siltation and eutrophication are particularly a problem around Lake Victoria.
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5.2 Social characteristicsThe central region differs from all the others by its proximity to the market from the elitesin Kampala and peri-urban areas who provide the best market for both agricultural andforestry produce. Residents in these areas generally have higher incomes, but also apopulation density that is generally higher than the national average of 177persons/km².For example, Wakiso district has 1206 persons/km2 (Ekesa et al. 2015). The region is thusa suitable target for the greenhouse production of vegetables particularly in the peri-urban districts. Also, this area has attained a high concentration of plantation forest inrecent times due to the existence of market for different products including those fromthinning.In central Uganda, the most prevalent system of land tenure is Mailo. In this system,colonialists gave land to notables and elites in the early 1900s. The individuals receivingthis land often lacked the means to till the area so they began settling tenants. In 1928,these tenants received eviction protection so that they could not be forcibly removed fromthe land with no compensation. Only Mailo owners have the opportunity to acquire titlesto the land, but the tenants have strong rights to the land as well. Some Mailo farmers existtoday, but the majority of individuals occupying the land are tenants. Recently, there havebeen evictions of tenants which is likely to interfere with individual decisions to invest intree growing. Related to this is a certain level of discrimination against women inaccessing land. For example, traditionally women do not inherit their parents’ land.
5.3 SESA conclusionFrom the studies of the literature, the SESA team takes note of the following majorenvironmental or social issues, specific to the Central region and of relevance to REDD+implementation:

 The problems of land ownership and shared utilization rights need to be solved, sothat the tenants can be certain that the returns from an investment in the land (e.g.land productivity or a forest plantation) come back to the user.
 There is a need for gender aspects and human rights issues to be addressed inStrategy implementation so as not to disadvantage particularly women. Deliberateinterventions are needed to mitigate the inherent cultural injustices meted againstwomen.
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Annex 3  Effects on vulnerable groups

With reference to Section 11.1 of the main text of this report, the full content of Table 9 is
provided:

Table 9. Possible positive and negative effects on different vulnerable groups.
Strategic Option 1: Climate smart agriculture.

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload on firewood, water &
fodder.

-Improved health

none

Elderly -Improved food & nutritional security

-Improved access to water

-Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

-Might not afford the promoted
technology (high capital involved)

-Interventions under CSA are labour
intensive/ energy demanding for the
elderly to manage

Women and widows -Will get skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs for women (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to Climate
Change hazards

-Women have limited access and
ownership to land, thus poor
participation.

-Ltd access to information,

-Ltd access to technology

-If technology does not target women’s
roles, their workload might not reduce.

-Agric. Intensification might increase
women’s workload e.g. weeding,
mulching, fodder collection, etc.

-Poor women might not afford the
promoted technologies

Youth -Enhanced skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs for youths (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to CC
hazards

-Youth have limited access & ownership
to land, thus ltd decision on land-use.

The youth are highly active, dynamic &
energetic. The technology promoted
need to tap on their abilities & capacities
for increased productivity.

-Poor youths might not afford the
promoted technologies

People with
disabilities

-Intensive agriculture would increase food
& nutritional security

- Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

-Technologies need to take care of key
disabilities
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Landless/small land
holders

-Will get skills & inputs for better
agricultural production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods (from intensive agriculture)

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Increased wood needs supply from
agroforestry

-Enhanced green jobs (from nature
interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to CC
hazards

-The landless cannot participate, apart
from labour service

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Increased land productivity will help
prevent internal migration

-Food & nutritional security for the
displaced

-CC & poor land productivity can lead to
internal migration

-Land tenure insecurity might hinder the
refugees’ participation

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

Possibilities for improved livelihood, if
given grants and technical assistance

-Most of them are landless, or have small
plots of land (Batwa, Benet, Iks) + others

-Others e.g. Batwa, are not
agriculturalists, and have no land to till

-They tend to periodically move from one
place to another in the forest ecosystem
(their home), targeting them has to be
strategic.

-Their technical capacity is very limited to
enable them adopt the CSA technologies

Strategic Option 2: Sustainable fuel wood and (commercial) charcoal use.

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Reduced workload on fuelwood
collection

- Food insecurity if land is put to tree
production rather than food production

Elderly -Increased access to fuel wood and other
forest products

-Tree growing requires high energy &
engagement, which the elderly might not
stand or afford.

Women and widows -Increased supply of wood needs e.g.
residues for fire wood

-increased incomes (for those involved)

-Employment opportunities

-Benefit from energy efficient stoves use

-skills in making & selling of energy
stoves

-Can use charcoal residues to make
briquettes

-Women don’t own land therefore can’t
participate

-Tree growing is long term, with no land &
tree ownership security, they won’t
participate

-Most tree growing & charcoal business
dominated by men (too heavy work for
women)

-A lot of capital involved, women cannot
afford

-Food insecurity as men might grow trees
on agriculture land for money.

Youth -Increased availability of wood needs for
different uses

-Enhanced employment opportunities

-Many youths don’t own land, & cannot
make decisions on land use/plant trees

-Tree planting is long term, not very
attractive to youths compared to other
industries
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-Can engage in the trade for charcoal,
timber, etc.

People with
disabilities

-If they have land and capital, they will
benefit in different ways

-Improved access to energy needs

Landless/small land
holders

-Tree growing is unaffordable to the
landless or small land holders given
competing production needs.

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Afforestation interventions could be
more for environmental than resource
needs (the refugee society is very
dynamic)

-Limited or no ownership, access and
control to land might hinder their
participation

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

Strategic Option 3: Large scale timber plantations.

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans

Elderly

Women and widows -Increased availability of NTFPs (f/wood,
raw materials, etc)

-Social facilities that come with large
Companies. e.g. health & water facilities.

-Increased incomes (labour, small
businesses)

-Charcoal kilns might use all the residues
so, no firewood for women to collect

-Vermin and insecurity as forest cover
increase

-No benefit sharing from large scale
forests for communities

Youth -Increased employment opportunities for
the youths

-Can get engaged in the trade for timber
& charcoal

-Benefit sharing arrangements from the
private companies need to target the
youths in the area (employment, other
social services)

People with
disabilities

Landless/small land
holders

-Can only sell labour

Internally displaced
people and refugees

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

Strategic Option 4: Restoration of natural forests in the landscape.

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Increased access to NTFPs e.g. fruits &
raw materials

-Vermin can lead to food insecurity
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-Life threats from wild animals

Elderly -CFM arrangements should provide for
the inclusion of the elderly

-BSAs need to clarify on the benefits for
groups like the elderly

Women and widows -Increased availability of NTFPs

-Under CFM, BSAs can improve women
access to forest products & other benefits

-Increased engagement opportunities in
forest based industries like ecotourism,
basketry, etc.

-Restricted access limits resources for
women, as they are limited on private
land

-CFM agreements & benefits involve men
as land owners & household heads,
accruals don’t reach women & children.

-Vermin destroy food crops in women’
gardens

Youth Increased employment opportunities in
protected areas.

-Youths are very active, closure of forests
for regeneration might push them to
private land forests and wetlands for
agriculture & other products.

-Need feasible income generating
alternatives targeting the youths.

People with
disabilities

-Depending on nature of disability, they
will benefit from improved/ access to
NTFPs under CFM

-Vermin and insecurity issues may affect
them

Landless/small land
holders

-Can benefit from CFM and BSA
arrangements

-The landless have limited alternatives. If
BSAs are not favourable, they force their
way to natural forests, or turn to fragile
ecosystems like wetlands & forests on
private land

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Highly involved in encroachment.
Restricted access is necessary given
their detrimental impacts on the
ecosystem

-Limited or no access leaves refugees
with no alternatives as they have no land.
Might shift effects on wetlands & private
land forests.

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

-Forest regeneration increases
availability of NTFPs

-Can access different forest products
through CFM.

-Their dependence and survival is
naturally on forests. Restricted access
affects their livelihood.

-They can hardly engage in re-
afforestation & regeneration activities,
because of their limited capacity.

Strategic Option 5: Efficient cooking stoves

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Reduced workload on firewood
collection

-Reduced health risks & indoor air
pollution

Elderly -Savings on amount of fuelwood,

-Saving on time, energy spent looking for
firewood

-Improved health from avoided indoor
pollution

-Technologies to be promoted should be
user friendly & affordable to the elderly

Women and widows -Reduced amount of fuel wood used

-Skills development

-Initial capital unaffordable to rural
women e.g. biogas
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-Enhanced safety & health (reduced risks
to respiratory illnesses)

-Reduced incidence of GBV due to
reduced frequency of firewood collection

-Reduced burden for girls & women on
firewood collection

-It might increase women work load e.g.
collecting cow dung during dry season in
Karamoja.

-Communities where buildings are too
small e.g. Karamoja, lt leads to low
adoption

-Poor flexibility of cook stoves to fit sizes
of cooking pots

Youth -Saved time and wood compared to
inefficient energy use

-Can benefit from the skills e.g.
construction, promotion and trade in
energy efficient stoves

People with
disabilities

-Reduced work load and burden of
searching for firewood

-Reduced wastage of fuel wood

-Can benefit in skill development
(fabrication and construction of stoves)

Landless/small land
holders

-Very important intervention to reduce
their costs for energy

-For some communities with small
housing units, no kitchens, technologies
need to be flexible enough to enable
adoption

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-A very important intervention for
refugees, to ease their burden of looking
for firewood

-Efficient energy for refugees should
consider their social set-ups to enable
adoption.

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

-Difficulties for many groups to adopt
these technologies

The Ips depend on dead wood for
cooking, they never use or produce
charcoal and can hardly adopt efficient
technologies.

-Housing structures are often very tiny to
accommodate the efficient fuel stoves or
they pose health risks to them and the
children.

Strategic Option 6: Integrated wild fire management

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Reduced life risks from fires & smoke -Benefits of fresh pastures from burnt
areas are lost, which might increase in
hardships in grazing

Elderly -Improved life and property safety

Women and widows -Reduced & property risks from fires &
smoke

-Loss of values like plant species that
grow in burnt areas.

Youth -Improved life and property safety -Lost opportunities for new pastures from
burning. Youths might move distances
searching for pastures

People with
disabilities

-Reduced life risks from fires and smoke

Landless and small
land holders

-Increased security to life & property
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Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Reduces their life and property risks

-Refugees are highly likely to engage in
wildfire lighting. Their involvement is
important for the success.

-Insecurity threats to refugees

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

-Increased security for life and property

Strategic Option 7: Livestock rearing in the cattle corridor

Social Category Potentially positive effects Potentially Negative effects;
Problems; Comments

Children and orphans -Improved food & nutritional security

-Reduced workload on water & fodder
provision

-Improved health of these people

none

Elderly -Improved food & nutritional security

-Improved access to water

-Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

-Might not afford the promoted
technology (high capital involved)

-Interventions under CSA are labour
intensive/ energy demanding for the
elderly to manage

Women and widows -Will get skills & inputs for better livestock
management and production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food and nutritional security

-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased water, fodder and fuelwood
needs supply from agroforestry and water
dams and tanks

-Enhanced green jobs for women (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability and risks to
Climate Change hazards

-Women have limited access and
ownership to land, thus poor
participation.

-Ltd access to information,

-Ltd access to technology

-If technology does not target women’s
roles, their workload might not reduce.

-Agric. Intensification might increase
women’s workload e.g. weeding,
mulching, fodder collection, etc.

-Poor women might not afford the
promoted technologies

Youth -Enhanced skills & inputs for better
agriculture and livestock production

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods

-Improved food and nutritional security

-Reduced workload with improved
technologies

-Increased water, fodder and wood needs
supply from agroforestry and water dams

-Enhanced green jobs for youths (from
nature interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability and risks to CC
hazards

-Youth have limited access & ownership
to land, thus limited decision on land-use.

The youth are highly active, dynamic and
energetic. The technology promoted
need to tap on their abilities and
capacities for increased productivity.

-Poor youths might not afford the
promoted technologies

People with
disabilities

-Intensive livestock rearing would
increase food & nutritional security

-Technologies need to take care of key
disabilities
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- Increased productivity from improved
inputs & management practices

Landless and small
land holders

-Will get skills & inputs for better livestock
production and rearing

-Increased productivity & better
livelihoods (from improved livestock
rearing)

-Improved food & nutritional security

-Increased water, fodder and wood needs
supply from agroforestry and water dams

-Enhanced green jobs (from nature
interventions)

-Reduced vulnerability & risks to CC
hazards

-The landless cannot participate, apart
from labour service

Internally displaced
people and refugees

-Increased land productivity will help
prevent internal migration

-Food & nutritional security for the
displaced

-CC and poor land productivity can lead
to internal migration

-Land tenure insecurity might hinder the
refugees’ participation

Indigenous
marginalized
populations

-Most of them are landless, or have small
plots of land, often without titles (Batwa,
Benet, Iks) + others

-Others e.g. Batwa, are not
agriculturalists, and have no land to till

-Their houses cannot support water
harvesting (cannot adopt water
harvesting technologies).

-They tend to periodically move from one
place to another in the forest ecosystem
(their home), targeting them has to be
strategic.
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Annex 4 Evaluation of Strategic Options based on World Bank Safeguards

Safeguard SO1: Climate
smart
agriculture

SO2: Sustainable
fuelwood& char-
coal use

SO3: Large-
scale
commercial
timber
plantations

SO4:
Rehabilitation
of natural
forests in the
landscape

SO5: Energy
efficient
cooking stoves

SO6: Integrated
wildfire
management

SO 7: Livestock
rearing in Cattle
Corridor

Environmental considerations
Environmental
assessment
OP/BP 4.01

CSA will
substantially
improve
microclimate,
bring in SLM,
reduce
degradation,
intensify
agriculture, and
bring agriculture
to modern times.
Agroforestry &
stall-feeding can
substitute
chemical
fertilization.
Score: +High

The SO2 aim at
locating all
commercial energy
wood production to
woodlots and
plantations,
combined with
agroforestry crops.
Timber plantations
will also be
agroforestry with
coffee & other
shade crops.
Improved charcoal
kilns use planted
trees & reduce
natural forest
exploitation.
Score: +High

This SO3 have got
direct
environmental
impacts as large
plantations impact
positively on local
climate. The
introduced tree
species are easier
to monitor legally
on commercial
markets. Improved
charcoal kilns from
plantations will
make charcoal
markets legal and
more fundable.
Score:+High

This SO4 intends
to stop illegal use
of forests and their
encroachment, by
allowing in
organized manner
CFM/PFM rights to
forest-adjacent
communities
against proof of
woodlots on farm-
lands from where
all wood will be
taken. Only NTFPs
with needed
restrictions
allowed from
forests.
Score:+High

This SO5 has huge
impact on
deforestation as
current rampart
traditional
charcoal
production and
use is second
highest driver of
deforestation &
degradation after
wildfires. With
improved kilns
and energy
efficient stoves
wood use can be
reduced to 15-
20% of current use
amounts.
Score:+High

This SO6 has the
greatest impact on
carbon emissions
in Uganda among
the REDD+ SOs. It
also has got
substantial climate
change impact due
to its increasing of
air temperatures,
degrading soils,
depletion of nutri-
ents, impacts on
vegetation &
smoke pollution.
Score:+High

The organizing of
livestock rearing
with fodder
agroforestry
plantations and
water dams
reduces somewhat
livestock impacts
on the environ-
ment and distri-
bute the negative
ones over larger
areas. The breeding
programme
increase
production effi-
ciency with fewer
animals/household.
Score:+High

Natural
habitats
OP/BP 4.04

CSA will
substantially
reduce natural
habitat
encroachment –
thus support
conservation of
biodiversity.
Score:+High

SO2 aim at locating
all commercial
energy wood
production to
woodlots and plan-
tations, reducing
exploitation of
natural
habitats.Score:+High

Large timber
plantations are
normally
established on
degraded forest
lands and not in
pristine natural
habitats.
Score:+High

Due to the
CFM/PFM
agreements all
wood use should
be produced on
farmlands. Thus
less pressure on
natural habitats.
Score:+High

Due to the
reasons stated
above this SO5 has
huge impact on
natural habitats.
Score:+High

The same reasons
as above.
Score:+High

If fodder produc-
tion is increased on
farmlands it redu-
ces somewhat
pressure on natural
habitats. With
more efficient
livestock manage-
ment less pressure.
Score:+Medium
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Forests
OP/BP 4.36

CSA will reduce
forest
encroachment &
deforestation.
Thus support
forest reha-
bilitation &
biodiversity.
Score: +High

This SO2 aim at
locating all
commercial energy
wood production to
woodlots and
plantations. Thus re-
duce exploitation of
forests.
Score: +High

Positive indirect
im-pacts as the
plantations bring
timber, pole and
energy wood
production out of
the natural
forests.
Score: +High

SO4 aim at
rehabilitating
forests and forest
biodiversity in
organized manner
together with local
communities.
Raising awareness
on forests.
Score: +High

SO2, SO3, and SO4
together with SO5
all together aim at
getting energy
wood produced
outside forests.
Thus impact is
huge.
Score: +High

Both forests and
plantations are at
high risk from fires
in particular drier
areas and IWM
thus reduces the
hazards.
Score: +High

Efficient & organi-
zed livestock mana-
gement reduces
pressure on
forests, but expan-
ding populations of
both humans and
cattle eat up the
benefits.
Score:+Medium

Safeguard SO1: Climate
smart
agriculture

SO2:
Sustainable
fuelwood& char-
coal use

SO3: Large-
scale
commercial
timber
plantations

SO4:
Rehabilitation of
natural forests
in the landscape

SO5: Energy
efficient
cooking stoves

SO6: Integrated
wildfire
management

SO 7: Livestock
rearing in Cattle
Corridor

Pest
management
OP/BP 4.09

Multi-cropping
with agroforestry
is better than
monocropping.
RWH with tank &
drip irrigation
reduce crop water
stress & thus part
in pest control.
Greenhouse
cultivation will
require change of
plant species in
greenhouses and
actual GH site
every 3rd year.
Score: +Medium

The agroforestry
system & annual
harvesting of both
trees and crops will
reduce pest appea-
rance, despite
intensive
cultivation.
Score: +Medium

There are likely to
be some pests and
diseases on the
introduced tree
species, but these
are not the same
ones as on
indigenous tree
species. Plantation
management and
firefighting
management plan
are needed.
Score: +Low

This criterion is
only in-directly
relevant as it
forces
communities to
have agroforestry
practices on their
farms instead of
monocultures and
thereby reducing
pest hazards. Thus
only positive
impacts.
Score: +High

This criterion is not
relevant.

Wildfire cause
many trees to die
or almost die,
which means easy
meals for pests.
The SO6 thus
reduces the pest
hazards for trees.
However, ticks and
snake problems
have been tackled
with fires and thus
these prevails.
Ticks on cattle can
be reduced by
stall-feeding.
Score: +Medium

Ticks will remain a
problem with free-
grazing cattle.
Stall-feeding may
reduce the tick
problem to an
extent but not
eradicate it.
Breeding improve-
ments are unlikely
to solve this
problem, but can
somehow reduce
it.
Score: +Medium

Physical
cultural
resources
OP/BP 4.11

CSA reduces
pressure on
physical cultural
resources.
Score: +High

SO2 reduces
pressure on
physical cultural
resources.
Score: +High

SO3 reduces
pressure on
physical cultural
resources.
Score: +High

SO4 reduces
pressure on
physical cultural
resources.
Score: +High

This criterion is not
relevant.

SO6 greatly
reduces hazards
for physical
cultural resources.
Score: +High

This criterium is
not relevant.

Indigenous
people
OP/BP 4.10

Indigenous people
often lack lands. A
special grant
project to support

Indigenous people
often lack lands. A
special grant
project to support

This is not an
option for
indigenous people
directly as these

This SO4 intends to
support indigenous
people. If these do
not have land for

Indigenous people
lack resources to
switch from
traditional to

Indigenous people
will need guidance
and training on
integrated wildfire

Indigenous people
often lack land, but
special grant may
enable these
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these people is to
be funded in
parallel to REDD+.
Score: +High

these people is to
be funded in
parallel to REDD+.
Work oppor-
tunities under
other land owners
possible.
Score: +Medium

seldom have got
sufficient lands or
capital for
plantations. Wood-
lots are under SO2.
Score: +Low

community
woodlots they
should get such
land from NFA as
part of the
CFM/PFM
agreements.
Score: +High

improved stoves.
However, with
grant support also
these communities
can participate in
SO5.
Score: +Low

management. Of
high relevance for
indigenous people.
Score: +High

people to benefit
from improved
livestock rearing.
Score: +Medium

Involuntary
resettlement
OP/BP 4.12

This SO1 aim to
increase farm
intensification &
thus no
resettlements.
Score: +High

This SO2 aim to
increase farm
intensification &
thus no
resettlements.
Score: +High

SO3 may cause re-
settlement of
people who are
encroaching on
lands they do not
have right to live
on.
Score: -Low

The SO4 may be
part of the solution
to stop
settlements in
forests.
Score: +High

This criterion is not
relevant.

Integrated wildfire
management
reduces
involuntary
resettle-mentation
caused by huge
wildfires.
Score: +High

SO7 may even
enabling some
households to stay
on in places that
they otherwise
would have to
leave an area.
Score: +High

Safeguard SO1: Climate
smart
agriculture

SO2:
Sustainable
fuelwood& char-
coal use

SO3: Large-
scale
commercial
timber
plantations

SO4:
Rehabilitation of
natural forests
in the landscape

SO5: Energy
efficient cooking
stoves

SO6: Integrated
wildfire
management

SO 7: Livestock
rearing in Cattle
Corridor

Social considerations
Social
assessment
OP/BP 4.01

Many positive im-
pacts: Increases
income generation
substantially,
enables business-
like operations.
Families have more
work opportu-
nities without
expanding farm
area.
Score: +High

Many positive im-
pacts: Increases
income generation
substantially,
enables business-
like operations.
Families have more
work opportu-
nities without
expanding farm
area.
Score: +High

This SO3 is not
intended directly
to poor
marginalized
households, but
these can work for
others. Fairly good
income generation
for owners.
Score: +Medium

Poor and
marginalized
people, but also
other households
find social security
and income from
forests. Thus
important that
rural people get
legal access to
NTFPs with CFM
agreement
Score: +High

The energy
efficient (EES) and
improved charcoal
stoves (ICS) have
rather small initial
investments after
which there are
substantial annual
cost savings to be
made.
Score: +High

Reduction in
wildfires improve
local climate,
health, income
generation and
reduce loss of
property.
Communities want
restrictions in
wildfires.
Score: +High

Many positive im-
pacts: Increases
income generation
substantially.
Families have more
work opportu-
nities in poor
drought stricken
areas. Social
prestige from
livestock owning.
Score: +High
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Natural
habitats
OP/BP 4.04

Most forest-based
products can be
derived from
agroforestry
system on farm
lands. Less income
needs from natural
habitats.
Score: +High

Most forest-based
products can be
derived from
agroforestry
system on farm
lands. Less income
needs from natural
habitats.
Score: +High

Some plantations
may put some
pressure on
natural habitats
from poor house-
holds income
generation. Thus
all SOs are needed.
Score: +Low

Most forest-based
products can be
derived from
agroforestry
system on farm
lands. Less income
needs from natural
habitats.
Score: +High

Increase energy
efficiency saves
both costs and
natural habitats.
Score: +High

Reduces fire
hazards to natural
habitats &
biodiversity and
thus to NTFP
incomes.
Score: +High

SO7 move away
substantial
pressure from
natural habitats.
Score: +High

Forests
OP/BP 4.36

Agroforestry-based
income reduce
pressure on
forests.
Score: +High

Agroforestry-based
income reduce
pressure on
forests.
Score: +High

The same issues
here. Thus all SOs
support each
other.
Score: +Medium

Agroforestry-based
income reduce
pressure on
forests.
Score: +High

Agroforestry-based
income reduce
pressure on
forests.
Score: +High

Apiculture and
cattle can be
moved to farms.
Thus fires not
needed.
Score: +High

Less pressure on
forests as people
have increased
resources on farm
lands.
Score: +High

Pest
management
OP/BP 4.09

Agroforestry
reduces pest
problems & thus
positive impact on
income.
Score:+Medium

Agroforestry
reduces pest
problems & thus
positive impact on
income.
Score: +High

May cause small
reduced income to
neighbours from
pests.
Score: +Medium

Not relevant. Not relevant Cattle to be stall-
fed and tick
problems reduced
and no fires
needed. Score:
+Low

Agroforestry
reduces pest
problems & thus
positive impact on
income.
Score: +Medium

Physical
cultural
resources
OP/BP 4.11

Positive impact
from less
encroaching.
Score: +High

Positive impact
from less
encroaching.
Score: +High

No clear social
impacts in this
sense.
Score: +Medium

Only positive
impacts.
Score: +High

Not relevant Only positive
impacts.
Score: +High

Not relevant

Safeguard SO1: Climate
smart
agriculture

SO2:
Sustainable
fuelwood& char-
coal use

SO3: Large-
scale
commercial
timber
plantations

SO4:
Rehabilitation of
natural forests
in the landscape

SO5: Energy
efficient
cooking stoves

SO6: Integrated
wildfire
management

SO7: Livestock
rearing in Cattle
Corridor

Indigenous
people
OP/BP 4.10

Extension and
grant funding is
needed to involve
indigenous people.
A grant bud-get for
marginalized
people is piggy-
backed to the
REDD+ scheme.

Marginalized and
indigenous people
can work for other
landowners and on
small-scale (much
less than a
hectare) these
people can invest
themselves in this.
Score: +Low

The SO3 is not
targeting
marginalized and
indigenous people,
but they can work
for other
landowners.
Score: +Low

This SO4 is
especially
important for
marginalized and
indigenous
people’s income
generation. The
CFM make NTFP
collection legal.

These people need
grant support and
extension to adopt
the EES. Such grant
funding is to be
piggy-backed to
the REDD+
operations.
Score: +Low

The SO6 is
especially
important to
involve
marginalized and
indigenous people.
income
generation. Grant
funding for

Extension and
grant funding is
needed to involve
indigenous people.
A grant bud-get for
marginalized
people is piggy-
backed to the
REDD+ scheme.
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Score: +High Score: +High awareness &
extension.
Score: +High

Score: +High

Involuntary
resettlement
OP/BP 4.12

This SO1 does not
result in any
involuntary
resettlements.
Score: +High

This SO2 does not
result in any
involuntary
resettlements.
Score: +High

Most plantations
are established on
degraded sites,
which may have
been part of poor
households’ in-
come generation
without owners’
permission.
Score: +Low

This SO4 may be
part of solution to
reduce involuntary
resettlement of
illegally
encroaching
people.
Score: +High

Not relevant Only positive
impacts.
Score: +High

This SO1 does not
result in any
involuntary
resettlements.
Score: +High

Overall risk
criteria
ranking of
both
environmental
and social
safeguards

Score: +High Score: +High Score: +Medium Score: +High Score: +High Score: +High Score: +High


